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Introduction 

 

 

 

Notre obsession est d'être reconnu comme une personne originale, 

irremplaçable; nous le sommes réellement, mais nous ne sentons jamais 

assez que notre entourage en est conscient. Quel plus beau cadeau peut 

nous faire l' “autre” que de renforcer notre unicité, notre originalité?1 

Albert Jacquart (1978:206-207) 

 

Nul imaginaire n'aide réellement à prévenir la misère, à s'opposer aux 

oppressions, à soutenir ceux qui ''supportent'' dans leur corps ou dans leur 

esprit. Mais l'imaginaire modifie les mentalités, si lentement qu'il en aille.2 

Édouard Glissant (1990:197) 

  

 

Why study French identity? 

 Reading French newspapers or watching TV broadcasts in the mid-teens of the 

twenty-first century, it is hard to deny or to ignore that France is currently (or still) 

undergoing an identity crisis. This crisis is of course not exactly a new phenomenon; 

many would indeed argue that the malaise originates from the waves of immigration that 

followed the Second World War and the dismantling of the colonial empire, leading 

second-generation immigrants to demonstrate, sometimes violently, against the unjust 

social realities of France in the 1980's and 1990's.3 In this dissertation, however, I will 

                                                        
1 Translation: “Our obsession is to be recognized as an original person, irreplaceable; we truly are 

original, but we can never feel it fully unless the people around us do as well. What better gift can the 

‘other’ give us than reinforcing our uniqueness, our originality?”  

Please note that all the translations provided in this dissertation are mine, including those from books 

that have been translated into English, but of which I quote the original text in French. If the only 

version included is in English, then the citation will include the translator's information. 

 

2 Translation: No imaginary really helps to prevent misery, to oppose oppression, to support those who 

“endure” in their bodies or in their minds. But the imaginary modifies mentalities, as slowly as it may. 

 

3 The first major popular movement to protest against France's treatment of its foreign, and more 

particularly Maghrebi, workers is undoubtedly the 1983 Marche pour l'égalité et contre le racisme 
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argue that the current identity crisis is not the consequence of immigration alone, but 

rather a result of a conservative strand of Republicanism and its attendant colonial 

ideology within France (which I will discuss below). I will suggest why this Republican 

ideology (which does not tolerate racial and cultural difference) might be so influential 

now, and show that Republicanism's refusal of difference is closely linked to the idea of 

equality upon which modern France is founded. I will analyze four novels – JMG Le 

Clézio's Révolutions (2003), Alexis Jenni's L'Art français de la guerre (2011), Azouz 

Begag's Le Marteau pique-coeur (2004), and Éliette Abécassis's Sépharade (2009) – that 

show that the current state of affairs stems from a much older set of internal conflicts.  

 Regardless of its cause, there is a discernible augmentation of the sense of malaise 

in French society today. As the French presidential elections of 2012 have shown, the 

question of identity is more than ever at the center of the political and everyday life of the 

people of France. Immigration, dual citizenship, gay marriage, freedom of religion, or the 

right to vote for permanent residents were key platforms in all of the three major 

candidates' campaigns, François Hollande, Nicolas Sarkozy and Marine Le Pen. More 

recently, the attack on the satirical newspaper Charlie Hebdo (January 2015) has 

rekindled issues of freedom of religion (or rather liberté de culte, which grants the 

freedom to worship as one wishes, rather than the freedom to believe in any particular 

                                                        
[March for Equality and against Racism] in which 32 French-born men of Algerian origin left 

Marseille on foot with the goal of crossing France and reaching Paris at the end of their journey. In 

Paris, tens of thousands marched alongside the “marcheurs” [walkers] in support of their cause. See the 

following video archive for an overview of the Marche: http://www.ina.fr/video/CAB8301925401. In 

the following two decades, peaceful marches were replaced by violent riots, often in response to police 

brutality, and often in the Province, particularly in Lyon and its banlieues [disenfranchised suburbs]. 

2005 marks the last wide-spread wave of riots in France, kindled by the death of two adolescents from 

the Parisian banlieue electrocuted during a police chase. 

http://www.ina.fr/video/CAB8301925401
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deity), citizenship (it was proposed that naturalized criminals should be stripped of their 

French citizenship), and racial inequalities (should the police have the right to stop 

someone based on their appearance, legalizing racial profiling?). Furthermore, 

considering that France's far-right party, Le Front National (FN), won 25% of the votes 

on the first round of the élections départementales4 of March 2015, and considering that 

one the FN's primary political engagements [promises], only second to boosting low 

incomes and retirement, is “stopper l'immigration et instaurer la priorité nationale5” (Le 

Pen, p.16), it is clear that national identity has become (or some would say remains) a 

critical concern for the French in 2015. Indeed, at the départementales, 25% voted for the 

Front National despite (or perhaps because of) its promise to ban “les manifestations de 

soutien aux clandestins6” (which would now be illegal), and to suppress “la possibilité, 

dans le droit français, de régulariser les immigrés clandestins,7” which would be 

eliminated alongside the droit du sol that guarantees French citizenship to anyone born 

on French soil.8 The FN also promises an increase of “des emplois dits 'de souverainenté' 

(…) où les professions seront réservées aux personnes ayant la nationalité française.9” 

                                                        
4 These local elections are very important in a decentralized France where the départements have much 

authority over the quotidian life of its constituents.  

 

5 Translation: stop immigration and reinstate national priority.  

 

6 Translation: demonstrations in support of illegal immigrants 

 

7 Translation: the possibility, within French law, to regularize illegal immigrants 

 

8 As noted by Patrick Geary in his The Myth of Nations (2002), France has two markers for determining 

nationality, the droit du sang (right of blood) and the droit du sol (right of land). The first anchors the 

nation in lineage, with the possibility of maintaining nationality through geographical displacement, 

whereas the second suggests that a nation belongs to a certain territory, no matter where its members 

originate. 

 

9 Translation: so called 'sovereign' jobs (…) that could only be occupied by individuals holding French 
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The FN's nationalist platform also pledges to make “le racisme anti-français10” an 

aggravating circumstance in the conviction of a crime, suggesting that, for the FN, 

Frenchness is a racial denomination, and that it is a race in peril because of its immigrant 

population. The FN's platform is a good illustration of how the fears of the Other / 

foreigner fuel the social divide in France today. As I will suggest, immigration has 

become a scapegoat hiding a crucial issue that contributes to the current crisis: France's 

Republicanism and its interpretation of equality. 

 I will offer one more illustration to show the depth of France's fear of Otherness 

within the nation. In January 2013, the French research agency IPSOS published an 

alarming survey titled “France 2013: les nouvelles fractures11” in which it asked the 

French how they felt about their country in the present day. Interestingly, 62% of 

participants said that one does not feel “at home” in France “any more;” 70% said that 

there are too many foreigners in France; and 61% declared that globalization is a threat to 

France.12 While the French identity crisis certainly goes far beyond questions of race or 

religion (as the heated debate surrounding the legalization of same-sex marriage can 

attest), immigration still seems to be viewed as a, if not the, major threat to French 

identity. The adjective “new” in the title of the IPSOS survey suggests that the analysts 

themselves believe the situation is a recent phenomenon when in fact, and as I will argue 

                                                        
citizenship 

 

10 Translation: anti-French racism 

 

11 Translation: France 2013: the new social divides 

 

12 The other major French research agency, TNS Sofres, published their yearly “Baromètre d'image du 

Front national” the same month which showed very similar results to those of IPSOS, giving both of 

their results more credibility. 
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in chapter 1, the identity crisis is as old as the French Republic itself, if not older.  

 My analysis of texts that represent fractures in, and challenges to, French national 

identity is largely informed by postcolonial theory (see methodology section) because the 

writings of scholars such as Homi Bhabha, Frantz Fanon, Édouard Glissant, Alec 

Hargreaves, Michel Laronde, Edward Said, and Gayatri Spivak offer a methodological 

framework through which the complicated interaction between the individual and the 

forces that participate in the construction of individual and group identities can be 

understood. According to these theorists, identities are produced out of relations of 

conflict, oppression, and assimilation, between a dominant ideology (here, French 

Republicanism) and the individual's multiple local, regional, religious, or international 

allegiances. A postcolonial approach also reveals strategies of resistance through 

creativity, and thus a way to interpret how the four authors considered in this dissertation 

regard the French identity crisis. 

 

Why identity in literature? 

 Literature is both a reflection of society, and a maker of culture and identity. As 

members of a community, writers cannot help but mirror the social context in which they 

live and write, whether directly by choosing to represent events and individuals from 

their time realistically, or indirectly by depicting events from other lands and/or times 

that strongly connote the author's own reality (usually as a conscious effort, and on rare 

occasions by accident). No matter their approach (direct or indirect), the body of work 

represented by the literature of a nation can be conceived not only as a history of that 

nation's literature, but as the history of that nation's identity in representation (and of 
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identity conflicts within that nation). To cite just a few examples within the French 

literary tradition, works such as Marguerite de Navarre's Heptaméron (1558), Prévost's 

Manon Lescaut (1728, as part of Mémoires et aventures d’un homme de qualité), 

Stendhal's Le Rouge et le noir (1830), Zola's Germinal (1885) Céline's Voyage au Bout 

de la Nuit (1932), or Perec's Les Choses (1965) all directly represent and critique the 

society contemporary to their author, whereas works such as Rabelais's Pantagruel 

(1532), Corneille's Le Cid (1637), Voltaire`s Candide (1759), Victor Hugo's Notre Dame 

de Paris (1831), or Albert Camus's La Peste (1947) portray real and imaginary lands 

foreign to the author – or different epochs – to indirectly critique the time and society that 

inspired their writing.13  

 As the works mentioned above indicate, literature is not a mere mirror to 

reality/society since it can denounce injustice and hypocrisy without directly representing 

that which it portrays and critiques. Furthermore, in the context of cultural production 

and representation, literature is neither transparent, nor innocent. As suggested by 

Edward Said (1979), 

too often literature and culture are presumed to be politically, even 

historically innocent; it has regularly seemed otherwise to me, and 

certainly my study of Orientalism has convinced me (and I hope will 

convince my literary colleagues) that society and literary culture can only 

be understood and studied together. (27) 

 

In other words, literature actively participates in assessing and shaping the institutions 

and individuals it represents (directly or indirectly) because it conveys ideologies of 

                                                        
13 Under the Old Regime, and the First and Second Empires, as well as in times of war thereafter, authors 

strategically painted foreign times and places to avoid censorship all the while critiquing their own 

society. This remains a popular technique in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries in the form of 

science-fiction and fantasy. 
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conformism or, sometimes, ideologies of resistance.14 Many authors have indeed 

expressed their belief that it is a writer's duty to defend freedom and truth, even at times 

when these two attributes may lead an author to prison, exile, or the gallows. Examples 

such as these are countless, from Voltaire's numerous imprisonments and exile, to the 

long list of writers guillotined during the French Revolution and the Terror. In the 

twentieth century, authors have braved censorship during the First and Second World 

Wars, often as part of their Resistance efforts during the latter (Louis Aragon, Paul 

Éluard, Marguerite Duras,  André Malraux). Sartre (1948) captured centuries of literary 

engagement when he wrote that “la littérature est, par essence, la subjectivité d'une 

société en révolution permanente15” (163).  

 The four novels I have chosen to analyze here, JMG Le Clézio's Révolutions 

(2003), Alexis Jenni's L'Art français de la guerre (2011), Azouz Begag's Le Marteau 

pique-coeur (2004), and Éliette Abécassis's Sépharade (2009) follow in the footsteps of 

the works mentioned above in that they question French society at the dawn of the 

twenty-first century. These novels also exemplify Sartre's observation that society is 

constantly changing (une société en révolution permanente), and they suggest that the 

individuals within a society are always both resisting and encouraging change, thus 

embodying the two senses of the term “revolution:” change and insurrection. My study of 

these novels will reveal how four French novelists conceptualize French identity as a 

                                                        
14 Said has been very critical of the use of British literature in the curriculum as a means to impose 

Western culture and ideals in the colonies. Literature is thus viewed as an instrument of propaganda as 

much as an educational tool. 

 

15 Translation: literature is, by nature, the subjectivity of a society in permanent revolution. 
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construction shaped both in accordance with, and in opposition to, French 

Republicanism, thus revealing the paradox inherent to French identity.  

 

 

Frenchness, Republicanism and equality 
 

 The Enlightenment can certainly be credited for some of the greatest scientific 

and technical advances that brought Europe into the modern era (steam engine, discovery 

of gravity, mechanical calculator, chemistry), as well as for overthrowing political and 

religious absolutism (the French Revolution). It is also during that period that an 

institution that oppressed close to half of the world's population (colonialism), and whose 

effects can still be felt today, is developed at an unprecedented rate and scale. The 

scientific and philosophical writings of Buffon, Rousseau, or Montesquieu have indeed 

led to the “scientific” classification of the peoples of the world, and of the societies they 

inhabit, hierarchizing human beings according to their alleged place on the continuum of 

evolution, progress and civilization. In 1748, Montesquieu publishes his Esprit des lois in 

which he argues that the laws governing each nation can be explained by natural and 

cultural / customary causes. According to Montesquieu, a land's climate or geography 

influences certain peoples to be more virtuous or honorable than others, justifying the 

need to moralize those who seem to have fallen behind in the progressive improvement, 

or development, of mankind. Buffon followed closely in Montesquieu's footsteps, 

publishing his Histoire naturelle, générale et particulière between 1749 and 1789. In this 

imposing work, Buffon observes the resemblance between men and monkeys, positing 

that the procreation of a Black woman and a monkey may be possible because the two are 
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closely related, more than a White woman and a monkey. By way of rational thinking, 

Buffon “proves” that the peoples of Africa are biologically inferior to Europeans 

(because less evolved). Like Montesquieu before him, Buffon also attributes the 

industriousness of certain peoples to more clement weather, whereas those living in 

extreme temperatures tend to be less productive, explaining their poverty and less 

advanced state of economic, political and social development. From this ideology of 

linear progress was born France's mission civilisatrice, justifying colonialism as a means 

to help “less fortunate” nations progress toward civilization`` (ie. toward the French 

model of civilization). 

 Rousseau's writings also span most of the mid-eighteenth century. 

Notwithstanding, his contributions are somewhat contradictory to those of Montesquieu 

and Buffon. Rousseau opposes man's natural state (a state in which man would be 

happier) to a society that corrupts and leads to individual and interpersonal instability, 

advocating that technical advancements do not equate to moral progress. If Rousseau 

acknowledges that man cannot return to his natural state, he recommends education as a 

means to ensure the development of responsible citizens (Émile, ou de l'éducation, 1762). 

This education should first cultivate the child's “practical intelligence,” only introducing 

abstract concepts in his teenage years, and only to teach him the principles of democracy, 

such as equality, the interdependence of human beings, or the necessity, need and dignity 

of labor. Fearing that his pupil would be irremediably hurt by too early a contact with the 

cruelty and injustice of society, Rousseau also recommends he learn of the corruption of 

mankind through reading rather than first hand experience, favoring stories in which 
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equality and justice prevail in the actions of great characters (in the hope that the student 

will desire to emulate these models of virtue once out of his preceptor's care).  

 Although Rousseau does not share Montesquieu's esteem for progress, his belief 

in the perfectibility of man intersects with the former's focus on progress and evolution. 

These two ideologies of progress and perfectibility supported France's colonial effort well 

into the twentieth century, which as we will see, is pertinent to my analysis of social 

structures (nation, region, religion) as they relate to identity construction in the post-

colonial twenty-first century. Moreover, Rousseau's focus on liberty and equality also 

strongly inspires the birth of Republicanism. In Du Contrat social (1762), Rousseau 

argues that “le plus grand bien de tous, qui doit être la fin de tout système de législation 

(…) se réduit à ces deux objets principaux, la liberté et l'égalité16” (76), which 

undoubtedly influences the genesis of the Déclaration des droits de l'homme et du 

citoyen17 of 1789 whose first article stipulate that “les hommes naissent et demeurent 

libres et égaux en droits.18” Furthermore, France's future insistence on the State's duty to 

protect equality can also find its origins in Rousseau's writings: “C’est précisément parce 

que la force des choses tend toujours à détruire l’égalité que la force de la législation doit 

toujours tendre à la maintenir19” (Du Contrat social, p.77). This concern for the legal 

                                                        
16 Translation: the greatest good for all, which must be the goal of any system of governance (…) is 

reduced to these two main attributes, liberty and equality. 

 

17 Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen 

 

18 Translation: Men are born and remain free and equal in rights. 

 

19 Translation : it is precisely because it is society's nature to destroy equality that legislation must always 

aim to protect it 
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protection of equality can today be seen in policies and laws such as la parité,20 la 

laïcité21 or the absence of racial identifying categories from legal documents.22 As I will 

later discuss, although intended to protect liberty and equality, these laws will also 

materialize new forms of oppression that postcolonial theorists will strongly denounce 

two centuries later.  

 

Frenchness, Republicanism, and equality 

 The racial, political, and social theories of the Enlightenment and the French 

Revolution have a double effect on the conceptualization of French identity. On the one 

hand, the year 1789 sees the abolition of many social and political injustices. First, after 

the overtaking of the Bastille on July 14th, the Monarchy is declared as no longer being of 

divine right, and its power as no longer emanating from God, but from the nation. On 

August 4th, after the gradual discontentment of the French peasantry, feudal rights are 

abolished, followed by the dispossession of the Church's privileges and lands in 

November (although that was primarily to the benefit the Crown who needed the money 

selling the Church's properties would provide). As noted by historians, however, despite 

                                                        
20 The term parité refers to gender equality in work, salary, and access to elected positions. French law 

requires for instance that the number of male and female candidates to a legislative office be equal: 

“l'écart entre le nombre des candidats de chaque sexe ne peut être supérieur à un” [the difference 

between the number of candidates from each sex cannot be superior to one] (article L300 of the Code 

électoral). 

 

21 There is not direct translation for this term. It expresses the separation of State and Church, and is close 

to the English term secularism. 

 

22 Based on the principle of equality, France does not recognize racial differences. Questions concerning 

racial identity are therefore absent from such documents as censuses, passports, or any other type of 

identifying documents. 
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the advances in human rights stated by the Declaration of the Rights of Man of 1789, the 

1791 Constitution “donne de larges pouvoirs au roi et fait élire l'Assemblée législative 

par des 'citoyens actifs' pris parmi les seuls possédants23” (Carpentier and Lebrun, p. 

243). After two years of political and financial instability, the King's attempted exile 

abroad puts a definite end to the Monarchy, leading to the birth of the Republic a year 

later (the Convention proclaims September 22, 1792 as the first day of year I of the 

Republic).  

 Ironically, in an effort to maintain the new regime, the newly formed Comité de 

salut public, Comité de sûreté générale and Tribunal révolutionnaire establish a reign of 

terror (known as The Terror) in which civil rights are greatly diminished to guarantee the 

success of the Revolution and the survival of the Republic. “Federalist” insurrections are 

met with the greatest severity as France fights Prussia to the East, any form of resistance 

to the will of the Capital considered treason and therefore punishable by death. Carpentier 

and Lebrun argue that “la guerre a nationalisé la Révolution24” (247) because it allowed 

the central power to exert total control and dominance in the name of national survival 

(that is to say that in order to win the war against the “enemy” (Prussia), the Republic 

must create national unity by labeling any internal disagreements as anti-national 

sentiments). This centralization of power will lead to the effacement of regional 

particularities and liberties in the name of the unity of a France under attack, distorting 

the ideal of equality before the law (stated in the Declaration of the Rights of Man) into 

                                                        
23 Translation: gives a lot of power to the king and imposes the creation of a legislative Assembly elected 

by 'active citizens' chosen only amongst landowners. 

 

24 Translation: war nationalized the Revolution 
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an ideal of sameness, of homogeneity. 

 While it is impossible to express the complexity of the changes of the French 

political system during the nineteenth century in the few pages of this introduction, there 

are key elements that will elucidate the specificity of national identity in contemporary 

France. First, as argued by Raymonde Monnier (2002), “les usages de concepts de base 

tels que Etat, gouvernement, société civile, république ont été pris dans des processus de 

variation de sens25” (89) throughout the century, particularly as the political system 

oscillated between republics, monarchies and empires. Other concepts not mentioned by 

Monnier, such as liberty and equality, also saw a shift in meaning in that period. Daniel 

Béland (2003) notes that  

during the French Revolution, a strong model of national sovereignty 

emerged as an alternative to absolutism: a nation of equal citizens replaces 

the king as the source of political power and legitimacy. Against the 

feudal legacy, feudalism, aristocratic institutions, and “intermediary 

bodies” such as professional guilds are rejected in the name of equality. 

The Revolution inaugurates an “era of [political] abstraction” 

(Rosanvallon) centered on an individualistic and homogeneous vision of 

the nation, which is conceived as an egalitarian “community of citizens” 

(Schnapper) [in which] the defense of the “general interest” is meant to 

triumph over parochialism and private interests. (66, emphasis mine) 

 

Béland is pointing to several primordial changes that are still influential today. In the 

Republics (I am using the plural to acknowledge the interruptions of the Restorations and 

Empires), the nation, rather than its citizens, has become the source of political power, 

and its goal is to uphold the common good (which today is observable in the justification 

of laws such as laïcité). Béland’s description also underlines that the homogenization of 

                                                        
25 Translation: the uses of basic concepts such as State, government, civil society, republic underwent a 

process of variation of signification 
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the nation is directly linked to the metamorphosis of the locus of power and legitimacy. 

John Bowen (2007) offers additional clarification of this French specificity: “here 

Rousseau stands against Locke, freedom through the state against freedom from the state, 

society as a 'coming together' and 'living together' against society as isolated rights-

bearing individuals or (worse) as isolated communities defined by religion, race or 

ethnicity” (15). In the Republics, the State is therefore considered as a benevolent and 

protective entity that seeks to “emphasiz[e] general interest and shared values over 

individual interests and pluralism” (11). 

 France's restrictive definition of equality is inspired by what Étienne Balibar calls 

“extensive universalism” (2001:62). For Balibar, “extensive universalism” leads to 

assimilation because it defines equality as sameness, and European civilization as the 

point of reference for this sameness, whereas “intensive universalism” represents the 

uncorrupted ideal of equality without the totalizing effect of Republican absolutism. 

Republicanism's “extensive universalism” is inscribed within the Declaration of the 

Rights of Man and the Citizen of 1789 because article 3 establishes that “le principe de 

toute Souveraineté réside essentiellement dans la Nation. Nul corps, nul individu ne peut 

exercer d'autorité qui n'en émane expressément.26” France's refusal to recognize 

individual particularities is also expressed since 1791 by the successive Constitutions that 

have stipulated that France is “une et indivisible” [one and undividable]. 

 By the end of the nineteenth century, although France’s political system finally 

stabilizes under the Third Republic (1870-1940), its paradoxical notions of liberty and 

                                                        
26 Translation: The principle of all sovereignty resides in the Nation. No group, no individual can exert 

any authority that does not expressly emanate from it. 
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equality intensify. On the one hand, under Jules Ferry's leadership (1881-1885), France 

undergoes many social reforms, such as the introduction of the principle of laïcité in the 

school system, free education, freedom of the press, or the right to form unions; but 

conversely, Ferry encourages aggressive colonial expansion to Tunisia, West Africa, 

Madagascar and Indochina, denying the foreign Other the very basic human rights the 

Republic sought to restore in France. Education returns to the forefront of national 

identity construction at that time, echoing Rousseau's belief regarding the transformative 

properties of schools. Jones (1999) gives a very insightful analysis of schools' role in the 

construction of the Third Republic:  

Physical training and sport could ensure that the fight for the integrity of 

France might yet be won on the playing-fields of, say, Palavas-les-Flots. 

History teaching preached a cult of the fatherland and its defence. In 

textbooks 'patriotic' figures such as du Guesclin, Joan of Arc, Philip 

Augustus and even Robespierre enjoyed prominence, while scorn was 

reserved for the Merovingians, who had proved constitutionally incapable 

of maintaining their kingdom's integrity. (224) 

 

Not only do schools form young citizens who can, unlike the Merovingians, defend the 

integrity of France from the intrusion of foreign blood and foreign troops, Jones also 

notes that schools participate in the colonization of the Province by Parisian bourgeois 

culture: 

To many who attended them, however, these schools must have appeared 

as colonial as well as republican institutions. The metropolitan bourgeois 

values they promoted were foreign to many peasants, workers and women. 

Despite the universalist and meritocratic assumptions behind the Ferry 

legislation these three groups did markedly worse in the classroom, and 

this made the school a means of social control as much as of career 

mobility. This was truer the further southwards and westwards one went 

from the capital city. (224) 

 

This colonization of the Province is executed through the effacement of regional 
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particularisms (such as regional languages and religious practices), in favor of French (ie. 

Parisian) culture and customs. For Jones, the success of “this programme of cultural 

assimilation” (225) can be measured by the increase of literacy in French: by the early 

1900s, ninety percent of conscripts are able to sign their names. 

 Today, education is still strictly regimented by the State. The curriculum is 

created and implemented nation-wide by the Éducation Nationale, and its tenured 

teachers are government workers just like police officers or postal workers (in private 

schools under contract with the State, although their status differs slightly, teachers are 

also employed by the State). The laws governing the French school system make its 

Republican components very clear. Article L111-1 of the Code de l'éducation [Code of 

Education] stipulates that 

L'éducation est la première priorité nationale. (…)  [Elle] contribue à 

l'égalité des chances et à lutter contre les inégalités sociales et territoriales 

en matière de réussite scolaire et éducative. (…) Outre la transmission des 

connaissances, la Nation fixe comme mission première à l'école de faire 

partager aux élèves les valeurs de la République. Le service public de 

l'éducation fait acquérir à tous les élèves le respect de l'égale dignité des 

êtres humains, de la liberté de conscience et de la laïcité. (…) L'école 

garantit à tous les élèves l'apprentissage et la maîtrise de la langue 

française.27 

 

And article L111-1-1 requires that 

 

La devise de la République, le drapeau tricolore et le drapeau européen 

sont apposés sur la façade des écoles et des établissements d'enseignement 

du second degré publics et privés sous contrat. La Déclaration des droits 

de l'homme et du citoyen du 26 août 1789 est affichée de manière visible 

                                                        
27 Translation: Education is the first national priority. (…) [It] contributes to provide equal chances and 

fights against social and territorial inequalities regarding school and educational success. (…) In 

addition to the transmission of knowledge, for the Nation, the primary goal of schools is to impart the 

values of the Republic to its students. The public service of education teaches all to respect the equal 

dignity of all human beings, freedom of thought and laïcité. (…) Schools guarantee all their students 

the learning and mastering of the French language. 
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dans les locaux des mêmes écoles et établissements.28 

 

In the French context, schools exemplify the same tensions as those discussed earlier: on 

the one hand, they are an institution founded to defend the equal rights of all men and 

women, but on the other hand, by applying the narrow definition of French equality, they 

impose the effacement of regional, cultural, and religious differences, which, as we will 

see in the following chapters, creates social and psychological tensions within the country 

and within the self. Despite the limitations of the French education, its core ideals rest on 

the belief that schools have transformative properties (cf. Rousseau), and that they can 

“form” or “create” French citizens, which shows in some way that the Republic rejects 

essentialism, or else there would not be a need to “form” what already exists (no need to 

form citizens if they are “naturally” made by being born citizens). The education system 

therefore epitomizes the paradox of French national identity, in which the definition, and 

defense, of equality has become, in practice, a marginalizing dogma. 

 To go back to the nineteenth century, the loss of Alsace and Lorraine in 1871 also 

stimulates “a kind of muscular nationalism” (Jones, p.224) fueled by fears of racial 

degeneration scientifically supported by Drumont's La France Juive (1886), and 

politically by the Affaire Dreyfus (1894-1906). Both Drumont's work and the Affaire 

Dreyfus illustrate France's fear of an infiltration of the malevolent Other in the sanctity of 

the nation. The scientific racism (based on the emerging fields of anthropology and 

ethnography) that had to this point remained more or less oriented toward France's 

                                                        
28 Translation: The motto of the Republic, the tricolor flag and the European flag are displayed on the 

outside of all public schools, and private schools under contract with the State. The Declaration of the 

Rights of Man and the Citizen of August 26, 1789 is clearly displayed within the same schools. 
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oversees subjects is now redirected toward a Mother Land in danger of being “infected” 

or “corrupted” from within. France's defeat in 1870 (believed to be the result of the 

weakening of the French race) awoke a renewed interest for the scientific study of the 

human condition permitted by the technical advances of science, travel and 

communication of the industrial revolution. The birth of anthropology and ethnography 

also serves to justify France's expansion abroad. While these two disciplines recognize 

the specificity of each society, their approach rests on the concept of relativity: 

“l'universalisation est légitime; pour qu'elle soit possible, il faut que les différentes 

société étudiées soient relativisées par rapport à celle à laquelle appartient 

l'observateur29” (Larousse). By comparing foreign societies to that of the scientist, these 

disciplines participate in the strengthening of Euro-centrism and ethnocentrism because 

they crystallize Europe as the point of reference to which all other societies must be 

compared. France, more advanced than all of its colonies, must therefore help her “sons 

and daughters” to reach their full potential and catch up with the “civilized” world.  

 As noted by Edward Said (1979), through this Orientalist mind-set, 

French/European identity has constructed itself in opposition to that of the Other. 

Consequently, colonial racism emerges as a powerful marker of French identity while 

theories of racial purity gain strength at the beginning of the twentieth century. These 

Orientalist beliefs continue to underlay the structure of French society, promoting images 

such as the treacherous or conniving Jew, the sexualized and thoughtless Black woman 

(ie. Josephine Baker), or the child-like Black man (ie. Ya Bon Banania). Here again, 

                                                        
29 Translation: universalization is legitimate; for it to be possible, the different societies studied must be 

compared to the one to which the observer belongs. 
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French Republicanism serves as justification to “help” these “less evolved” individuals 

“catch up” to a benevolent France, all the while imposing Frenchness / Whiteness as the 

model for civilized, or evolved, selfhood.  

 The irony of France's Republican discourses of identity, equality and liberty is 

fully exposed during the Second World War. In La Gangrène et l'oubli (1991), Benjamin 

Stora offers a detailed account of France's tormented past with Algeria, including its 

paradoxical status during the Second World War. Algeria is only one of the colonies of 

the French Empire, but its particular history can serve as an example of France's 

contradictory ideologies. Furthermore, the violence (from both sides) that led to the 

independence of Algeria has in many ways defined France's identity politics in the 

second half of the twentieth century, engraving a certain image of “the Arab” in French 

popular imagination. Although Algeria is a département français30 from 1848 to 1962, 

the principles of equality and liberty are strictly reserved for its European population: the 

Indigenous peoples of Algeria are denied citizenship, thus stripping them not only of their 

freedom and equality, but of their right to an identity of their own. Stora notes that in 

colonial Algeria, there is an analogical relation between religion and nationality; this 

confusion is supported by France's citizenship regulations: “la citoyenneté y est accordée 

en fonction de la communauté d'appartenance (définie par la religion)31” (22), a criteria 

                                                        
30 The French territory in present-day Algeria was actually comprised of three, and later four, 

départements, which are administrative divisions of France. Algeria was therefore not a colony like the 

Ivory Coast or Senegal, a distinction similar to the status of Hawaii or Alaska in relation to Guam or 

Puerto Rico for the United States. Like Hawaii today, Algeria was an integral part of France for over 

one hundred years, with no distinction in status for its citizens of European descent. 

 

31 Translation: citizenship is granted according to the community to which one belongs (defined by one's 

religion) 
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of selection in dire opposition to the inalienable rights established by the Declaration of 

the Rights of Man, and to the Constitution of the Republic, which both state that all men 

are born free and equal. To push the irony further, during the Occupation of France by 

Germany, Algeria and London become the two locations from which France's liberation 

is planned, and the places to which those who oppose the Vichy regime flee, organizing 

Resistance cells in Algeria's desert. But here again, France's paradoxical definitions of 

identity are quickly revealed. Vichy strips the Jewish population of Algeria of its French 

citizenship, and even within the ranks of the Armée française de la Libération – led from 

London by the Général de Gaulle, and later its second branch rising in Algeria under the 

command of the Maréchal de Lattre de Tassigny – the condition of the African and North 

African troops is much worse than that of their European counterparts. Although their 

presence is crucial to the success of the army's liberating mission, the army continues to 

impose colonial hierarchy within an institution formed to fight another colonization (that 

of France by Germany).  

 If France regains its freedom after the War, the same cannot be said of its 

colonies. Despite the efforts of intellectuals such as Jean-Paul Sartre, Aimé Césaire, 

Frantz Fanon, or the French Communist Party, it will take another ten years for France to 

let go of its colonies, or to incorporate them as full fledged members of the Republic. 

France's refusal to grant Algeria its independence reveals once again the contradictions 

that underlie French Republican national identity. Although no war has been declared 

with Algeria, the French propaganda machine is hard at work to depict the Indigenous 

people as the enemy as it had done with Prussians and Germans in the previous wars 
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(who were foreign enemies, whereas Algerians are technically part of the nation at that 

time). The French press abounds with images of a France “victorieuse, [qui] protège les 

populations civiles. La seule image possible de nationalistes algériens arrêtés est celle de 

'chefs rebelles', de 'meneurs', visages défaits, entourés de spectateurs passifs32” (Stora, 

p.43), whereas French soldiers “n'ont du soldat que l'uniforme. On les voit toujours 

soigner, construire, enseigner33” (43). By portraying France as a nurturing “motherland,” 

these images participate in popularizing France's mission civilisatrice, slowing down the 

emergence of counter-discourses that would reveal the hypocrisy of a system that 

maintains an entire people in a subaltern position, denying them the basic rights of 

citizenship granted by the French Constitution. As paradoxically as ever, De Gaulle's 

proclamation as to the right of peoples to self-govern (1959) does not apply to Algeria, 

suggesting on the one hand that Algerians are French (and are therefore not to be 

regarded as a potentially self-governing people), all the while continuing to deny the 

Indigenous population equal citizen rights. 

 It is also quite significant that the arguments proposed by France's colonies in 

defense of decolonization stem from the same ideals of equality and liberty that France 

uses to oppress its Empire under the guises of its mission civilisatrice, universalism and 

progress. Indeed, in his introduction to Peau noire, masques blancs (1952), Frantz Fanon 

writes that he wishes his book will participate in the creation of “un nouvel humanisme” 

(7) [a new humanism], one which would recognize all races as equal without the 

                                                        
32 Translation: victorious, protecting its civilian populations. The only possible image of Algerian 

nationalists is that of 'rebel chiefs,' of 'band leaders,' vanquished, surrounded by passive spectators 

 

33 Translation: are only soldiers in name. They are always shown nursing, building, teaching. 
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necessity of resembling one another. Fanon is pointing to the “corrupted” nature of the 

ideals of universalism and equality as they have been enacted by France since the 

Enlightenment. Black men should not desire to prove their worth to White men because 

White men should not be considered as more evolved, more advanced, or more civilized. 

In Discours sur le colonialisme (1955), Aimé Césaire goes further by attacking France 

for being “une civilisation qui ruse avec ses principes (…) [et] se réfugie dans une 

hypocrisie d'autant plus odieuse qu'elle a de moins en moins chance de tromper34” (7), 

supporting my argument as to the paradox of France's definition of equality, and 

construction of identity. 

 To conclude this historical overview of France's conceptualization of identity, it is 

important to discuss post-World War immigration patterns, the resurgence of 

independentist / regionalist movements in the second half of the twentieth century, and 

the Islamophobia/Arabophobia that has developed at the end of this era. After the 

independence of Algeria, the influx of (former) colonized subjects to the metropolitan 

French working force adds to the anti-Arab and/or anti-Muslim sentiment as the reality of 

their existence is no longer “far away in the colonies” but “right here at home.” This 

increased presence of the Other transforms colonial racism into nationalism because, as 

argued by Stora, “l'ancien colonisé, par son intrusion dans la métropole, est perçu comme 

colonisant le territoire des 'civilisés' (…) [et] se transforme dans l'imaginaire en nouveau 

triomphateur, en 'colonisateur'35” (Stora, p.289). This fear of being colonized by 

                                                        
34 Translation: a civilization that ruses with its principles (…) [and] hides in a hypocrisy all the more 

odious that it can no longer be hidden. 

 

35 Translation: the formerly colonized, through their intrusion inside the home land, are seen as 
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uncivilized “barbarians” is so prevalent that author Michel Houellebecq made it the plot 

of his controversial novel Soumission (2015). In this volume, whose publication was the 

subject of Charlie Hebdo’s cover page the day of the attack on the magazine, an Islamist 

party wins the French presidency at the end of a close race against the Front National 

(France's far-right party). After the victory of Mohammed Ben Abbes, the Muslim 

Brotherhood candidate, France undergoes rapid cultural change. Women are no longer 

allowed to work or go to school past twelve years old, big industries are discouraged, and 

the family unit becomes the cornerstone of the economy. “Toutes ces réformes visaient à 

‘redonner toute sa place, toute sa dignité à la famille, cellule de base de notre société’36” 

(199), which strongly contrasts with the definition of Republicanism in which the basis of 

society is the entire citizenry. As Houellebecq’s book can attest, it seems that France 

cannot escape the contradictory conceptualizations of Republicanism that emerged from 

the Enlightenment and the Revolution, always antagonizing individual identity in favor of 

collective unity.  

 Thankfully, to borrow Foucault's (1976) words, “là où il y a pouvoir, il y a 

résistance37” (126). France's totalitarian definitions of “legitimate” identity have been met 

with political, creative and ideological resistance movements, from the independentist / 

regionalist political parties in Corse, Bretagne, Pays Basque, Alsace or Savoie, to the 

emergence of Beur literature in the Hexagon, or the political involvement of the 

                                                        
colonizing the territory of the 'civilized' (…) [and] are transformed in the collective imagination into 

the new victors, the 'colonizers'.  

 

36 Translation: All these reforms aimed at ‘giving all of its dignity back to the family, the base unit of our 

society’ 

 

37 Translation: where there is power, there is resistance. 
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Communist Party during the wars in Algeria and Indochina, not to forget the 

development of a postcolonial intelligentsia in both metropolitan France and its overseas 

territories. These movements can be said to have initiated identity politics in France. 

With this in mind, I will now turn to my discussion of the methodological framework 

used to analyze critical notions of French identity in contemporary literature. 

 

On methodology – lessons learned from postcolonial studies 

 While France is not typically categorized as a post-colonial nation, because it is 

itself a colonizing power (both within and without its European borders), I wish to argue 

that France should be considered as such. Furthermore, as argued by scholars such as Bill 

Ashcroft, Homi Bhabha, or Jean Marc-Moura, the field of postcolonial studies does not 

limit itself to the post-colonial era, or to formerly colonized peoples and nations (see 

definitions below). Thus, following many postcolonial theorists, I make a distinction 

between the chronological time period, represented by the hyphenated term “post-

colonial,” and the scholarly field that, as the definitions below illustrate, seeks to analyze 

the effects of colonial relations in both colonial and post-colonial periods, and applies to 

culture, relationships and subjectivity as much in the metropole (or motherland) as in the 

(former) colonies. I base my own claims, here, on the definitions of postcolonialism 

advanced by scholars such as Bill Ashcroft, Homi Bhabha, or Jean Marc-Moura:  

Ashcroft et al (1991): We use the term 'post-colonial', however, to cover 

all the cultures affected by the imperial process from the moment of 

colonization to the present day. (2) 

Bhabha (1994): Postcolonial criticism bears witness to the unequal and 

uneven forces of Cultural representation involved in the context of 

political and social authority within the modern world order. (…) 
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[Postcolonialism analyzes] those ideological discourses of modernity that 

attempt to give a hegemonic “normality” to the uneven development and 

the differential, often disadvantaged, histories of nations, races, 

communities, peoples. (171-173) 

Moura (1999): 'Post-colonialisme' désigne moins un ensemble littéraire 

'venant après' l'événement majeur du colonialisme que des littératures 

placées dans un certain rapport de situation à l'égard de l'histoire coloniale, 

de ses pratiques comme de sa symbolique, et dont elles sont attentives à 

dépister les traces jusqu'à notre époque.38 (173) 

 

Bhabha, Ashcroft et al and Moura all emphasize that the discipline of postcolonialism is 

not confined to one period, but on the contrary, it seeks to reveal the remnants of the 

colonial machine that still exist in the post-colonial world, as well as to analyze the 

mechanics of cultural (neo)imperialism. Because France's history of colonialism (both 

within and without France) still influences the lives of the French today (particularly 

through the cultural effacement of regionalisms, and the increasing number of “visible” 

minorities who emigrated from the former colonial empire), France should be considered 

a post-colonial nation capable of producing postcolonial literatures from within. This has 

been the subject, in fact, of at least two recent collections of articles on French literary 

history, McDonald and Suleiman's French Global (2011)39 and Blanckeman and 

Havercroft's Narrations d'un nouveau siècle (2013),40 as well as one of the arguments 

                                                        
38 Translation: Post-colonialism is less a literary movement that 'comes after' the major event of 

colonialism than a set of literatures placed in a certain situational rapport with colonial history, its 

practices and its symbolism. Postcolonial literatures seek to detect the traces of colonialism that seep 

into the present day. 

 

39 The essays gathered in this volume attempt to place France within the concept and context of a 

“global” world, redefining and challenging different sorts of boundaries. As noted by one of the 

collection's reviewers, Elena Kazakova, this book “invites specialists to consider literature as an 

interaction of peoples and cultures that are not limited to the Hexagon” (952). 

 

40 The essays gathered from the proceedings of a 2011 conference discuss the questions of the narration 

of France's past, of the representation of communities in a globalizing world, of the borders of public 

and private life, and of the use of self-narratives to explore the subjectivity of France's citizens. 
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made by the littérature monde movement (in their 2007 littérature monde manifesto41). 

 As any philosophical or theoretical movement, postcolonialism does not emerge 

out of a vacuum, but rather as both a continuation of, and response to, previous ideas. It is 

therefore necessary to take a step back to the nineteenth century again in order to track 

the evolution of the counter-discourses that will lead from the Enlightenment to works 

such as JMG Le Clézio's Révolutions (2003), Alexis Jenni's L'Art français de la guerre 

(2011), Azouz Begag's Le Marteau pique-coeur (2004), and Éliette Abécassis's 

Sépharade (2009).  

It takes close to two hundred years for any philosopher to strongly impact 

Descartes' philosophical legacy. In 1807, German philosopher Georg Hegel proposes that 

Descartes' focus on consciousness is not sufficient to explain what separates human 

beings from animals (animals too have self-consciousness). For Hegel, man is only 

conscious of his humanity (which he argues is different from self-consciousness that 

animals possess as well) in the presence of other human beings. It is Alexandre Kojève 

who introduces Hegel's theory to France in his lectures in the 1930s. Kojève interprets 

Hegel's master-slave dialectic by tying consciousness to “the satisfaction of human 

desires” (Yar): “L'homme n'est humain que dans la mesure où il veut s'imposer à un autre 

homme, se faire reconnaître par lui42” (Kojève 1971, p.19), and more importantly, to 

                                                        
41 The manifesto calls for the decentering of French language literature, and the “fin de la francophonie. 

Et naissance d'une littérature-monde en français” [end of francophonie. And birth of a world-literature 

in French]. Francophonie is viewed as a remnant of the colonial system, and the French language 

should therefore be “libérée de son pacte exclusif avec la nation, libre désormais de tout pouvoir autre 

que ceux de la poésie et de l'imaginaire, n'aura pour frontières que celles de l'esprit” [liberated from its 

exclusive pact with the nation, freed from any other power than poetry and the imagination, it will have 

no other borders than those of the mind]. 

 

42 Translation: Man is only human in that he wishes to impose himself upon another man, to be 
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make his desires recognized by the Other. In this optic, societies are comprised of slaves 

and masters, the former submit to the will of the latter for fear of death, but according to 

Kojève's interpretation of Hegel, the absence of liberty gives the slave an advantage in 

that because he does not experience it, he can think of, or conceptualize, liberty, and 

therefore understands human nature better than the master who lives in the impasse of his 

none-awareness. Marx and Engels find a second missing element from both Descartes's 

and Hegel's theories. The Manifest of the Communist Party (1847) adds to Hegel's 

dialectic by asserting that Man is also “a slave of the machine” (ie. of society's 

institutions, particularly those that benefit capital), not just of the master, introducing a 

structuralist element to the definition of what constitutes, or shapes, the individual (which 

the Enlightenment had already approached, if less systematically; cf. Rousseau).  

 As discussed in the previous section, the irony of France's position in the Second 

World War reveals ever more clearly the inequalities of the colonial system. Marx and 

Kojève's interpretation of Hegel are indeed influential in the production of the texts that 

emanate from the colonies at that time. As a trained psychologist, in Peau noire, masques 

blancs, Fanon analyzes colonial relations through the lens of Hegel's master-slave 

dialectic while in Discours sur le colonialisme, Césaire critiques colonialism from a 

Marxist perspective. Fanon argues that “le Noir veut être Blanc. Le Blanc s'acharne à 

réaliser une condition d'homme43” (7). If Hegel/Kojève believed that the slave held an 

advantage in knowing his own humanity, Fanon sees the Black man / slave position as an 

                                                        
recognized by him. 

 

43 Translation: the Black man wants to be White. The White man desperately wants to fulfill his human 

condition 
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impasse: “les Noirs veulent démontrer aux Blancs coûte que coûte la richesse de leur 

pensée, l'égale puissance de leur esprit44” (7). Because the colonized subject has 

internalized French universalism, he too desires to save himself by becoming more 

French, more civilized, more White, ie. more “human.” Fanon explains that this position 

is an impasse for two reasons: first, in order to prove his equality (ie. his humanity), the 

Black man must denigrate, or at least efface, his own Blackness, thus throwing himself 

into yet another paradoxical situation: “il faut blanchir la race; cela, toutes les 

Martiniquaises le savent, le disent, le répètent. Blanchir la race, sauver la race, mais non 

dans le sens qu'on pourrait supposer : non pas préserver 'l'originalité de la portion du 

monde au sein duquel elles ont grandi', mais assurer sa blancheur45” (38). In other words, 

Fanon implies that the Black man must destroy his race in order to save himself and his 

race. Second, the dialectic of identity always posits the Black man as other, his humanity 

never recognized because he cannot actually become White (at least not in the eyes of the 

White man). This paradoxical destruction of one's individual identity to save one's group 

or national identity is expressed in Begag and Abécassis, and resisted in Le Clézio, 

suggesting that the impasse presented by Fanon over half a century ago is still present in 

French society today. 

 By the late 1970's and early 1980's, a new generation of postcolonial and/or 

francophone scholars publishes a series of works that question the relationship between 

                                                        
44 Translation: Blacks want to prove to Whites, at any cost, the wealth of their mind, the equal power of 

their intelligence. 

 

45 Translation: The race must be whitened; every Martiniquan woman knows it, says it, repeats it. Whiten 

the race, save the race, but not in the way may think: not to preserve the 'originality of that part of the 

world from where they come', but to ensure their whiteness. 
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race, ethnicity and nationhood. In Éloge de la différence (1978), Albert Jacquard argues 

that genetics alone cannot be used to define race because the groups that are supposed to 

make up these races do not live in complete isolation, which implies that there cannot be 

any “pure” races. Furthermore, Jacquard maintains that the survival of our species 

depends on its diversity. In that light, immigration should be considered as a chance to 

avoid the depletion of the genetic pool, rather than a threat to racial purity and national 

unity. The following year, Said's Orientalism (1979) irremediably rattles the humanist 

and universalist ideologies upon which European colonialism and identity politics are 

founded. Said argues that “Orientalists, like many other early-nineteenth-century 

thinkers, conceive of humanity either in large collective terms or in abstract generalities. 

Orientalists are neither interested in nor capable of discussing individuals” (154), which 

certainly corresponds to France's universalism, and to its rejection of particularisms as 

established by article 3 of the Declaration of the Rights of Man and the Citizen of 1789 

mentioned in the previous section of this introduction.  

 Although Benedict Anderson is not a postcolonial theorist, his work on the rise of 

nationalism is of utmost importance to my analysis of the complex link that ties the 

individual to his group identity. Because, as a nationalist doctrine, Republicanism 

imposes an identity on the individual with the goal of preserving the purity and sanctity 

of the group, Anderson's study of nationalism (1983) will help us understand how 

individual identity is shaped by larger discourses. First, Anderson states that a nation is 

an imagined political community – and imagined as both inherently 

limited and sovereign. It is imagined because the members of even the 

smallest nation will never know most of their fellow-members, meet them, 

or even hear of them, yet in the minds of each lives the image of their 
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communion. (15) 

 

If the nation is imagined, resistance to French / Republican homogenization is all the 

more predictable: regions and individuals who do not feel this so-called communion with 

(colonizing) Parisian culture will not comply so easily. Hence, as noted by Anderson, 

nationalism itself, supported by several political and ideological institutions such as the 

army and Republican schools, “invents nations where they do not exist” (15), creating a 

cycle of oppression necessary to sustain an institution (France) that has no “natural” or 

“real” grounding. The end of the dynastic political system had a rigidifying effect on 

identity because, Anderson argues, under the old system, nations were much more porous 

and legitimacy derived from divinity and alliances, rather than blood / race or territories. 

Indeed, for Anderson, nationalism emerges in the place of “the sacred communities 

integrated by the old sacred languages” (25) as they “were gradually fragmented, 

pluralized, and territorialized” (25). Nationalism thus becomes the “feeling” that “binds” 

people together in the absence of a higher / divine communal organizing principle. 

Anderson also observes that while “racism and anti-semitism derive from nationalism” 

(135) the two can be distinguished by the object of their respective obsession: 

Nationalism thinks in terms of historical destinies, while racism dreams of 

eternal contaminations, transmitted from the origins of time through an 

endless sequence of loathsome copulations: outside history. (…) The 

dreams of racism actually have their origin in ideologies of class, rather 

than in those of nation: above all in claims to divinity among rules and to 

'blue' or 'white' blood and 'breeding' among aristocracies. (136) 

 

Despite the claims of fascist ideologies, nations can of course not be saved by politics 

aimed at preserving racial purity. On the contrary, racist ideology is fruitless because, as 

Étienne Balibar (1991) will later suggest, “no nation possesses an ethnic base naturally, 
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but as social formations are nationalized, the populations included within them, divided 

up among them or dominated by them are ethnicized” (96). If we are to believe Balibar, 

France ought not to feel threatened by ethnic / racial diversity because “purity” is not the 

foundation of the nation, but rather, as Anderson's definition proposed, the imagined 

communion, or allegiance, of its people. In other words, a nation finds its legitimacy in 

the willingness of its people to “be a nation.” This concept will be a prevalent notion in 

all the novels I will discuss because despite their multiple origins, the characters feel 

French because they imagine, or consider, themselves as French, despite what identities 

others may assign them. 

 Feminist postcolonial scholars have critiqued the works of early postcolonial 

writers for failing to consider the differences between the condition of male and female 

postcolonial subjects. Gayatri Spivak's famous essay, “Can the Subaltern Speak?” (1988), 

raises awareness of the patriarchal ideology that supports a system in which “White men 

are saving Brown women from Brown men” (296), making colonial women doubly 

subaltern (to the Western subject in general, and to the Western man in particular). 

Spivak's title also reiterates what Said had suggested ten years earlier regarding the 

voicelessness of the Subaltern. To Said's argument however, Spivak adds that “if, in the 

context of colonial production, the subaltern has no history and cannot speak, the 

subaltern as female is even more deeply in shadow” (287) because not only is there no-

one to listen to her, but others (ie. Western men) constantly speak for her, imagining her 

needs (to be saved for example) without ever consulting her. Like the collection of essays 

edited by Bill Ashcroft and al. the following year (The Empire Writes Back, 1989), 
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Spivak and many postcolonial writers will work to give a voice to the voiceless colonial 

and post-colonial subjects, which is also the object of this dissertation, and of the authors 

it considers. For example, my analysis of Abécassis's Sépharade will reveal how 

women's bodies are colonized to ensure the survival of the group(s) to which they belong, 

confirming Spivak's observation as to the gendered experience of colonialism.  

 By 1990, postcolonialism has become a recognized field of study in academia, 

resulting in the proliferation of scholarly studies on the subject. From that decade, two 

scholars have provided particularly insightful concepts that have in turn informed my 

analysis of French identity. In Poétique de la relation (1990), Édouard Glissant rejects 

the metaphor of looking to one's “roots” to find one's “true” identity, proposing the 

metaphor of the rhizome (borrowed from Deleuze and Guattari) as a less totalizing 

notion: “la racine est unique, c'est une souche qui prend tout sur elle et tue alentour; (…) 

le rhizome (...) est une racine démultipliée, étendue en réseaux dans la terre ou dans l'air, 

sans qu'aucune souche n'y intervienne en prédateur irrémédiable46” (23). For Glissant, 

root identity is not only an erroneous concept because it does not take the possibility of 

change and adaptation into consideration, it can also be a dangerous concept because root 

identity 

est lointainement fondée dans une vision, un mythe, de la création du 

monde; est sanctifiée par la violence cachée d'une filiation qui découle 

avec rigueur de cet épisode fondateur; est ratifiée par la prétention à la 

légitimité, qui permet à une communauté de proclamer son droit à la 

possession d'une terre, laquelle devient ainsi territoire; est préservée, par la 

                                                        
46 Translation: The root is unique, it is like a tree stump that overcomes everything and kills everything 

around it; (…) the rhizome (…) is a multiple root, spreading in networks underground or in the air, 

without any single root acting as an irremediable predator. 
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projection sur d'autres territoires qu'il devient légitime de conquérir.47 

(157) 

 

Glissant's work echoes that of Anderson, but where Anderson was interested in the myths 

that help construct nationalism, Glissant focuses on the myths that the individuals within 

these nations use to justify their own inclusion, thus providing a bottom-up analysis 

rather than Anderson's top-down view. Anderson studies national destinies whereas 

Glissant analyzes the effect that certain myths (such as the root or the origins) have on 

individual destinies. These two ways of approaching identity and myths mirror the 

organization of this dissertation, with chapters 1 and 2 focusing on national identity, 

while 3 and 4 illustrate how the individual constructs his/her identity in light of national 

myths. Moreover, Glissant takes into consideration destinies that can cross national 

borders, thus providing an analysis beyond that of the national space studied by 

Anderson. For Glissant, the root is a construction / myth which creates and justifies 

nationalist ideology and racism, whereas Anderson believes that racism is actually a class 

ideology concerned with social hierarchies (136). For this dissertation, I am particularly 

interested in Glissant's deconstruction of the metaphor of the root used by nationalist 

groups (and others, such as the négritude writers) who seek to crystallize identity by 

invoking “ancestral” origins, and represent the relation between present identity and 

legitimizing origins with the help of expressions such as “français de souche.” Glissant's 

Relation also offers a useful alternative to root-identity in that he argues that “l'identité 

                                                        
47 Translation: is distantly founded on a vision, a myth, of world creation; it is sanctified by the hidden 

violence that stems from the rigor of that founding episode; it is ratified by the claim to legitimacy 

which allows a community to proclaim its right to possess a land, land that thus becomes a territory; it 

is preserved by the coveting of other territories that can now be conquered in all legitimacy.  
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relation est liée (…) au vécu conscient et contradictoire des contacts48” (158). Identity is 

conceptualized as deriving from the individual's contacts with others, rather than 

biological traits or territorial claims. 

 Interestingly, while Abécassis and Begag both reject the metaphor of the root, 

they also seem to move away from that of the rhizome, proposing yet other ways to 

conceptualize and represent the fabric of cultural and national identity (see chapter 3 and 

4), as did Homi Bhabha in The Location of Culture (1994). As noted by Gregory Castle 

in his introduction to Bhabha's essay “Unsatisfied: Notes on Vernacular 

Cosmopolitanism” (1996), Bhabha's work “should be understood in the context of a 

theoretical project that seeks both to deconstruct colonial discourse and to construct 

alternatives to it that do not simply replicate or invert its characteristic expressions of 

discursive authority” (38). Bhabha is therefore seeking to move the discussion of identity 

away from a debate over one's “origins,” and toward the political practices that shape 

identity. In his preface to the 2004 reedition of The Location of Culture, Bhabha explains 

that 

our nation-centered view of sovereign citizenship can only comprehend 

the predicament of minoritarian 'belonging' as a problem of ontology – a 

question of belonging to a race, a gender, a class, a generation becomes a 

kind of 'second nature,' a primordial identification, an inheritance of 

tradition, a naturalization of the problems of citizenship. The vernacular 

cosmopolitan takes the view that the commitment to a 'right to difference 

in equality' as a process of constituting emergent groups and affiliations 

has less to do with the affirmation or authentication of origins and 

'identities,' and more to do with political practices and ethical choices. 

Minoritarian affiliation or solidarities arise in response to the failures and 

limits of democratic representation. (xiv) 

 

                                                        
48 Translation: Relation-identity is linked to the conscious and contradictory experience of contacts. 
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Bhabha's critique of “sovereign citizenship” will support my reading of the novels 

selected here because their characters' quest for their “origins” will fail in each instance, 

suggesting that the cause of their identity crisis is located elsewhere than in biology, 

heredity or territory. I have argued that French identity is characterized by a paradoxical 

definition of selfhood that antagonizes the individual and his social self due to the 

ideologies that inform Republicanism, this observation correlates with Bhabha's claim 

that “minoritarian affiliation (…) arise[s] in response to the failures and limits of 

democratic representation” precisely because their identities fail to be represented within 

the boundaries of a Republic that does not recognize difference. Furthermore, Bhabha 

offers an escape from the dialectical system theorized by Hegel, Marx or Orientalist 

ideology. In presenting a third possibility, the in-between, Bhabha removes the hierarchy 

of authenticity and imitation critiqued by Fanon (and later by Butler in the context of the 

performativity of gender roles), proposing that “the 'in-between' spaces provide the 

terrain for elaborating strategies of selfhood – singular and communal – that initiate new 

signs of identity, and innovative sites of collaboration, and contestation in the act of 

defining the idea of society itself” (2). With the increase of immigration in France, 

Bhabha's interstitiality may provide a solution for the children of immigrants born on 

French soil, who are therefore French by law, but seldom recognized as such by the 

French of European descent.  

 As they do with the rhizome however, Le Clézio, Begag and Abécassis will reveal 

that interstitiality is not favored by French thinkers who tend to consider it as an identité 

en creux, or an identity in negation, because, as argued previously, they have internalized 
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the Republican model and therefore desire to be “completely French” rather than “in-

between” France and their supposed “origin(s).” As we will see, the French characters in 

the novels I have chosen suffer from their in-betweenness, calling instead for, as Fanon 

did, an uncorrupted humanism that does not set centralized French Republican culture as 

the only referent to equality and Frenchness. The Oppressed will only gain subjectivity 

once s/he stops imitating the dominant group and is accepted / accepts himself for 

himself, and not just in comparison to others. 

  

Four novels to redefine Frenchness 

 In order to explore what it means to be French at the beginning of the twenty-first 

century, I have selected four novels written by four authors of different backgrounds. 

Since I argue that France was colonized by Parisian culture after the Revolution, I chose 

authors from the Province, two Lyonnais, one Alsatian, and one Niçois. I also wanted my 

choice to represent the diversity to which I refer in my analysis, both in terms of ethnic, 

religious, and cultural difference. The authors and their works will thus provide the 

chance to observe if and how these differences affect the protagonists' conceptualization 

of selfhood: will a Lyonnais of European descent conceive of his Frenchness differently 

from a Lyonnais of Algerian descent, or from a Niçois who shares a common “origin”? 

Does a Sephardi Jew feel more kinship with an Ashkenazi Jew, or with a Maghrebi 

immigrant with whom she shares certain cultural customs and language? These questions, 

and my reading of the texts at hand, will show that identity is shaped by a complex web 

made up of all these attributes (religion, culture, class, gender, region, language, 
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citizenship), and that each of these attributes's importance, or influence, varies at different 

points of the individual's life and in different settings.  

I will also discuss the tension between forming national and individual identities, 

particularly in regards to the French specificity of Republican equality. My goal is to 

demonstrate that immigration has become the scapegoat for an identity crisis that is, in 

fact, Franco-French. It is France's very notion of equality as sameness that prevents its 

citizens from adapting to the changes brought by the dissolution of the colonial empire. 

France's perceived homogeneity is a fiction that has been accepted as truth during the 

process of nation-building. As Le Clézio, Jenni, Abécassis and Begag show in their 

works, however, the nation is not endangered by its members' diversity because, to 

borrow Anderson's words once again, all nations are imagined, even when they are built 

around a seemingly coherent, or homogeneous, group. In that light, the danger to the 

nation is the sense of marginalization its members may feel as a result of its identity 

politics, a sentiment Le Clézio and Begag address in depth. 

 In the first chapter, I analyze Le Clézio's representation of the failure of the 

French Revolution, and more particularly the failure of Republicanism’s interpretation of 

equality. In Révolutions, Le Clézio shows that there has been a displacement in the 

definition of “equality,” from a term that signified the right for all men, no matter their 

lineage, to access property and the social status they desired (insomuch as their fortune 

and wits would permit), to a nationalist/racist interpretation that has made equality 

synonymous with “sameness,” or with the absence of particularities. As France 

assimilated to Parisian culture, difference became a threat to national unity, which in turn 
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led to the marginalization of any person or group perceived as different, as Other, 

including those who wish to maintain certain regional specificities (the Breton, the 

Corsican, etc.). 

 In the second chapter, I turn to Alexis Jenni's L'Art français de la guerre. In this 

chronicle of the twentieth century, Jenni shows that the past and the present of a nation 

are closely intertwined, but not always in transparent ways. Jenni is particularly critical of 

France's own historiography, suggesting that in order to protect its legitimacy, France has 

altered the narrative of its past, thus altering the identity of its citizens. My reading of 

Jenni focuses on his depiction of the silencing, and worse dehumanization, of the Other in 

the writing of French history. I analyze Jenni's use of metaphors to show that for Jenni, 

racist thinking is a metaphorical thought process, which has two implications. On the one 

hand, racism is a fundamentally empty doctrine because it is based on symbolism rather 

than facts; but on the other hand, racist thinking is a deeply human process that will 

always exist under one form or another. 

  Chapter 3 offers an analysis of nautical metaphors in Azouz Begag's Le Marteau 

pique-coeur. In this novel, Begag represents identity as an ever-evolving entity, 

symbolized by the image of a ship sailing from port to port, rather than the traditional 

botanical metaphors such as the tree, the root, or even Glissant's rhizome. Begag's novel 

also provides a unique opportunity to evaluate the effects of Republican ideology on an 

individual's sense of prejudice. Despite the marginalization he experiences in France as 

the son of Maghrebi immigrants, outside of France, Begag's protagonist makes use of the 

same thought process informed by universalism and essentialism that oppresses him at 
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home, showing that Republican ideologies have been paradoxically internalized by 

subjects who are aware of their shortcomings. 

 Finally, in chapter 4, I consider Éliette Abécassis's portrayal of the internal battle 

the French must face in negotiating between their individual identity, and that of the 

multiple groups to which they belong (religion, region, family). Sépharade also illustrates 

that identity construction is experienced differently by men and women because the 

responsibility for the group's survival is usually assigned to women, creating specific 

challenges to which men might not be subjected. Abécassis also warns of the dangers of 

oppressive identity politics that might result in the destruction of the individual they 

intended to control and protect, thus failing to maintain the group’s integrity. 

The two first chapters thus analyze myths of national identity and Frenchness 

while the last two chapters focus on how the individual, particularly the hybrid 

individual, experiences the myths and ideologies studied in chapters 1 and 2. 
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Chapter 1 

 

France and the Notion of Post-Revolutionary Equality 

in Le Clézio's Révolutions 
 

 

 

Introduction 
 

 In this beginning of the 21st century, many writers still share Sartre's belief that 

literature has the power to change minds, and to uncover certain truths that society would 

prefer to keep hidden. J.M.G Le Clézio is certainly one such author.1 Through my 

analysis of Le Clézio’s 2003 novel Révolutions, I will argue that, despite what the media 

and many politicians claim on television and in the press,2 the identity crisis that divides 

France is nothing new, and that while its present symptoms may be the divide between 

White French citizens (the so called “Français de souche”) and the immigrant population 

(including the growing number of French citizens born of foreign parents), the malaise 

also stems from the very ideas and laws of modern France, particularly the ideal of 

égalité [equality]. Indeed, as developed in the introduction, French Republicanism's 

                                                        
1 Le Clézio has long been un écrivain engagé, from his denouncing of child prostitution in Thailand in 

1968, to his participation in the litterature monde consortium in 2007.  

 

2 One simply has to turn on the television, or open a newspaper, to hear about the “racaille” – as then 

Minister of the interior and future President Nicolas Sarkozy famously called the French banlieue 

youth in 2005 – burning cars or breaking into a shop. A recent example that comes to mind is the 

reported violence during the 2014 World Cup. In Lyon, where I spent the summer, every night when 

Algeria played a game, the news preemptively warned its readers and viewers to stay indoors during 

and after the game. I was personally in one of the neighborhood deemed as “animated” on the night of 

the Algeria-Germany game (around the place du Pont, in the Guillotière area) where several news 

sources reported that there would be more police officers and special forces units deployed than for the 

14th of July (see LyonMag's 07/01 article, or BFMTV's 06/27 article). While there was a lot of noise 

from cars honking and people celebrating, I did not witness any more violence than on the night of the 

France-Germany game. The fear and distrust disseminated by the news before the game are a symptom 

of France's current malaise towards its minorities. 
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definition of equality necessitates the erasure of certain (visible) cultural differences, 

including those that are native to France: philosopher Étienne Balibar (1991) calls this 

process the “ethnicization” of France: “no nation possesses an ethnic base naturally” (86), 

nation-building ethnicizes the groups that will make up the nation in an effort to create 

cohesion and unity. Past discords are effaced to favor a discourse of long-lived 

community. The Republican ideology of égalité acts as such a homogenizing principle in 

France,3 resulting in the redefinition of difference and otherness as that which is outside 

the homogenous nation unified by resemblance (ie. European ancestry), the French 

language, and laïcité. In this context, Le Clézio's Révolutions shows that there has been a 

displacement of the definition of difference during and after the French Revolution, and 

particularly since the Third Republic: as France is homogenized, the difference of 

“visible minorities”4 becomes all the more apparent because they cannot fulfill the new 

criteria of Frenchness (ie. ethno-racial resemblance). Finally, because past discords have 

been erased by the process of nation building, the immigrant, and his descendants, 

become scapegoats for the social instabilities in France.  

Republican ideology also supported the French mission civilisatrice in that 

through colonialism, France officially aimed to “liberate” its colonies from their own 

“barbaric” or “uncivilized” ways, imposing French civilization as the model after which 

                                                        
3 With the notable exceptions of independentist movements in the peripheral regions of France, such as 

Bretagne, Alsace, Savoie, the Basque Country, or Corsica. These regions have been resisting the 

Parisian “colonization” of France for centuries. 

 

4 In France, the term “minorité visible” was first used at the end of 1990's in the context of the lack of 

ethno-racial diversity on French television (see Macé 2007), and is now used unofficially (because the 

government does not recognize racial differences within France) to refer to non-White French citizens 

or residents.  
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equality should be modeled. Révolutions denounces the hypocrisy of a Republicanism 

that supported such a destructive enterprise (colonialism), an ideology that Balibar calls 

“the paradox” of French identity politics: “'un communautarisme républicain',5 qui fait de 

la non-reconnaissance (...) des 'identités particulières' (linguistiques, religieuses, 

nationales, etc.) au sein de la nation le critère de pureté6” (2001:111). The legacy of the 

French Revolution is this myth of a “pure,” or homogeneous, French nation where 

equality and sameness have become synonymous, and where individuals must surrender 

their “particular identities” to be considered insiders, or in other words, French. 

Antagonisms of the Old Regime have been replaced by racist antagonisms created by the 

ethnicizing of the nation. 

 

Jean-Marie Gustave Le Clézio 
 

 I would like to start by situating Révolutions within Le Clézio's literary career, as 

well as Le Clézio within French literary history. Le Clézio was born in Nice in 1940, but 

spent many of his younger years on Mauritius (an island in the Indian Ocean, close to 

Madagascar), from which his family migrated before coming back to France (the family 

traces its roots back to pre-revolutionary Bretagne). Critics describe Le Clézio as a free 

spirit, “trop attaché à sa liberté créatrice pour tolérer la moindre tentative de 

                                                        
5 It is ironic that Balibar uses the term communautarisme because, as I will discuss later in the chapter, 

this term has acquired a negative connotation, describing communities of immigrants perceived as 

having created their own “nation” within France, deliberately refusing to assimilate. 

   

6 Translation: a 'republican communitarianism' which makes non-recognition of 'particular identities' 

(linguistic, religious, national, etc.) within the nation the criteria of purity. 
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systématisation7” or of categorization of his works (Onimus, 7-8). Le Clézio is a traveler, 

but, as he himself puts it, he travels, “pour changer de vie pas pour faire du voyage de 

tourisme, (…) dans l’espoir de me changer moi-même. (…) Ce ne sont pas vraiment des 

voyages mais des changements d’états8” (Meysen). Le Clézio's life is therefore a 

succession of residencies in various regions, each with the goal of learning and 

understanding the culture and habits of the people of that region.  

 Le Clézio spent the Second World War locked up in his family's apartment in 

Nice, watching the horrors of the war unfold on his grandmother’s wall as she projected 

newsreels with her 8mm projector. A Franco-British dual citizen, Le Clézio then lived in 

England for two years before returning to Nice to write his first novel Le Procès-verbal 

(1963). Rewarded with the Prix Renaudot, this novel shows Le Clézio's interest in both 

existentialism and the nouveau roman. Adam Pollo, the homeless and amnesic 

protagonist of Le Procès-verbal, lives on the margins of a society he rejects for its 

materialism, while observing it from afar. His story is that of a journey through madness, 

isolation, and oblivion.  

 As a young adult, Le Clézio refused to be an accomplice to the violence implied 

by the French service militaire, and as a consequence, he was assigned to the Cooperation 

mission in Thailand. But Le Clézio, who could not serve blindly, started writing letters 

denouncing the sex trade in Thailand, quickly earning him a transfer to Mexico. It is in 

Mexico that Le Clézio discovered the mysterious and mystic (from a Euro-centric 

                                                        
7 Translation: too attached to his creative liberty to tolerate the smallest attempt at systematization. 

 

8 Translation: to change lives, not to be a tourist, in the hope of changing myself. They are not really 

trips, but a new existence.  
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perspective) Native-American cultures that will inspire his writing of Haï, (1972), 

Mydriase (1973), Trois villes saintes (1980), Le Rêve mexicain (1989), and a biography 

of Diego Rivera and Frida Kahlo (1992). Between 1970 and 1974, Le Clézio lived among 

the Embera and Waunana Indians in the Darien forest of Panama. After close to ten years 

in South-America, Le Clézio moved to New Mexico where he still partially resides, 

dividing his time between Nice, Mauritius and Albuquerque. The works inspired by his 

discovery of the native peoples of the Americas all denounce the barbarism of Western 

civilization, the superiority complex of Europe and North-America, and the obsession of 

Western culture with rational thought. Le Clézio admires these “primitive” peoples' 

capacity to commune with nature, to discover the world through their senses, and to 

ignore such ideals as consumerism and property. Le Clézio's quest for a primitive time, or 

way of life, is a search for a different means to apprehend the world, an approach not 

subjected to the kind of “reasonable thinking” that led to, and justified, the colonization 

of the Americas, Africa or India by European powers. Jean Onimus explains Le Clézio's 

quest in the following terms: 

Le monde tel que nous le voyons nous est imposé par notre culture, par le 

regard des autres. Ils nous inculquent un modèle, une réalité conditionnée. 

Le paradoxe, dont rêve Le Clézio, serait de remonter au-delà de cette 

lecture toute faite vers la pureté perpétuellement surgissante et renouvelée 

d'une réalité ineffable, tout à fait innocente.9 (63) 

 

According to Onimus, Le Clézio's dream is to find the capacity to discover the world like 

a new-born, without the burden of memories, words or ideas, which is to say without the 

                                                        
9 Translation: The world as we see it is imposed by our culture, by the gaze of others. They teach us a 

model, a conditioned reality. This paradox, and Le Clézio's dream, is to go back, past this ready-made 

reading, to reach the perpetually renewed and emerging purity of an ineffable reality, a completely 

innocent reality.  
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burden of Reason as inherited by humanism. 

 Alongside his Latin-American writings, Le Clézio starts to write novels inspired 

by his family, first in Chercheur d'Or (1985), then in Voyage à Rodrigues (1986), La 

Quarantaine (1995), Révolutions (2003), and finally L'Africain (2004). All of these 

novels narrate an initiation voyage in which the hero participates in a “contre-écriture de 

la colonisation10” (Thibault, p.846). Each novel reveals the horrors of colonization, and 

denounces the hypocrisy of the Republican ideals of equality and the civilizing mission 

of France (and England to some degree). Although the novels do not follow the same 

characters, Révolutions can be considered as the fourth volume of the Mauritius sequence 

or saga. In Chercheur d'Or, a young man named Alexis travels to the Rordigues island in 

the hope of finding a pirate's treasure. Voyage à Rodrigues is the journal of the former 

novel's main protagonist. It recounts Alexi's return to Rodrigues after losing all his 

money in Mauritius. La Quarantaine takes place on the Plate island, a dependence of 

Mauritius, where a ship unloads its passengers and crew because of a smallpox epidemic. 

The island, reproducing colonial social structures, is divided between the European 

passengers and the British Indies immigrants. Finally, in Révolutions, a young Breton 

man leaves France for Mauritius in the hope of finding freedom after discovering that 

instead of liberating him from oppression, the Revolution had simply replaced the 

monarchy with the iron fist of the Jacobites. Not only do all four novels question 

imperialism and colonialism, they also all dramatize a journey of self discovery.  As 

noted by many observers, through his travels “le héros leclézien poursuit une quête: il 

                                                        
10 Translation: Counter-writing of colonization. 
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cherche le lieu où renaître et se recentrer11” (Thibault, 845). This desire for a new 

“center,” a place for individuals pushed to the margins to call their own and feel free, or 

at home, will be at the heart of our discussion of the French Republican ideals as 

presented by Le Clézio in Révolutions. 

 

 

The revolutionary gift of otherness: l'autre c'est nous – Jean Eudes Marro's own 

revolution 
 

 One of the most striking aspects of the novel Révolutions is without a doubt its 

structure. The narrative is at first divided into two separate life stories, that of Jean Eudes 

Marro, a Breton who fought for the 1792 Revolution – and against the invading Prussian 

army – only to become so disappointed with the hypocrisy of the new Jacobite ideals of 

equality that he leaves France with his wife to seek a better life on the Isle de France 

(today's Mauritius island). The frame story, set in the 1960's, follows the life of Jean 

Eudes Marro's descendant as its main protagonist, the young Jean Marro. Jean Eudes's 

story is presented as a journal, a first person narrative inserted within Jean's third person 

frame story. The resemblance of their names indicates from the start that their lives are to 

be compared, which will be confirmed as their stories echo one another in numerous 

ways. Despite the two hundred years that separate them, Jean and Jean Eudes are both 

looking for the same thing: a place where they can settle down, and belong. This novel's 

cyclical construction thus suggests that for Le Clézio the identity crisis that France is 

experiencing today is not a new phenomenon, born out of post-Second World War 

immigration, but that it is intrinsic to the Republican ideology upon which the French 

                                                        
11 Translation: the leclézien hero follows a quest: he seeks a place to be reborn, to be recentered. 
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nation is founded. 

 My reading of Révolutions proposes to show how Le Clézio deconstructs the 

purity of France's past in order to reveal its falseness.12 As posited by Balibar, national 

identity is often constructed through an imagined national past (1991:86), which requires 

the erasure of what does not fit into the chosen narrative (ie. a long standing situation 

described as new). Through certain post-Revolutionary Republican strategies, the French 

have been led to believe that Frenchness is something stable and easily identifiable, and 

that it can be threatened by the intrusion of outside elements. Immanuel Wallerstein 

further argues that “pastness is a mode by which persons are persuaded to act in the 

present in ways they might not otherwise act. Pastness is a tool persons use against each 

other. Pastness is a central element in the socialization of individuals, in the maintenance 

of group solidarity, in the establishment of or challenge to social legitimization” 

(1991:78).  

Le Clézio's use of Jean and Jean Eudes's parallel narratives serves to remind the 

reader that, as argued by Balibar, by constructing, or inventing, a common ancestry, 

nation-building ethnicizes the population, effacing regional differences (languages, 

religious customs, clothing), through the homogenizing effect of égalité. Jean Eudes, 

while being Breton, is also a French revolutionary who leaves his native region to 

“défendre les frontières contre l'envahisseur étranger13” (64). Jean Eude's dual identity 

(French and Breton) does not, at this time, appear contradictory to him. When his Breton 

                                                        
12 In chapter 2, I will discuss a similar observation made by Jenni as he compares France's history to a 

novel (ie. a work of fiction). 

 

13 Translation: defend the borders against the foreign invader. 
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battalion joins the larger French army on the Champ-de-Mars in Paris, he writes the 

following in his journal: “La volonté du peuple et la destinée de mon pays étaient tout à 

coup perceptibles, et tout en restant moi-même je faisais partie d'un mouvement plus fort 

et plus vaste14” (65-65). The use of the possessive adjective “mon” in front of country, 

and the pronoun “moi-même” show that, at that time, Jean Eudes feels that he can be both 

Breton, and a proud citizen of France. In other words, here Frenchness is not an ethnicity 

but a nationality which englobes various ethnicities such as Breton, Bourgignon, or 

Champenois. At the beginning of the Verdun campaign, Jean Eudes does not yet feel torn 

between his regional and his national identities; on the contrary, he defends one to protect 

the other. This idealistic vision of France's unity through its diversity will, unfortunately, 

not last long. 

 By 1794, Le Clézio's Jean Eudes has lost faith in the Revolution. Bretagne has 

rebelled against the National Convention after the latter violates the Édit de Nantes by 

calling for a mass conscription from which Bretagne should have been exempted. 

Furthermore, despite the 1789 Declaration of the Rights of Man, which establishes in 

article II that the “droits naturels et imprescriptibles de l'homme15” are “la liberté, la 

propriété, la sûreté, et la résistance à l'oppression16,” the Breton quickly discover that the 

Revolution has reduced their autonomy (that is to say their freedom), increased 

persecutions against the Clergy (Bretagne was still a very Catholic region), and brought 

                                                        
14 Translation: the will of the people and the destiny of my country were all the sudden perceptible, and 

while remaining myself, I was part of a larger and stronger movement. 

 

15 Translation: the natural and enduring rights of man. 

 

16 Translation: freedom, property, safety and resistance against oppression. 
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about economic turmoil. And as for the right to resist oppression, Bretagne and many 

other regions of France paid very dearly for their rebellion against the National 

Convention's authority. Le Clézio depicts the oppression in an episode in which Jean 

Eudes witnesses the execution of a farmer who had tried to protect his family by hiding 

wheat from the army.  

After this incident, Jean Eudes can no longer accept being a part of the destructive 

machine that is the revolutionary army. He subsequently resigns to return to his native 

region, only to discover that the ideals he left to protect two years earlier (the right of the 

French people to self-govern, freed from from foreign rule [may it be Rome or Prussia], 

and the suppression of the totalitarian regime) no longer apply to Bretagne. The Breton 

language has been banned at the Convention and from schools; laws are no longer to be 

translated into Breton; religion has become the enemy of the state and practicing it is 

nearly a crime; even the traditional Breton haircut has been banned because it reminds the 

Jacobite of aristocratic fashion (the Breton wore their hair long). If the Jacobites first 

fought to overturn the totalitarian Old Regime, their efforts to stay in power materialize 

in another totalitarian form of government where the ideal of liberty is in direct 

opposition to that of equality because the latter implies sameness before the law. John 

Bowen (2007) observes the same opposition in contemporary France, particularly 

regarding the ban on religious signs. French law is designed to provide “freedom through 

the state” (15), in this case imposing the ideal of laïcité, which appears contradictory to 

that of liberté de culte, because the State should protect the freedom of its people against 

their own desires to maintain what is perceived as a patriarchal or sexist tradition (ie. 
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Muslim headscarves).  

 Despite his initial engagement in the Revolution and the war against Prussia, for 

Jean Eudes, this new definition of the Republic has transformed the Breton into outsiders, 

almost “internal enemies.” The irony lies in the fact that the Breton were true 

revolutionaries because, as one of Jean Eudes's fellow soldiers puts it, “les Bretons (…) 

n'ont besoin ni des seigneurs ni des rois!17” (67), which was, after all, the system the 

Revolution had sought to destroy. Furthermore, Jean Eudes’s comrade is referring to 

Bretagne’s semi-autonomous status under the Old Regime: even though the Duchy of 

Bretagne was annexed by France is 1532 (after fifty years of French tutelage), the treaties 

that incorporated this region into the Kingdom granted Bretagne a certain autonomy, 

including its own Parliament (which is only dismantled by the Jacobites in 1789), its own 

justice system, and the right to levy its own taxes. By abolishing these privileges, instead 

of freeing Bretagne from oppression, the Revolution therefore only brings more 

restrictions and less liberty to Jean’s region: 

La révolution, qui avait œuvré pour libérer tous les peuples de la terre, 

s'acharnait à présent à restreindre cette liberté, refusant à chacun le droit 

de pratiquer selon ses croyances et sa tradition.  (…) La langue bretonne 

elle-même devenait condamnable aux yeux des Jacobins. Le député 

Barère n'avait-il pas déclaré à l'Assemblée, en réponse aux requêtes des 

Bretons, que le fédéralisme et la superstition parlent le Breton.18 

(emphasis in original text; 176-177) 

 

Jean Eudes aptly describes the shift that transformed what could have been a multi-

                                                        
17 Translation: the Breton need neither lords nor kings. 

 

18 Translation: The Revolution, which had worked to free all the peoples of the earth, now strove to 

restrict this freedom, denying individuals their right to practice religion according to their beliefs and 

tradition. (…) The Breton language itself was becoming guilty in the eyes of the Jacobite. Didn't 

congressman Barère declare in front of the Assembly, in response to the Breton demands, that 

federalism and superstition spoke Breton. 
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cultural nation (made up, and accepting, of regional differences and identities) into an 

homogenized nation whose unity cannot sustain diversity, and in which diversity 

becomes synonymous with evils such as federalism and religion (ie. superstition).  

 The Jacobites' fear of federalism is particularly significant because it indicates 

that for Le Clézio, Republican France rejects the concept of a nation composed of smaller 

semi-autonomous entities because they are reminiscent of the privileges of the Old 

Regime. Article III of the 1789 Declaration of the Rights of Man does stipulate that “le 

principe de toute souveraineté réside essentiellement dans la Nation19.” In other words, 

Le Clézio's novel questions whether national sovereignty must necessarily exclude 

regional identities and autonomy. At the end of the eighteenth century, the answer was 

absolutely affirmative (at least according to the National Convention) because the 

survival of the nation (or of Republicanism) depended on the erasure of local differences. 

Through the disenchantment of his character Jean Eudes, Le Clézio denounces the 

hypocrisy of contemporary French national identity politics by bringing to light the 

forgotten history of nation-building through the suppression of regional differences. 

 

Jean’s London: belonging, resemblance and representation 
 

 If Jean Eudes seeks to escape the identity crisis caused by the Jacobite's new ideal 

of equality (and the centralization of power and culture in Paris) by leaving France and 

starting a new life on the Isle de France, his descendant Jean looks for solace in the past 

rather than in a strictly geographical location. “Jean aurait tout donné pour vivre ne fût-ce 

                                                        
19 Translation: the principle of all sovereignty resides essentially in the Nation. 
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qu'une heure au temps de Rozilis20” (31). Rozilis is of course a real location in the novel 

–  the house his ancestors built on Mauritius island in the nineteenth century. However, it 

is the idyllic Eden-like past evoked in his aunt Catherine's stories for which the young 

man longs, rather than the place itself.  

Ce que racontait la tante Catherine, les chants des oiseaux, le jardin à 

l'infini jusqu'au Bout du Monde, dans lequel elle courait pieds nus avec 

Mathilde, le ravin où coulait le ruisseau Affouche, les feuilles mouillées 

par la rosée qui jetaient des gouttes aux lèvres, et aussi la nuit, le vent qui 

agitait le tulle, le chant des crapauds et la musique des moustiques, tout 

cela existait, était plus vrai que le réel, tout cela avait la substance de 

l'éternité.21 (emphasis mine; 31) 

 

Because Jean is afraid of the future, of the unknown “avenir pareil à un trou qui aspire22” 

(31), Catherine's stories procure a safe and eternal paradise to which he can escape with 

only the help of his imagination. Jean's present, with its wars (Algeria, Indochina) and 

injustice (which both represent the consequences of colonialism in the twentieth century), 

is a moment of transition which provides no more solace than the (unknown) future, 

pushing Jean always further away from reality and towards his aunt's idealized past. 

 Le Clézio, who lived through the Second World War, chose to set his character’s 

late teens in the midst of the Algerian War of Independence, or as the French simply call 

it, la guerre d'Algérie.23 This war epitomizes the end of the colonial era, but also France's 

                                                        
20 Translation: Jean would have given anything to live just an hour in the time of Rozilis. 

 

21 Translation: All those things Aunt Catherine would recall, the birds singing, the immense garden 

leading to the End of the World, where she used to run barefoot with Mathilde, the ravine where the 

Affouche stream flowed, the leaves moistened by the dew sprinkling drops of water on her lips, and the 

night, the wind flowing through her tulle dress, the song of toads and the music of mosquitoes, all that 

existed, truer than reality, all this had the substance of eternity. 

 

22 Translation: the future like a blackhole. 

 

23 Note that it took France decades before recognizing the validity of Algeria's claim to independence, 
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hypocrisy and violence in imposing its ideals onto others. In high school, as Jean's 

classmates fulfill their French assignment of creating a “'cahier de cristaux' (…) 

s'inspirant de la fameuse métaphore de la mine de sel et des rameaux cristallisés dans De 

l'amour de Stendhal24” (138) by looking at the “pages roses du Larousse, où on trouvait 

des citations pour chaque moment de la vie25” (138), Jean starts a war journal.  

Jean avait écrit, dans un cahier noir, les nouvelles de la guerre d'Algérie. Il 

ne savait pas pourquoi, ni à quoi cela pouvait servir. C'était un journal, 

comme le miroir aigu, cassé, strident de cette mort qui circulait derrière 

tout (…). Par instant, Jean avait le sentiment qu'il ne voyait le monde que 

dans ce miroir, un reflet morcelé fait de triangles isocèles convergeant vers 

le point d'impact.26 (138) 

 

In his schoolboy imagination, reflected by the isosceles triangle reference, the world has 

become a dark place that he cannot face directly. His obsession with the war in Algeria is 

a way to both connect with the darkness he perceives as emanating from humanity, and to 

escape the horror of the war. The journal acts as a filter separating Jean from the real 

world, providing Jean a way to control the world in which he lives, rather than accepting 

to be a silent and helpless pawn or bystander. But by describing the journal as a “broken 

mirror,” Le Clézio shows that this way of experiencing reality distorts rather than reflects 

                                                        
which explains why the war is referred to as “the Algerian War” rather than a war of independence. In 

1999, France, where the term “les événements d'Algérie” [the Algeria events] was still preferred to “La 

Guerre d’Algérie,” officially recognized the period of 1954-1962 as a war. In Algeria on the other 

hand, the war is deemed a Revolution, by analogy to the American Revolution.  

 

24 Translation: “'crystals notebook' (…) inspired by the famous salt mine and crystallized branches 

metaphor in Stendhal's De l'Amour.  

 

25 Translation: Larousse [dictionary]'s pink pages where quotes for each of life's moments could be found. 

 

26 Translation : Jean had written, in a black notebook, news from the war in Algeria. He did not know 

why, nor did he know to what end. It was a journal, like the sharp, broken, piercing mirror of this death 

that circulated behind everything. Sometimes, Jean felt as if he only saw the world through this mirror, 

a broken-up reflection made of isosceles triangles converging toward the point of impact.  
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that which is represents. Le Clézio problematizes his own art (discursive representation / 

narration), bringing the question of representation to the attention of his reader: even if 

Jean seeks to voice / record the horrors of the war, representation only provides a partial 

or distorted picture, like a broken mirror. 

 Jean's war journal should also be interpreted in parallel with another journal in the 

novel. His ancestor Jean Eudes writes a stylistically similar journal during his voyage to 

the Isle de France. While the subject matter is different (a travel log vs a war log), the 

telegram-like nature of the entries, and the typography used by Le Clézio (italics), clearly 

draw the reader's attention to their similarity. Let us consider the following two entries, 

the first drawn from Jean's diary, the second from Jean Eudes's: 

Dimanche 19 janvier 

Odieux guet-apens dans l'Ouest algérien, Jeudi dernier, à 12h30, le 63e 

régiment d'artillerie sur les pentes de l'Ouarsenis, dans le brouillard. Un 

groupe de fellaghas revêtus de l'uniforme français s'approche. « Ne tirez 

pas! Nous sommes des vôtres. » 28 militaires français sont abattus par 

traîtrise.27 (139) 

 

6. 

À 2hres du matin, pris connaissance d'un Nvre qui faisait sa route. À 

4hres 1/2 avons vu 3 frégates qui nous ont appuyé chasse & malgré tous 

nos efforts, elles étaient à 5 hres à 1/2 lieue de nous (…). La plus proche 

nous vint à portée de canon & nous tira (…). Enfin, n'ayant plus de 

ressources, nous amenâmes et, à notre grande satisfaction, nous vîmes 

qu'elles étaient françaises.28 (185) 

 

The similarity in style (short telegraphic sentences, use of abbreviations) is coupled with 

                                                        
27 Translation: Sunday, January 19. Despicable ambush in Western Algeria, last Thursday, at 12:30, the 

63rd artillery regiment on the slopes of the Ouarsenis, in the fog. A group of fellagah dressed in French 

uniforms approaches. “Don't shoot! We're with you.” 28 French soldiers shot dead by betrayal. 

 

28 Translation: 6. At 2am, learned about a ship sailing nearby. At 4:30, saw three frigates following us & 

despite all our efforts, they were within 1/2 league of us at 5am. The closest came within cannon range 

and shot at us. Finally, with no resources left, we got closer, and to our great satisfaction, discovered 

that they were French. 
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a thematic resemblance. Jean and Jean Eudes are both recounting events during which 

allies have attacked each other because they did not “recognize” their shared identity. 

These two anecdotes once again underline Le Clézio's insistence that issues of “unity” 

and “belonging” are not unique to the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Jean Eudes' 

journal also reveals that recognition of sameness can fail even among groups who are 

usually not identifiable as “different” (Frenchmen shooting at Frenchmen), weakening 

sameness as a valid criteria for group identity. In light of Jean Eudes' story, the French 

soldiers' failure to recognize the Algerian soldiers as their allies becomes less a question 

of race as identity and more a question of recognition as identity. Jean Eudes' anecdotes 

teaches us that even among people who “resemble” one another, it is possible to be 

mistaken for an outsider because identity is constituted by more than physical, or 

biological attributes. As noted by Jenni (chapter 2) as well, two persons can resemble one 

another and not feel any sense of kinship, while on the other hand, two may look quite 

different and still feel as though they belong to the same larger entity. These two 

anecdotes therefore underline that group identity (such as national identity) is a 

construction, rather than a natural state, destabilizing racial discourses in the context of 

national identity construction. 

 

An attempt to escape destructive identity politics 

 Inspired by his ancestor's journal, and repulsed by the horrors of the war in 

Algeria, Jean changes strategy and attempts a geographical escape to England (to be 
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contrasted with his earlier retreats to Catherine’s past). Because he is a dual citizen,29 and 

because he surrounds himself with outcasts, Jean feels both at home and estranged in this 

new land. His choice of friends and career are telling of his desire to blend in, or rather to 

disappear. In his schoolboy's imagination, Jean had dreamed England would be “une terre 

promise30” (265) where he could be reborn and start anew, far from the horrors of the 

Algerian war. But watching his German friend Georg declaiming poems on the streets 

reminds him of why he really left France: 

Tout ce que Jean détestait. Être en représentation, chercher le regard des 

autres, les provoquer pour leur dire qu'on a besoin d'être aimé. L'esprit de 

corps, quoi. 

Ce que Jean voulait de Londres, c'était ça même : dureté, âpreté, vérité.31 

(295-296) 

 

Jean escapes France to avoid the Other's gaze, refusing to take part in the dialectic that, as 

suggested by Hegel, Marx or Fanon, compels others to recognize our humanity through 

this mediation. Jean also seeks the harshness of Londonian life because his aunt's idyllic 

stories cannot provide the answers to his identity quest. In Jean's mind, London is the 

antimony of her romanced stories: life in London is harsh, but it is the “real” life, with its 

hunger, its crime, its solitude, and its wars for independence (although far away in 

Algeria and Indochina).32 

                                                        
29 In the novel, after leaving Mauritius, then a British territory, Jean’s family maintained their British 

citizenship. 

 

30 Translation: a promised land. 

 

31 Translation : Everything Jean hated. Being on stage, looking for the gaze of others, provoking them to 

show that we needed love. That community spirit. What Jean wanted out of London, was this: 

harshness, bitterness, truth. 

 

32 As I will show below, despite his own claims to face reality, Jean’s escape to London is as much an act 

of resistance as a cowardly way to avoid dealing with France’s implication in Algeria. 
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 Interestingly, Jean makes no real friends in England; not at the school of medicine 

where he studies because his colleagues all seem to be “des fils de famille, vaniteux et 

vides33” (300), nor amongst the outcasts with whom he sometimes socializes. “Il 

s'arrangeait à toujours revenir seul. Il ne voulait pas se lier avec les autres. Chacun 

habitait son cercle, Jean ne voulait pas qu'on entame son cercle à lui34” (309). Jean simply 

wishes to exist without being identified with one particular group, showing his 

disenchantment with group identities (the “rich,” the “marginals,” the English, the 

“foreigners”) because a shared identity implies being recognized by others as belonging 

to that group, and as previously observed, at this point in the narrative, Jean simply wants 

to be unseen, a fly on the wall capable to observe others without being noticed.  

If Jean dislikes the company of his fellow-students, medicine on the other hand 

provides him with a sense of peace and clarity. “Jean aimait bien les classes de médecine. 

C'était clair, sans ambiguïté, sans sentimentalité35” (301). As argued by Bronwen Martin 

(2012), Le Clézio's characters typically “embody an explicit rejection of purely abstract 

systems of knowledge and of the process of categorization (…) that underpins traditional 

[Western] philosophical thought” (11). Unlike his philosophical conversations with his 

friends, medicine grounds Jean in the physical world, or, as he calls it, in reality: 

Les cours à l'école de médecine, c'était la réalité. Il y avait si longtemps 

que Jean cherchait cela, la réalité. Pas de jeux d'étudiant, ou de discussions 

sur la politique, la guerre, le racisme. Pas de prises de tête sur la liberté, 

                                                        
33 Translation: Rich kids, vane and empty. 

 

34 Translation: He always managed to come home alone. He did not want to make friends. Each lived in 

their own circle, Jean did not want anyone to step into his.  

 

35 Translation: Jean rather liked his medical courses. They were clear, with no ambiguity, no 

sentimentality. 
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sur l'identité, la finalité. Rien non plus sur la fameuse transcendance.36 

(308) 

 

Le Clézio opposes the perceived objectivity of medicine to the fiction of political and 

philosophical discourses because biology on its own does not lead to wars and racism. It 

is Man's use of biology that discursively justifies these atrocities. For Jean, identity is 

another manifestation of the discursive manipulation of the “real” world, which he 

prefers to avoid by taking on an observer's position, rather than a commentator's. At this 

point in the narrative, Jean no longer wants to live through abstraction, to dream of a 

better life, he simply wishes to find objective, simple truths without the interference of 

the discourses and myths of others.  

 Jean's new found love of medicine exemplifies his desire to move away from the 

rationalizing discourses that justify war, colonialism, and cruelty (ie. European 

discourses). His medical classes bring him back to “le même monde violent qu'au temps 

de Parménide d'Élée, avec ses esclaves, ses soldats, ses prostituées37” (308). This 

comparison to Parmenides’s time introduces two key elements in the narrative, one 

relating to the nature of reality, and the other to Jean's view of society. Although 

Parmenides’s philosophy is not explained or cited in the novel, it may be the pre-Socratic 

Greek philosopher's verse “what is is” that Jean associates most with medicine: a liver is 

a liver, a heart is a heart, there is no need to deliberate, or to discursively transform / use 

                                                        
36 Translation: Classes at the medical school, that was reality. Jean had been searching for reality for so 

long. No student games, or discussions of politics, war, racism. No arguments over freedom, identity, 

finality. Nor anything about the much talked about transcendence. 

 

37 Translation: the same violent world as in the time of Parmenides of Elea, with its slaves, its soldiers, its 

prostitutes.” 
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the physical world for other purposes, as has been done by fascist regimes. Science gives 

Jean's life some stability in a changing, uncertain world where language is used as a 

weapons. Furthermore, Jean's vision refers to an archaic time when identity was fixed and 

imposed, and yet clear and stable. Jean seems to find solace in this (imagined) rigid social 

hierarchy because he sees it as the brute nature of society rather than an idealized or 

rationalized world order where people believe that they are free and equal and yet cannot 

find their place in society. 

 The irony of Jean's choices – his desire to experience “harshness” in London all 

the while fleeing his problems in France (thus not “facing” reality despite his own claims) 

– becomes most apparent at the end of the war. Instead of feeling relieved and happy, 

now that the cause of his self-imposed exile has ended, “Jean ressentait un grand vide38” 

(315) whereas the reader expected joy, or at the very least relief, confirming that avoiding 

the war was yet another excuse to put aside his problems in the “real world,” rather than 

an act of rebellion against violence and France's political choices. As a result, London, a 

city once full of promises for the young man, now appears as an empty vessel, mirroring 

his own sense of self: 

Cette ville n'était qu'une carcasse dure et usée, une sorte de squelette de 

madrépore que les hommes utilisaient à tour de rôle, avant de s'en aller 

sans avoir changé. Une eau qui circulait, emplissait les trous, puis les 

vidait, et à la fin du cycle qu'est-ce qui s'était passé? Est-ce qu'il y avait 

seulement un peu plus de savoir, un peu plus de sagesse? La ville était 

dans le fond assez semblable au pavillon des grands vieillards de l'hôpital. 

Une falaise, au bord de laquelle les hommes et les femmes s’accrochaient, 

suspendus au-dessus de l'océan d'oubli.39 (316) 

                                                        
38 Translation: Jean felt empty inside. 

 

39 Translation : This city was nothing but a used, hard carcass, a kind of madrepore skeleton that men 

used one after the other, before going away without having changed a thing. A stream filling up holes, 
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This passage reveals several of Jean's concerns; identifying with both the city and the 

men who wander through it, he feels hollow, and does not know if, like the men in the 

excerpt, he learned anything from his time in London. The city mirrors nothingness back 

onto Jean because there is no reciprocal relation between these men, Jean, and the city, 

thus revealing his lack of identity (he is not recognized by them), and/or his refusal to 

identify with them. The last sentence of the fragment does, however, contain a lesson 

learned from this experience. Jean now knows that he is afraid of falling in the océan 

d'oubli40 that awaits us all in death, which explains his previous obsession with his aunt's 

stories: if his ancestor Jean Eudes has not been forgotten, then there may be a chance that 

he, too, will be remembered for centuries to come. Memory and narratives thus become 

weapons to fight the emptiness, and the nothingness, of death which does, then, 

necessarily implies the total disappearance of one's self/identity. 

 From this moment on, Jean starts to lose his love and expectations for the British 

capital. The cold, the rain and snow, death at the hospital, his solitude, and news of both 

his father's and aunt's illnesses erode all hope of finding a haven across the channel. After 

taking his exams and spending a few more months in London, Jean returns to Nice to see 

Catherine, the keeper of his family's memories. Unfortunately, Catherine has had a stroke 

in his absence, and seems to have lost her power of speech. To fight “le temps [qui] se 

                                                        
emptying them, and at the end of the cycle, what had happened? Was there at least a little more 

knowledge, a little more wisdom? The city was in truth very much like the elderly pavilion at the 

hospital. A cliff at the edge of which men and women were hanging above an ocean of oblivion. 

 

40 This “ocean of oblivion” echoes the postcolonial metaphors linked to water imagery that I will analyze 

in chapter 3. 
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referme chaque jour41” (359), Jean resumes his routine of visiting Catherine everyday at 

5pm, but instead of listening to her stories, “maintenant c'est à Jean de parler, la mémoire 

de Catherine est en lui42” (359). At that time, while Jean suffers from his aunt's 

unstoppable erosion, he seems to have found peace in knowing that his family's history 

will not die with her. In other words, returning to Nice appears to be a resolution to Jean's 

quest for identity as he temporarily finds his place in the world. 

 

Catherine and Mariam: Root vs Relation 

 Through representing Jean's return to Nice, and his taking over the role of keeper 

of his family's history, Le Clézio underlines that “home” is not found in spaces as much 

as in memory, time and Relation. With the characterization of aunt Catherine, however, 

the novel illustrates how isolating her approach to identity (searching in the past only) 

can be. Jean intuitively knows this when he looks at his aunt Catherine, trapped in her 

memories, even if he does not yet suspect it for himself. Catherine, Jean's great aunt, was 

born in Rozilis; her family left the island when she was just a girl because they had lost 

their fortune. They arrived in Europe during World War I, and Catherine, who never 

could adapt to her new life, shut herself off from the world by living in a fantasy, an 

idealized past: “Catherine était tellement différente de tous les gens qu'il connaissait. Elle 

était différente, non pas à cause de son accent traînant, de sa façon de (…) mélanger le 

créole et le français (…). Elle était différente parce qu'elle semblait être venue tout d'une 

                                                        
41 Translation: Time which closes in each and every day. 

 

42 Translation: Now it is Jean's turn to talk, Catherine's memories are in him. 
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pièce d'un autre monde, d'un autre temps43” (52). Like Jean in London, Catherine lives a 

life disconnected from reality / the present; she is not only geographically homeless, she 

is most of all lost in time. Catherine has voluntarily isolated herself in an effort to stop 

time and prevent change, a protective measure depicted as self-destructive by Le Clézio 

(since she is now blind, deaf, and isolated). Furthermore, because she is blind, Jean sees 

her as “enfermée” (53) [trapped] in her memories. As this choice of adjective suggests, 

while he envies his aunt's idyllic past, and ability to conjure it, Jean knows intuitively that 

being trapped in the past is not an ideal solution for his mal de vivre. 

 As explained in the introduction to this dissertation, Edouard Glissant notes that 

turning to one's roots to find one's identity can be a dangerous and unproductive path. 

“L'identité comme racine condamne l'émigré (surtout au stade des deuxièmes 

générations) à un écartèlement laminant. (...) Il est contraint à des exercices impossibles 

de conciliation avec son ancienne et sa nouvelle appartenance44” (157). Catherine suffers 

because she is unable to conciliate her new and old lives. However, she is not the only 

character affected by this impossibility. Because Catherine's past seems so perfect, Jean 

abandons himself in its illusion, alienating himself further from his own present.  

 As many of Le Clézio's critics have noted (Onimus 1994, Thibault 2000, de 

Cortanze 2009, Moser 2011, Martin 2012), leclezian heroes typically search for lost or 

forgotten lands and civilizations because they reject the horrors of contemporary society 

                                                        
43 Translation: Catherine was so different from all the people he knew. She was different, not because of 

her drawl, her way of mixing creole and French. She was different because she seemed to have fallen 

out of another world, of another time. 

 

44 Translation: identity as root condemns the immigrant (especially second generation immigrants) to a 

painful quartering as he has to go through impossible attempts to conciliate his old and his new 

identity. 
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(war, poverty caused by unbound industrialism, imperialism, etc.). Even as he tries to 

escape a second military draft by fleeing to Mexico, Jean is unable to reconnect with 

reality. He spends four months “pratiquement sans bouger. Le matin il flânait sur 

l'Alameda, puis il allait lire à la bibliothèque qui jouxtait l'hôtel. Il lisait tout ce qu'il 

trouvait sur l'histoire du Mexique45” (418), learning of this country through books. The 

library offers a place of refuge from the hustle and bustle of the big city, “on entendait à 

peine la rumeur de la circulation au dehors, les embouteillages sur Isabel la Católica, les 

coups de klaxon des taxis46” (420). Furthermore, like his aunt's stories, the History of 

Mexico (an abstraction since he only experiences it through books) appeals to him more 

than the vibrant city itself (which stands for “reality”) because in it he can discover what 

he hoped to experience by coming to Mexico City: “Dans cette ville, avait imaginé Jean 

en arrivant, on devait être comme dans une île au milieu de l'océan, rattaché au reste du 

monde par le mouvement de la houle47” (449-450). Jean had hoped that the semi-isolation 

provided by anonymity in one of the world's most populated cities would contribute to 

developing a sense of self both in contact with, and at a distance from, others, allowing 

him to maintain his own identity from a safe distance.48  

                                                        
45 Translation: practically without moving. He strolled the Alameda in the morning, and went to the 

library next to the hotel in the afternoon. He read all he could find on the history of Mexico. 

 

46 Translation: the humming of cars outside was barely audible, the traffic on Isabel la Católica, the taxis' 

horns. 

 

47 Translation : In this city, Jean had imagined before getting there, he would feel like on an island in the 

middle of the ocean, connected to the rest of the world by the movement of the swell. 

 

48 Le Clézio’s use of island / ocean metaphors also strongly resonates Glissant’s Relation, and Caribbean 

tidalectics (see DeLoughrey 2007). 
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 Even as turmoil is unmistakably looming,49 Jean still prefers to experience 

Mexico through narratives of its past rather than face its present. It is only upon meeting 

a young woman named Pamela that Jean is suddenly brought back to reality. 

Interestingly, in the novel, Pamela is not the first woman to have this grounding effect on 

Jean. His wife-to-be, Mariam, had done the same before his departure for Mexico, but 

only partially. Jean must witness the abject misery of the people of Mexico to finally get 

over his time-sickness (as I have argued earlier, Jean is not homesick, but rather time-

sick) and see what is in front of him rather than imagine what could be. Indeed, after 

visiting Naucalpan, the city of migrants where families fight every day to stay together, 

and where life can take a turn for the worst in just the blink of an eye, Jean writes to 

Mariam to tell her that they will get married upon his return. Jean has finally understood 

that being with the ones he loves is what matters the most, and that as long as they are 

together, he is strong enough to face the harshness of life. Jean now knows that to find his 

identity, he must let others in, echoing Glissant's words: “toute identité s'étend dans un 

rapport à l'Autre50” (23). Although he refused them in London, it is Jean's relations with 

others, particularly women (his aunt, Pamela and Mariam), that bring him into reality and 

permit him to develop his identity in the present rather than dream of possible alternative 

lives inspired by the past. It is therefore not in history books that Jean will find his 

                                                        
49 While France experiences social unrest in May of 1968 (student and worker protests, etc...), Mexico is 

also undergoing a social revolution triggered by the government's efforts to prepare the country for the 

Olympic games that are to take place in October. The tensions between the people and the government 

culminate on October 2nd when hundreds of students and government workers are shot during a protest. 

This event is remembered as the Tlatelolco massacre. By displacing his character into a foreign “May 

68,” Le Clézio highlights the globalization of social movements in the second half of the twentieth 

century.  

 

50 Translation: every identity develops in relationship to the Other. 
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identity, but in establishing meaningful connections with the people he meets throughout 

his life. Only reality and contact with others will permit Jean to discern a whole sense of 

self and find fulfillment.  

 Mariam is yet another example of why looking for one's roots might be self-

destructive. Mariam is an Algerian Kabyle whose family emigrated to France after the 

war in Algeria. What first intrigues Jean is that this young woman “n'est de nulle part51” 

(369); neither “really” French nor Algerian “any more,” especially considering that the 

Kabyle are a persecuted minority in Algeria. Jean feels kinship with Mariam, but unlike 

Jean, Mariam has no interest in re-living the past. One day, at the movie theater, Mariam 

suffers a PTSD attack during the pre-show newscast reporting the war in Egypt. The 

images cause her to re-live the war between the imperial power and the FLN in Algeria, 

and “terrifiée, elle est partie la tête baissée (…) et s'est sauvée52” (383). Later, when Jean 

offers to go to her childhood city of Oran for their honeymoon, Mariam refuses: “Peut-

être qu'elle n'est pas prête à regarder son passé en face. Ou elle a peur que les militaires 

là-bas lui enlèvent son passeport français53” (518). The past for Mariam carries nothing 

but pain and regret. This is a prime example of what Glissant calls being “écartelé” 

[quartered / torn] by one's roots, which is in part due to the rejection of multiple identities 

that both France and Algeria apply to their definitions of citizenship and national identity: 

one can only be either French or foreign (which is legally not true since France does 

                                                        
51 Translation: is from nowhere. 

 

52 Translation: terrified, she left head down and ran away. 

 

53 Translation: maybe because she is not ready to look her past in the eye. Or maybe because she is afraid 

they will take away her French passport upon arrival. 
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recognize dual citizenship, although the Front National brought the possibility of 

suppressing dual citizenship to the center of the 2012 presidential debates). With 

Mariam's character, Le Clézio hints once again at the danger of root-seeking.  

It is important to note that I do not wish to say that Le Clézio believes that the 

past should be forgotten altogether, or that it does not matter (revisionism and denial are 

certainly two greater dangers). Rather, I hope to show that what matters most to the 

leclezian hero (similar to Glissant) is the present, and the ability to shape one’s life. 

Dwelling on the past will either turn the individual into a hermit like Catherine, or 

condemn him/her to perpetual anxiety like Mariam. In Mariam's case, Le Clézio is 

certainly implying that France's insistence on sameness as equality has split her self into 

two irreconcilable parts, leaving her écartelée. This repressed identity has caused her to 

develop a sentiment of inferiority, and a fear of losing her Frenchness were she to 

recognize her Algerianness.  

It is therefore not (just) in the past that one must look to find one's identity, but in 

the people who surround us. Despite Jean's glimpse at this revelation (expressed in the 

letter to Mariam aforementioned), Le Clézio is not satisfied with such a quick resolution. 

As in real life, his characters do not change quickly, and Jean is not quite ready to put his 

quest for his origins to rest. Upon his return to France, Jean inherits his aunt's journal, a 

final and irresistible invitation au voyage. 

Il a fait ce voyage. Il a pensé qu'il fallait aller au bout de cette quête, 

arriver au terme de l'histoire, à son commencement, puisque c'est tout un. 

À l'origine du conte que contait la tante Catherine à la Kataviva, jour après 

jour.54 (512) 

                                                        
54 Translation : He undertook this voyage. He felt as if he had to finish this quest, reach the end of the 

story, its beginning, since it is all the same. To the origin of the tale told by Catherine at the Kataviva, 
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While he has reasonably come to the conclusion that his identity lies in his relations with 

others, Jean needs to experience the failure of identity-through-the-root first hand to fully 

adhere to the Relation. He therefore decides to find Rosello, Jean Eudes' native village in 

Bretagne, but quickly discovers that not only the village no longer exists, but it is not the 

true root of his aunt's stories. “Il lui faut remonter plus loin, en arrière, vers l'origine de 

toutes les migrations en Bretagne55” (513), to July 28th1488, when “l'histoire de leur pays 

a changé56” (513). July 28th 1488 is the date of the battle of Saint-aubin-du-cormier where 

the Breton fought and were defeated by the French, thus losing their independence and 

taking on a new national identity.57  

 Even as Jean stands on the field where the battle that decided the fate of his 

ancestors took place, the young man still feels unsatisfied, his quest incomplete. To 

accomplish his quest, Jean decides to travel to Mauritius in the hope of finding the 

magical place where Catherine had been so happy, the “source” of his own imagined 

history. In the novel, this “source” is both metaphorical and real as Catherine's dearest 

memories involve the stream that flowed at the “Bout du Monde” (literally 'the End of the 

World').  

Jean est arrivé au Bout du Monde, c'est ici que Catherine venait autrefois. 

(…) Maintenant Jean s'arrête, le cœur battant, la tête pleine de vertige. Il 

est à l'endroit exact où la vie de Catherine s'est interrompue, comme si elle 

                                                        
day after day. 

 

55 Translation: He needs to go back further, to the origin of all the migrations in Bretagne. 

 

56 Translation: when the history of their country changed. 

 

57 Interestingly, the conflict between Bretagne and France was finally resolved by a marriage, a 

consecrated relation, between Anne de Bretagne and Charles VIII in 1491. It can thus be said that the 

identity of Bretagne itself was decided by a relation. 
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y avait laissé une partie d'elle-même. Ce jour fatal du 1er janvier 1910, 

quand avec sa famille elle a été chassée du paradis.58 (521) 

 

Jean has found the source of his aunt's happiness, but he understands now that this place 

was also the source of her sorrows. The family's expulsion from “paradise” transformed 

Mauritius into the locus of her pain, forcing her to replace reality with an idealized 

Mauritius where she was happy. Catherine's story suggests that being overly attached to a 

place, to a land, can only lead to pain because lands are easily taken or lost (Begag's 

novel will present the same observation). In other words, Le Clézio portrays territoriality 

as potentially alienating because the more one is attached to a place, the more intensely 

one will feel uprooted, or lost, if it is destroyed, lost, or if one is forced to move away. 

Unlike the revolutionaries who believed that access to property was one of the defining 

traits of a free human being, Le Clézio depicts material possessions as the source of 

potential uprootedness rather than stability. Le Clézio has said in an interview that “[sa] 

famille n'a pas pu [lui] inculquer le goût de la possession – ils étaient toujours locataires 

avec régularité59” (1995:64), explaining his dislike of materialism. Possessions represent 

the enslavement of the individual to the land (and perhaps to Western values such as 

“property”) which, as I have shown, translates into an impossibility to adapt to changing 

circumstances, and are, therefore, undesirable for Le Clézio. 

 After reaching the origins of his aunt's stories, it is time for Jean to fully commit 

                                                        
58 Translation : Jean arrived at the Bout du Monde, where Catherine used to come long ago. Jean now 

stops, his heart beating fast, feeling dizzy. He stands in the very place where Catherine's life was 

interrupted, as if she had left a part of herself behind. That fatal day, January 1st, 1910, when she was 

exiled from paradise with her family. 

 

59 Translation: his family was unable to instill the taste of possession in him – they always rented.  
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to relation-as-identity, a change that is metaphorically consecrated when the young man 

drinks from the stream at the End of the World. This gesture is to be interpreted as a form 

of baptism through which Jean washes away the quest that drove him here: “Tandis qu'il 

descend la route cahoteuse vers Mahébourg, il se sent heureux et libre, comme si l'eau du 

bassin du Bout du Monde l'avait lavé60” (522). The imagery of being washed by water 

symbolizes a new beginning for Jean, a rebirth, and as with religious baptisms, this 

baptism is also symbolic of his being welcomed into the community of Mankind. This 

community is only possible through a relation with the Other, rather than through 

ancestral roots or territoriality. As developed above, for Le Clézio, relationships – love in 

particular – are the only way to overcome solitude, isolation, and change because they 

provide a solid foundation on which his characters may create a better life for themselves, 

and build a better society. Relation permits the individual to conciliate, accept and 

express his contradictory “origins,” and live in harmony with him/herself and others.  

 

 

Overcoming otherness in the nation 
 

 The resolution of Jean's quest for identity goes somewhat against the modern 

principle of nation-building. As discussed in the introduction, France has two markers for 

determining nationality, the droit du sang (right of blood, which allows the individual to 

maintain his/her identity despite his/her physical displacements) and the droit du sol 

(right of land, which suggests that a nation belongs to a certain territory). Jean's 

                                                        
60 Translation: Going down the bumpy road leading to Mahébourg, he feels happy and free, as if the 

water from the pond of the End of the World had washed him. 
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understanding of his own identity is a mix of both, or perhaps, more accurately, neither. 

His attraction to his family's history could indicate a preference for the droit du sang, but 

his choice to make his own community with Mariam and those important to him goes 

against it (because they do not share a common ancestry). As for the droit du sol, Jean 

has never felt French simply because he was born in Nice. On the contrary, his dual 

citizenship, and his family's international heritage, have made him question where he 

belongs. Yet neither of these two models seems to give Jean the peace of mind he seeks.  

 In addition to following his family's global past, Jean rejects France because of 

the injustice he witnesses there every day: his aunt's neighbor Aurore's mistreatment by 

her adoptive parents, his school mates' hazing of their weaker teachers, the war in Algeria 

and Indochina, etc... Jean refuses to become one of the “petites faces haineuses61” [45] he 

sees everywhere around him. He does not understand why people are mean to his Franco-

Spanish-Moroccan friend Santo Ballas; he is shocked to learn that Alsatian soldiers are 

being teased in the French army because of their accent; he is appalled that French troops 

torture and dehumanize their enemies in Algeria by treating them like animals. All of 

these instances of injustice stem from a rejection of difference, which is in direct 

correlation with the totalizing (because homogenizing) principle of equality as sameness 

derived from the French Revolution.  

 As proposed by Anderson, in order to exist, nations must establish margins, and 

marginalize the individuals they do not wish to take in. Because of their hybrid identities, 

Jean, Santos, Mariam, and even Catherine, have all been marginalized by the imagined 

                                                        
61 Translation: hateful little faces. 
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ethnic and/or cultural unity of France. In order to fit in, their own “otherness” has been 

pushed to the margins, creating a rift from within (Mariam's psychotic episodes, 

Catherine's denial of reality, Santos' suicidal mission, and Jean's successive rejection of 

his French and English halves). But if nations are imagined communities, Jean ultimately 

builds his through his circle of friends and loved ones, a chosen community where all the 

parts of his identity are welcome because their unity does not depend on one single 

essential source (such as a shared “origin”). Instead of creating unity within the nation, 

France's ideal of equality as non-difference has pushed Jean and his companions to create 

a community within the community (an imaginary one in Catherine's case) in order to 

resist the totalitarian erasure of difference. This is of course highly ironic since France 

does not recognize communitarianism as a legitimate organizing principle within French 

national identity. 

 Jean perceives injustice because he realizes, as Balibar and Anderson argue, that 

the differences upon which xenophobia and racism are constructed are as fictive as the 

nation itself. The cruelty of the French soldiers, or the indifference of the general 

population, appear senseless to a boy who still believes in what Balibar would call 

“intensive universalism” (2001:62) (equality without assimilation). In the context of the 

war in Algeria, and more generally of post-colonial France, Révolutions illustrates that by 

ethnicizing France (symbolized in the novel by the non-recognition incident in the 

desert), the concept of Otherness has shifted from regional and class antagonisms to racist 

or xenophobic enmities. Through the use of its intertwined narratives, Révolutions 

reminds its readers that immigration is not the cause of France's social fracture. Because 
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nations are constructed upon fictive, or imagined, criteria, they are bound to experience 

tensions from within. Traditionally, France has maintained order by applying a definition 

of nationhood based on quantifiable elements, such as place of birth, religion, or language 

spoken. 

 Moreover, because the nation is an intangible and limited illusion, it cannot truly 

provide Jean with the sense of belonging he seeks. In this light, Le Clézio offers two 

alternate spaces to that of the nation, two “in-between spaces” represented by Rozilis 

(Catherine's childhood home in Mauritius) and la Kataviva (the building where aunt 

Catherine resides in the narrative present, located in the Southern city of Nice). The very 

first sentence of the novel introduces la Kataviva as a place where, in its heyday, the 

tenants were a cosmopolitan mix from Paris, London or Moscow (13).62 The very name 

of the building evokes exotic places: “d'où venait ce nom? D'Afrique, avait pensé Jean, 

ou bien des îles de la Sonde? Ou bien peut-être avait-il imaginé que c'était pareil à tous 

ces noms de Maurice63” (13). His aunt explains one day that la Kataviva is the name of a 

train station in the Urals where the building's architect was born, evoking travel and 

displacements. These descriptions of la Kataviva introduce hybridity early in the novel: 

Nice is a cosmopolitan place where international tourists and immigrants have been 

interacting with the local population for decades. The building's current inhabitants 

suggest that Nice remains a global city: général Hamon, who has fought in Marocco, 

                                                        
62 It is telling that the novel opens on this hybrid place. With La Kataviva, Le Clézio is clearly situating 

his narrative in the context of globalization, which should inform the reader's interpretation of Jean's 

journey. 

 

63 Translation: where did this name come from? Africa, had wondered Jean, or the Sunda ilsands? Or 

maybe, had he imagined that it was similar to all these names from Mauritius. 
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lives with a Spanish woman; the Gendres, who have resided in Abidjan, have an adoptive 

Indochinese daughter, Aurore de Sommerville; and of course his aunt Catherine, born in 

Mauritius, add to the international flair of La Kataviva. And yet, “L'immeuble malgré son 

nom éblouissant faisait tout de même un peu peur à Jean64” (14). Jean's fear and 

fascination for the building can be understood as a metaphor for cultural hybridity: 

hybridity is both an enriching and worrisome process in contemporary French society. 

Furthermore, despite Bhabha's hopeful vision of in-between spaces, proximity does not 

necessarily imply intimacy, nor does it guarantee hybridity. Even if Révolutions opens 

under the banner of hybridity, its current state – the building is falling into ruins, its 

inhabitants live isolated from one another, and two of the neighbors, the Genres, simply 

disappear one day – shows that la Kataviva might be an in-between space, but it is not a 

community. La Kataviva is a place where people live physically close to one another, but 

do not bridge the gap that separates each of their lives.  

 La Kataviva's lack of community is heightened by the introduction of an other in-

between space, Rozilis. Because Port Louis (the capital of Mauritius) did not materialize 

into the land of freedom and justice they had hoped,65 Jean Eudes and Marie Anne decide 

to pack up once more after just a few months on the island. They buy land in the forest, 

and name the main house Rozilis after “le navire sur lequel ils avaient traversé la mer66” 

(112). The name of the house indicates that its owners imagine it as an in-between space, 

                                                        
64 Translation: The building, despite its stunning name, did scare Jean a little. 

 

65 The oligarchy of the land owners, and their refusal to abolish slavery reminded Jean Eudes and his wife 

of the system the Revolution had fought to abolish 

 

66 Translation: the ship on which they had crossed the sea. 
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like a ship connecting the new and the old world. Furthermore, the young couple leaves 

the city to flee “la cruauté et l'égoïsme de la plupart de [leurs] concitoyens67” (491), 

which is reflected in article 4 of the house's mission statement: “Le but premier de la 

fondation de cette maison étant la réalisation de l'harmonie naturelle et des principes de 

liberté et d'égalité, il ne pourra être accepté aucune pratique contraire68” (494), including 

slavery which is prohibited by article 3. To reach this natural harmony, Jean Eudes and 

Marie Anne also decide to donate part of their earnings to charity, and to create a school 

for the “gens de couleur” [people of color]. Rozilis is therefore founded as an ideal in-

between space, modeled from the uncorrupted ideals of the French Revolution, where the 

Marros can reinvent themselves and live peacefully with the other communities of the 

island. 

 If Rozilis represents hybridity and the ideals of the Revolution, what should the 

reader conclude from its destruction? Jean rightfully perceives Rozilis to be a lost 

paradise, as if its existence was condemned from the start by the corruption of human 

nature. The very name of the land Jean Eudes buys, Ébène, suggests that this paradise 

will not survive man's greed, just as Adam and Eve were unable to stay in the garden of 

Eden (the phonetic similarity between Ébène [ebɛn] and Éden [edɛn] is striking in 

French). The destruction of Rozilis represents the impossibility of such a place, and of 

such a dream, to thrive in our modern world.  

I can advance several hypotheses as to why Le Clézio represents Rozilis, and the 

                                                        
67 Translation: the cruelty and selfishness of most of their fellow citizens. 

 

68 Translation: the primary goal of the establishment of this house being the realization of natural 

harmony and of the principles of liberty and equality, no contrary practice will be accepted. 
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Revolution, as having failed: 1) hybridity cannot survive unless society at large is 

reformed to accept it (one person cannot change the world), 2) Rozilis, as an isolated 

place, reinforces the belief that society cannot change, and that the only solution is 

therefore to flee rather than to fight, and 3) the kinds of in-between spaces described by 

Bhabah are threatened by the assimilating will of the most powerful economic powers of 

our globalized world (Ébène is bought by a Chinese developer who razes everything to 

the ground to build new houses). Instead of promoting hybridity, the interaction between 

world powers strengthens the power and influence of the strongest at the expense of the 

weakest (that is to say those not able to compete with the dominant powers, such as 

China and the United States). In-between spaces therefore become a limbo rather than an 

Eden, places where the individual awaits judgment and has little agency to decide for 

him/herself how s/he will be treated by society. Whatever the hidden meaning of the 

destruction of Ébène may be, the fact that it does not survive confirms that Le Clézio 

does not conceive of it as a symbolic solution to the problems associated with identity in 

his novel, or in society at large. As with Voltaire's utopia of the El Dorado in Candide, an 

ideal space is only as perfect as the individuals who inhabit it (and as mankind is not 

perfect, a perfect place cannot exist). Furthermore, such utopias can only succeed in 

isolation, which is not viable in an increasingly globalized world. Thirdly, Le Clézio's 

novel also suggests that nothing survives forever, and that communities, like the men and 

women who populate them, are always in motion, always in-becoming.  

 

Conclusion 
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 Le Clézio's Révolutions subtly argues that France's identity crisis is not a new 

phenomenon, and has little to do with immigration. Le Clézio's characters are 

marginalized by the very ideology upon which modern France is constructed: Republican 

equality. Jean's escape to the past, an attempt to discover who he “really” is, serves as a 

reminder that root-based thinking is essentialist by nature because it only allows for a 

vertical understanding of identity, whereas our modern world calls for a multi-directional 

(or networked as I will argue in chapter 4) expansion of our multiple identities. Jean's 

love for Mariam is what saves him from solitude, suggesting that Edouard Glissant's 

Relation is a viable alternative to root-based identity construction. Furthermore, Le 

Clézio's use of two failed in-between spaces allows him to call the reader's attention to 

the complexity of hybridity in society: proximity does not necessarily lead to knowledge 

and understanding. Just as having thousands of friends all over the world through social 

media does not mean that we truly know any of them, a multicultural society does not 

mean that all the cultures within it know and understand each other, not to mention 

tolerate each other. 
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Chapter 2 

 

History, Race and Metaphor in Alexis Jenni's L'Art français de la 

guerre 

 

 

 

Introduction 

 In this chapter, I turn to another critique of France's history of colonialism and 

Republicanism. In L'Art français de la guerre (2011), Alexis Jenni shows that France's 

present sentiment that the nation is threatened by the Other stems from a conception of its 

past based on an ideology that, as argued in chapter 1, promotes sameness as the building 

block of the nation's wholeness. As I show in the introductory chapter, literature and 

language have always been very important in the construction of national identity. In this 

novel, Jenni portrays Frenchness as a narrative, a constructed story informed by the 

dominant ideologies of its “author” the nation. In my analysis of L'Art français de la 

guerre, I argue that Jenni unravels the mechanisms of inclusion and exclusion to reveal 

the ways that they are founded upon a metaphorical thought process that expresses the 

individual's (and the nation's) conceptualization of the world. My discussion will bring 

forth the relation between representation, language and national identity in the context of 

contemporary France. 

 

A surprising story of literary fame for a novel out of the ordinary 
 

 Alexis Jenni's so far brief career can be characterized as surprising for an array of 

reasons. As several critics have pointed out (Fonlupt 2011, Jambaud n.d.), his literary 
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career is reminiscent of a fairy tale plot. Before the publication of his first novel in 2011, 

Jenni was (and still is) a science teacher in a Catholic high-school of Lyon. While L'Art 

français de la guerre is not the first novel written by Jenni, it is the first to have been 

accepted for publication, despite the author's multiple prior attempts. To be published by 

the distinguished Parisian house Gallimard is in itself remarkable, but for a forty-eight-

year-old high-school provincial science teacher, it is close to a miracle,1 especially 

because, as Jenni himself confesses, he knew nothing of the world of publishing and 

rarely leaves Lyon (Jambaud). This latter fact is significant because France's publishing 

industry is clustered in the capital. The five giants Hachette, Flammarion, Gallimard, 

Albin Michel, and La Martinière (of which Seuil is a subsidiary) are indeed all 

headquartered in Paris, and as such, it could be argued that the literary world resides in 

Paris as well. France's regional divide (particularly between la capitale and la province, 

and whose history I explored in chapter 1) therefore reveals how astonishing Jenni's 

journey, leading to the printing presses of Gallimard, has been. 

 The fairytale does not stop here, however. The book was published in mid-August 

2011, and, in November, it unpredictably appeared on the first selection list for the Prix 

Goncourt, France's most prestigious literary prize. The novel made its way through the 

second and the third selections, and won the final round with five votes against three. 

Even though a category for first novel exists among the Goncourt family of prizes, Jenni 

was selected for, and awarded, the highest Goncourt literary prize. Jenni thus joined the 

ranks of illustrious French language authors such as Michel Houellebecq (winner of the 

                                                        
1 In most of his interviews, Jenni himself recognizes how unlikely it was for his novel to be accepted. 

See Fonlupt (2011), Jambaud (nd), Liger (2011). 
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2010 Goncourt), Pascal Quignard (winner in 2002), Patrick Chamoiseau (1992), Tahar 

Ben Jelloun (1987), Marguerite Duras (1984), Simone de Beauvoir (1954), André 

Malraux (1933), Marcel Proust (1919), and many more.  

 The story of the author of L'Art français de la guerre and his surprising rise to 

fame are, however, not the only considerations when referring to the novel as 

“surprising.” The circular and polyphonic structure of the novel, along with the subject 

matter of the narrative, add to the peculiarity of the book. While written by an author who 

calls himself “casanier2” (Jambaud), and who confesses he rarely leaves his home town 

Lyon, this novel focuses on the themes of uprootedness, wandering and characters 

without a “homeland.” Jenni's interest in the concept of “a home” certainly stems from 

the author's experience of a France where the question of belonging is ever present in the 

media, the classroom, political debates (and is seen clearly in the IPSOS survey analyzed 

in the introduction chapter), etc. As Jenni himself puts it, “la question de l'identité 

nationale, c'est le lieu d'un discours délirant, de tous les côtés. Personne ne dit rien de 

raisonnable sur le sujet. Ce déficit de pensée généralisé est une véritable insulte à 

l'Histoire3” (Liger). L'Art français de la guerre can therefore be viewed as Jenni's attempt 

to provide a “sensible” discourse about national identity in France, and to make amends 

with History. 

 As argued in the introductory chapter, France's history of internal and external 

                                                        
2 The adjective “casanier” describes someone who does not like to leave their home, and who feels better 

in familiar spaces. 

 

3 Translation: the question of national identity is the location of an unbelievable discourse, from all 

sides. No one is saying anything sensible about it. This general deficit of thought is a real insult to 

History. 
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colonialism could warrant its categorization as a post-colonial country, and therefore 

justify its study through the lens of postcolonial theory. Furthermore, this novel questions 

the narratives that supported colonial imperialism and shows that France’s colonial past 

continues to influence contemporary society. Although Jenni has never lived through 

colonialism, his experience in the classroom has provided him with a first-hand 

knowledge of the residual colonial ideology that still informs legal and educational 

policies (ban of religious signs, insistence on the “positive” effects of colonialism, use of 

French, civics classes, school zoning). Jenni's style borrows from postcolonial techniques 

(plurality of voices, circular construction, non-linear time), as well as its themes (defining 

otherness, focusing on the decolonization period, and the violence associated with it) and 

echoes renowned and seminal Francophone postcolonial novels such as Tahar Ben 

Jelloun's L'Enfant de Sable (1985), Maryse Condé's Moi, Tituba sorcière (1986),  Assia 

Djebar's Les Enfants du nouveau monde (1962), Cheikh Hamidou Kane's L'aventure 

ambiguë (1961), or Ahmadou Kourouma's Les Soleils des Indépendances (1970).4  

 By calling this novel “surprising,” I do not wish to imply that White French 

authors are insensitive to, or incapable of, writing about issues pertaining to a 

postcolonial society.5 Indeed, the littérature monde consortium counts many such authors 

                                                        
4 If some critics date the birth of postcolonial thought and literature to the 1990's, I wish to include these 

early works as they are the foundation for what will become postcolonial literature in the 1990's.  

 

5 There are indeed several notable cases of White French authors who unmasked the injustice and 

violence of both the colonial system, and the neo/post-colonial world. Albert Camus was of course the 

most emblematic during the independence movements (even if his position was ambiguous), but 

contemporary authors such as the ones discussed in this dissertation (J.M.G Le Clézio, Alexis Jenni) 

continue to dismantle the myths upon which the colonial system rested, and that have unfortunately not 

disappeared with the end of colonial rule.  
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as members.6 I simply wish to underline that although Alexis Jenni cannot be labeled a 

post-colonial writer in terms of his identity (that is to say a writer who comes from a 

former colony, or whose parents come from a former colony), I would like to contend 

that his novel could be analyzed with the tools of postcolonial theory: in the reading that 

follows, I will show how Jenni's critique of French nationalism involves a deconstructing 

of the discourses and narratives that have defined Frenchness as an ethnic or racial 

category that justifies wars against non-French "others."7 

 Understanding L'Art français de la guerre requires close attention to both the 

narrative and its structure. The novel is divided into thirteen chapters alternatively titled 

“commentaires” [commentaries] and “roman” [novel]. Each one of these commentaries 

and novel chapters is also numbered, grouping one commentary with one novel 

(“commentaires I” is to be read as a meaningful unit together with “roman I”). In 

addition, the commentaries provide the novel’s frame story, a first person narrative of an 

unnamed young Lyonnais man. If the identity of the narrator is unknown, the time of the 

narration is made clear from the very first line of the novel: “Les débuts de 1991 furent 

marqués par les préparatifs de la guerre du Golfe et les progrès de ma totale 

irresponsabilité8” (9). The incipit of the text puts the emphasis on time, rather than place, 

                                                        
6 The signataires include for example Alain Borer, Alain Dugrand, Gilles Lapouge, Jean-Marie 

Laclavetine, Michel Le Bris, JMG Le Clézio, Yvon Le Men, or Benoît Peeters. 

 

7 It could even be argued that if Beur novels can be categorized as postcolonial, as they have been by 

Laronde (1993), Rosello (1998), or Reek (2011), “Franco-French” novels can also demonstrate 

postcolonial qualities if analyzed in abstraction of the author's identity. This has been the subject of 

debate regarding the publication of Smaïl’s novel Vivre me tue (1997), which was revealed as having 

been authored by a White writer whose true identity initiated a discussion of “authenticity” in 

representation. 

 

8 Translation : The beginnings of 1991 were punctuated by the preparation for the Gulf war and the 
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as the reader only discovers the location of the tale a few pages later: “J'appris à la radio 

que Lyon était bloquée par la neige. (…) Je me réjouis que cela tombe un lundi, car ici ils 

ne savaient pas ce qu'était la neige9” (10-11).  

While time and place are elucidated early on in the novel, the identity of the 

narrator will remain a mystery throughout. A few elements are however explicit: the 

narrator is rather young (in his twenties or thirties), he dislikes working and would rather 

spend his days lying in bed or drinking at a bar, and he considers himself a writer while 

dreaming of a different life: “J'aimerais bien une autre vie mais je suis le narrateur”10 

(19). The narrator's perceived gift of narration, along with his desire to draw, will lead to 

his partnership with Victorien Salagnon, a World War II, Indochina and Algeria veteran 

who spends his free time selling his paintings at flea markets. Intra-diagetically, the novel 

L'Art français de la guerre is the product of the narrator's encounter with Salagnon, a first 

person journal (commentaries chapters) intertwined with the third person narrative of 

Salagnon’s life (novel chapters). The friendship between Salagnon and the narrator 

develops out of this symbiotic relationship as Salagnon accepts to teach the young man 

how to draw in return for the transcribing of his memoirs. L'Art français de la guerre is 

thus made up of two kinds of narratives, the first-person commentaries, set in the early 

1990's, and the novels recounting Salagnon's experiences throughout the three 20th 

century wars. Salagnon thus becomes the narrator's mentor, teaching him about much 

                                                        
progress of my total irresponsibility. 

 

9 Translation: I learned on the radio that Lyon was stuck in snow. (…) I rejoiced that it was happening 

on a Monday because here, they did not know what snow was. 

 

10 Translation: I would like to another life, but I am the narrator.  
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more than art. The old man (re-)introduces his apprentice to the history of his country – 

of “his” people – through the recollection of personal experiences: “Je ne comprenais pas 

ce dont il parlait, mais je pressentais qu'il savait une histoire que je ne savais pas; qu'il 

était lui-même cette histoire11” (46). 

 

Who are “we,” and what are “they”? - metaphorical thinking and the Other 

 Despite its title, Alexis Jenni's L'Art français de la guerre is not a war treatise, or 

a novel about war, at least not about a war. If war is ever-present, its role is merely to set 

the scene for what Jenni truly wishes to depict in this chronicle of the twentieth century. 

His anonymous narrator seeks to understand who “we” are (the narrator uses the first 

person pronoun nous throughout the text), as human beings, but more specifically, as 

Westerners, and particularly as French. In the first chapter, the narrator dreams that he is 

a soldier in the Indochinese war. He uses the pronoun nous to describe the actions of his 

battalion: “Nous étions vêtus en militaires, nous montions cet escalier interminable, nous 

suivions en silence12” (34). Upon awakening, the narrator is surprised, not to say 

shocked, to have used the pronoun “nous” unconsciously: “Comment puis-je moralement 

dire 'nous' alors que je sais bien que des actes horribles furent commis? Et pourtant 'nous' 

agissait, 'nous' savait, et je ne pouvais le raconter autrement13” (36). This dream triggers a 

                                                        
11 I could not understand what he was talking about, but I felt that he knew a story that I did not; that he, 

himself, was that story. 

 

12 Translation: We were wearing military outfits, we were climbing these never-ending stairs, we 

followed, in silence. 

 

13 Translation: How can I, in good conscience, say 'we' when I know too well that horrible deeds were 

committed? And yet, 'we' were acting, 'we' knew, and I could not say it any other way. 
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crisis in the narrator who desires to understand “comment appeler ces gens qui 

marchaient en file dans la forêt (…). Faut-il les appeler les Français? (…) Mais qui 

serais-je alors?14” (36). Because he refuses to be associated with the horrors perpetrated 

by the French soldiers in Indochina, the narrator seeks to unveil the mechanisms that 

allow or prevent him from identifying with the “nous” of his dreams. 

 Unable to fully understand what characteristics “truly” make up “Frenchness,” the 

narrator and his interlocutors rely heavily on metaphors, because metaphor is “a way of 

using the sense of something familiar or concrete to refer to something remote or 

unfamiliar” (Merten and Schwartz, p.797), that is to say a trope that allows one to express 

in familiar terms ideas that are difficult to conceptualize, or ideas that language cannot 

express literally. In Metaphors We Live By (1980), linguists George Lakoff and Mark 

Johnson explain that metaphors reveal how we see the world (i.e. they reflect our 

conceptual system): 

Metaphor is typically viewed as characteristic of language alone, a matter 

of words rather than thought or action. (…) We have found, on the 

contrary, that metaphor is pervasive in everyday life, not just in language 

but in thought and action. Our ordinary conceptual system, in terms of 

which we both think and act, is fundamentally metaphorical in nature. (3) 

 

The foundation for metaphorical thought is therefore located in our conceptual system, 

the very system that feeds our thoughts and dictates our actions; an analysis of metaphors 

in L'Art français de la guerre would thus help reveal the psychological (or conceptual) 

systems that allow the narrator to slip into the nous in his dreams. In other terms, an 

analysis of metaphorical thought in Jenni's novel furthers our understanding of the 

                                                        
14 Translation: What should I call these people walking in the forest? Should I say the French? But then 

who would I be? 
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mechanisms of identity formation as inclusion in, and exclusion from, the group. 

 The narrator's symbolic dream of the Indochinese war is certainly triggered by the 

images he sees on television earlier that day. On this snowy day, the narrator is 

comfortably lying in bed with his lover, watching the snow fall outside of her apartment, 

as young soldiers prepare to ship off to “la troisième guerre mondiale” [the Third World 

War] in front of the cameras of the international press. While images of soldiers kissing 

their wives and children are commonplace in Great Britain and the United States, the 

narrator remarks that since the First World War, such images have been excluded from 

French television. “En France on ne sait pas quoi penser des militaires, on n'ose même 

pas employer un possessif qui laisserait penser que ce sont les nôtres: on les ignore, on 

les craint, on les moque15” (13). France seems disconnected from the reality of war, the 

soldiers representing a violence that the French would rather ignore than confront, 

echoing once again Foucault’s observation about the secrecy of the mechanisms of 

power. Peace must be kept, but the populace would rather not know how, and as a 

consequence, soldiers become an unpleasant reminder better kept hidden or scorned. 

Even though the images are now showing “des militaires français comme des gens dont 

on pouvait partager la peine16” (15), the narrator still cannot bear to watch them: “Le 

monde tourna brusquement d'un cran, je sursautai17” (15). The narrator is unable to watch 

because these images of soldiers and their families clash with his own representation and 

                                                        
15 Translation: In France, people do not know what to think of soldiers, we do not even dare use a 

possessive that would suggest that they are ours: we ignore them, we fear them, we make fun of them. 

 

16 Translation: French soldiers with whom one could empathize. 

 

17 Translation: The earth had abruptly jumped forward, awakening me.  
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understanding (or concept) of the war: 

Lors de cette guerre on écrasa les Irakiens à coups de savate comme des 

fourmis qui gênent (…). C'est un pays pauvre, ils ne disposent pas d'une 

mort par personne, ils furent tués en masse. (…) Ils sont morts en gros, on 

n'en retrouvera rien. (…) Dans cette guerre, il meurt comme il pleut, le 'il' 

désignant l'état des choses, un processus de la Nature auquel on ne peut 

rien; et il tue aussi car aucun des acteurs de cette tuerie de masse ne vit qui 

il avait tué.18 (23) 

 

Despite the images on television, the killers / soldiers cannot be “des gens dont on 

pouvait partager la peine” because they are the ones causing pain, and because they have 

become part of a faceless killing machine that has swallowed the individual soldier. 

Death is certainly a natural consequence of any war, but that is not the issue here. 

The narrator deplores the Iraqi's lack of basic human rights, such as the right to die in 

dignity. Enemy soldiers are squished like mere insects by that obscure “on” (on écrasa, 

on n'en retrouvera, on ne peut rien) whose identity is easy enough to determine. This 

“on” clearly represents the Coalition of Operation Desert Storm in which the troops on 

the ground were overwhelmingly “Western” (with more than half from the United 

States),19 even though the operation included twenty one non-“Western” countries.20 

                                                        
18 Translation: During this war, the Iraqis were crushed like pestering ants. It is a poor country, they 

cannot afford one death per person, they were killed en masse. They died in bulk, nothing will be left 

of them. In this war, it dies like it rains, 'it' representing the state of things, a process of Nature against 

which nothing can be done; and it kills also because none of the actors of this mass-killing saw who 

they killed. 

 

19 According to CNN's “Gulf War Fast Facts,” the coalition consisted of 670,000 troops, of which 

425,000 were from the U.S. 

 

20 According to the US National Desert Storm Memorial, the following nations participated in Operation 

Desert Storm, in alphabetical order: Argentina, Australia, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Belgium, Canada, 

Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Egypt, France, Greece, Honduras, Hungary, Italy, Kuwait, Malaysia, 

Morocco, Netherlands, New Zealand, Niger, Norway, Oman, Pakistan, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, 

Qatar, Romania, Saudi Arabia, Senegal, South Korea, Spain, Sweden, Syria, Turkey, United Arab 

Emirates, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland, and the United States of America. 
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Furthermore, the comparison of the verb to die with the verb to rain (il meurt comme il 

pleut) dehumanizes the verb to die, and therefore the victims. Indeed, death in this 

description is no longer something that happens to human beings, but “un processus de la 

Nature auquel on ne peut rien21” (23), dehumanizing the victims while absolving the 

perpetrators of guilt. The narrator further explains this belief a few pages later: “dans les 

guerres coloniales on ne compte pas les morts adverses, car ils ne sont pas morts, ni 

adverses; ils sont une difficulté du terrain que l'on écarte22” (25). The enemy is first 

dehumanized into an animal to be crushed, and once his humanity has been stripped, he 

becomes even less significant, an inanimate object easy to cast aside, or to suppress from 

discussions, war councils, news reports, or any other form of representation. 

 As has been posited by war and genocide scholars and survivors, without this 

process of dehumanization, it would be impossible to eliminate a foreign people, 

particularly one with whom one's own community has lived in (more or less) close 

contact for decades. For Auschwitz survivor Primo Lévi for example, extermination 

necessitates a double act: the destruction of the body as well as the destruction of the 

soul. Only through this double destruction can one achieve “the demolition of man” (21). 

Destroying the body is not enough because the true object of destruction is the very 

concept of the Other, of the enemy, of the foreigner. Another historical example of the 

“demolition of man” can be found in the 1994 genocide of the Tutsi in Rwanda. In order 

to establish an indirect colonial administration, the German authorities, and later the 

                                                        
21  Translation: A natural process that cannot be stopped. 

 

22 Translation: In colonial wars, enemy deaths are not counted because they are neither dead, nor enemy; 

they are just a difficulty in the terrain that must be cleared off. 
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Belgians, crystallized three socio-economical groups into ethnic identities by classifying 

them according to biometric norms of their own making, such as size, skin tone, 

circumference of the head, length of the nose, etc. (see Grünfeld and Huijboom 2007, 

Semujanga 2005). During the genocide, killing men and women was therefore not 

enough to eliminate “the Tutsi” as a category. To effectively do so, the killers took great 

care in erasing any Tutsi “sign” or “marker” from the bodies of their victims. Allow me 

to quote at length survivor Révérien Rurangwa's testimony (2007) in order to underline 

the dehumanization necessary to fully annihilate a people. I also wish to warn the reader 

that these words are very difficult to read in the horror of their truth:  

   J'ai encore la conscience suffisamment éveillée pour voir les tueurs 

attraper une femme qui court, un bébé sur son dos. Ils la couchent, lui 

tranchent les chevilles, puis la tête (comme ils reprochent aux Tutsi d'être 

plus grands qu'eux, les Hutu prennent un malin plaisir à les 'raccourcir' ou 

à les 'ramener au format standard'). (54) 

   Sibomana s'esclaffe en s'approchant de moi : 'Oh, voici l'aîné des Tutsi 

qui pointe son nez dehors!' Et d'un coup très vif, il me fend le visage à 

hauteur du nez (les Tutsi n'ont pas le nez épaté et négroïde des Hutu – 

motif supplémentaire de jalousie? Lors du génocide, ces derniers ont mis 

un soin spécial à réparer cette inégalité naturelle). (56) 

   Ils m'ont tué mais je n'arrive pas à être mort.23 (57) 

 

Although Rurangwa insists that “il est malsésant de comparer un génocide à un autre24” 

(127), I wish to do so in order to stress the similarity in the process of dehumanization of 

                                                        
23 Translation: I am still conscious enough to see the killers catch a woman as she is running, a baby on 

her back. They trip her, slice her ankles, and then chop her head off (since they blame the Tutsi for 

being taller than themselves, the Hutu take a mean pleasure 'shortening' them, or 'bringing them back to 

standard size'). (…) Sibomana bursts out laughing as he comes closer to me: 'Oh, here is the oldest 

Tutsi son coming out of the house!' And with one swift hit, he splits my face where my nose used to lie 

(the Tutsi do not have the flat negroid nose of the Hutu – one more motive for jealousy? During the 

genocide, the latter took special care to fix this natural inequality). (…) They killed me but I cannot 

manage to be dead. 

 

24 Translation: It is indecorous to compare one genocide to another. 
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the victims presented by Rurangwa, Levi and Jenni. The goal of the concentration camp 

system was also to “annihilate [the inmates] first as men in order to kill [them]” (Levi, 

p.52). Extermination can only be complete if the perpetrators are able to destroy their 

victims' humanity, not simply their body, which is what Jenni's narrator observes while 

listening to the rhetoric of the Western media broadcasting the Gulf war on television. 

 Going back to L'Art français de la guerre, it is important to emphasize that not 

only do the nature metaphors dehumanize the victims, they additionally dehumanize the 

killers by assimilating their actions to natural phenomena. “On ne peut rien25” (13) 

against nature, and “on” [we/one/people] cannot be held responsible for what “it” 

(nature) does. For the narrator, killers and victims are dehumanized by “colonial wars,” 

which once again echoes Levi's observations of the jailors in the Lager. Levi writes that 

the guards of the concentration camp:  

are not men. Their humanity is buried, or they themselves have buried it, 

under an offence received or inflicted on someone else. The evil and 

insane SS men, the Kapos, the politicals, the criminals, the prominents, 

great and small, down to the indifferent slave Häftlinge, all the grades of 

the mad hierarchy created by the Germans. (142) 

 

Levi's, Rurangwa's and the narrator of L'Art français de la guerre's accounts all reveal 

that the conceptual system (where the process of metaphorization takes root) is the first 

space where destruction occurs, the space that facilitates (in the double sense of “to make 

easier” and to “allow”) the death and destruction of the individual through the 

annihilation of the Other as it is conceived.  

 Metaphors such as those proposed by Jenni therefore play an important role in the 

                                                        
25 Translation: no one can fight 
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destruction of the Other because they operate at the conceptual level. According to 

philology scholar Albert Henry (1983), “la métaphore … joue, comme la métonymie, sur 

la compréhension (logique). … La métaphore n'est pas une comparaison elliptique. … La 

métaphore tend à réduire à l'unité26” (84-85). In a comparison, Henry notes that there is 

an “affrontement de deux notions27” (85), whereas metaphor superposes the two ideas to 

the point of completely equating one to the other, thus effacing one of the two. Jenni's 

narrator does use both comparison and metaphor (“il meurt comme il pleut” vs “morts en 

gros”), but I argue that metaphors such as “ils sont une difficulté du terrain,” especially 

with the use of the copula être which transforms an inanimate object (or sometimes an 

animal) into the predicate of a (group of) human being(s) – thus equating people to things 

or animals in an act of dehumanizing – reveal the underlying belief-system of the 

individual expressing such utterance, or in Lakoff's words “the surface realization of such 

cross-domain mapping” (Lakoff 1993, p.203). Once again, if we are to believe Lakoff 

and trust that “metaphor is the main mechanism through which we comprehend abstract 

concepts and perform abstract reasoning” (Lakoff 1993, p.244), the metaphors analyzed 

here reveal the underlying mechanisms that permit the killing of other human beings (by 

categorizing and equating living beings to inanimate or undesirable animals), as well as 

the separation between the “we” and “them” that haunts the narrator of L'Art français de 

la guerre's dreams. In other words, the metaphors in the novel reveal how, for Jenni, the 

media conceptualizes the Other in contemporary France: they are not “other” because 

                                                        
26 Translation: Metaphor plays, like metonymy, on (logical) comprehension. Metaphor is not an elliptical 

comprehension. Metaphor tends to reduce two into one. 

 

27 Translation: confrontation of two notions 
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they are not even recognized as “human being.” 

 It should be noted that metaphors are not essentially negative (or positive). When 

it comes to Salagnon for example, the narrator also uses “dehumanizing” metaphors that 

are yet colored with positive connotations: “J'avais trouvé dans la ville où je vivais, dans 

la ville où j'étais revenu pour en finir, j'avais trouvé une pièce oubliée, une chambre 

obscure que je n'avais pas remarquée à mon premier passage; j'en avais poussé la porte et 

devant moi s'étendait le grenier, pas éclairé, depuis longtemps fermé28” (46). The image 

of the “forgotten room” is, as those studied previously, dehumanizing because it 

characterizes Salagnon as an object (a room), but it does not, however, hold the negative 

implications of the ant-soldiers. On the contrary, this metaphor evokes images of hidden 

treasures and secrets to be discovered. The metaphors associated with Salagnon are 

always positive because he is the master who teaches the narrator to decode the hidden 

messages of history and society. The narrator believes that Salagnon “[l']éclaira, 

Victorien Salagnon, le rencontrer au creux de [sa] vie [l']éclaira29” (29). This metaphor 

clearly establishes the function of Salagnon as a positive role model. The verb “éclairer” 

[to enlighten], polysemous, signifies at once “to give light to someone” (definition which 

underlines a rendered service or help from someone else), “to render comprehensible” 

(which, as I have established earlier, is one of the functions of metaphor), and “to put 

things in a light that allows them to be considered under a different angle” (which is to 

                                                        
28 Translation: I had found in the city where I lived, in the city where I had come back to end it all, I had 

found a lost room, a dark room that I had not noticed upon my first visit; I had pushed its door and in 

front of me lied the attic, unlit, locked for many years. 

 

29 Translation: Enlightened him, Victorien Salagnon, meeting him in the midst of his life enlightened 

him. 
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say to re-interpret History and discover its secrets).30 The metaphors associated with 

Salagnon therefore suggest that metaphorical thought is not negative in and of itself, but 

shows, on the contrary, how our human thought process functions. Indeed, metaphors 

allow us to express love and respect as much as they can show (un)conscious fears and 

hatred. In other words, metaphors are not necessarily good or bad, positive or negative, 

dehumanizing or enlightening. Qualifying a metaphor involves associating certain values 

to the objects compared and superposed by the trope. Consider the following two 

metaphors: calling someone a “dove” or a “sloth.” Both metaphors equate a person to an 

animal, but the values associated with each animal will make the former a term of 

endearment because the good qualities of the dove are compared to those of the person, 

whereas the latter will be considered an insult because the speaker brings forth the 

undesirable quality of the sloth, rather than, say, its soft fur. The choice of the selected 

attributes does not represent the essence of each animal, it simply expresses an 

ideological belief and serves a purpose: to offer a compliment, or on the contrary, to 

criticize and reprimand. Metaphors therefore reveal one thing only: how the speaker 

considers the Other, not how the Other truly is.  

 

L'histoire est un roman: history, representation and the French nation 

 When analyzing the structure of the L'Art français de la guerre, particularly the 

titles Jenni chose for his chapters, another metaphor comes to mind: “history is a novel.”  

The chapters titled “roman” are Salagnon's biographical narratives transcribed by the 

                                                        
30 These definitions are adapted from Trésor de la Langue Française, accessible online: 

 http://www.cnrtl.fr/definition/eclairer 
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narrator. They can be distinguished from the frame story by their enunciation (in the third 

person) and their chronology. While they are part of Jenni's fictional narrative, these 

biographical chapters take the role of history textbooks for the narrator. By clearly 

designating these chapters as novels, however, the narrator recognizes his own 

subjectivity, and therefore that of historiography, in the process of writing down 

Salagnon's past (thus the metaphor “history is a novel”). Todorov or White have asserted 

that literature has the capacity to bring History to life in a way that mere factual 

descriptions are unable to do. For the narrator indeed, factual history provided by news 

outlet and history books is either senseless, or so spectacular that the contents seem 

simply untrue. Consider the following passage, where the narrator describes what he sees 

on television:  

Je vis le ballet des bombes au-dessus de Bagdad, le féerique feu d'artifice 

de couleur verte, et j'appris ainsi que la guerre moderne se déroule dans 

une lumière d'écrans; je vis la silhouette grise et peu définie de bâtiments 

s'approcher en tremblant puis exploser, entièrement détruits de l'intérieur 

avec tous ceux qui étaient dedans (…). Je vis tout ceci sans en ressentir le 

souffle, juste à la télé, comme un film de fiction un peu mal fait.31 (14) 

 

In Todorovian terms, the narrator of L'Art français de la guerre is not touched by what he 

sees on the small screen because on the one hand the images are merely a form of truth-

adequation, and as such, lack meaning, and on the other hand, the images seem so 

stylized that they appear to be a creation, such as a ballet or fireworks. Hayden White's 

theory of the value of narrativity might help us understand why the narrator can watch 

                                                        
31 Translation : I saw the dance of the bombs above Bagdad, the otherworldly greenish fireworks, and I 

learned that modern warfare unfolds in the light of TV screens; I saw the gray and ill-defined silhouette 

of buildings shaking and exploding, entirely destroyed from within with all the people inside. I saw all 

this without feeling it, just on TV, like a poorly made fiction film. 
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historical events without comprehending their importance or meaning. In a seminal 

article titled “The Value of Narrativity in the Representation of Reality” (1980), White 

warns that the appeal of narration in historiography stems from a human desire “to have 

real events display the coherence, integrity, fullness, and closure of an image of life that 

is and can only be imaginary” (27). For White, historical coherence, although desired by 

the human self, is a fiction. This explains further why Salagnon's journals lacked the 

capacity to “mean” what he wanted to say. Salagnon's journals are akin to the historical 

annals and chronicles analyzed by White in his essay. Salagnon's journal, annals and 

chronicles are non-narrative forms of history, and as such, they all lack the propensity to 

“spea[k] to us, summ[on] us from afar” (emphasis in original, White 1980, p.24), or in 

other words to offer us a coherent narrative that we can understand. 

 As noted by White, historic narrativity carries not only the ability to “offer 

meaning,” it also dangerously allows the “narrativizing” of events, a type of narration in 

which “the events tell themselves” (7), as if there were no narrator. The narrator of L'Art 

français de la guerre implicitly rejects this false objectivity by calling his historical 

chapters novels rather than history. Unlike the media, the narrator does not pretend to be 

objective, and as such, he displays more honesty and authenticity than many historians 

who, in White's terms, narrativize history.32 Jenni further expands the metaphor of 

“history is a novel” (and the dangers of this revelation) in the commentary that follows 

Salagnon's escape to the maquis during the Second World War. The narrator writes: 

                                                        
32 White observes that “real events should not speak, should not tell themselves. Real events should 

simply be; they can perfectly well serve as the referents of a discourse, can be spoken about, but they 

should not pose as the tellers of a narrative” (White 1980, p.8), it is fictitious to believe that the author 

of a history can remove him- or herself from the narrative. 
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De Gaulle est le plus grand menteur de tous les temps, mais menteur il 

l'était comme mentent les romanciers. Il construisit par la force de son 

verbe, pièce à pièce, tout ce dont nous avions besoin pour habiter au XX 

siècle. Il nous donna, parce qu'il les inventa, les raisons de vivre ensemble 

et d'être fiers de nous. Et nous vivons dans les ruines de ce qu'il 

construisit, dans les pages déchirées de ce roman qu'il écrivit, que nous 

prîmes pour une encyclopédie.33 (161) 

 

For the narrator, de Gaulle is a liar because, like the journalists covering the Gulf war, he 

hid his subjectivity and attempted to blur the distinction between fiction and reality. At 

the end of the novel, the narrator notes again that “L'esprit des Français constitua l'oeuvre 

du romancier: il les réécrivit, les Français furent son grand roman34” (556). Jenni's 

narrator is likely referring to de Gaulle's many meticulously crafted speeches in which the 

General described how France was to recover its former glory, as well as his published 

historical accounts of the War, and post-War era.35 Today, de Gaulle is indeed not simply 

remembered as France’s liberator, but also as “Charles de Gaulle historien,” a “fabricant 

d’histoire36” (Ratte 2004). De Gaulle participated in reviving the Republican ideals of 

France’s unity and homogeneity by, among other things, representing France's 

independence and authority as under the threat of inside quarrels (regionalisms, 

discordant political parties) and outside dominance (United States and Soviet Union). De 

                                                        
33 Translation: De Gaulle is the greatest liar of all times, but he was the kind of liar that is a novelist. He 

built by the strength of his words, piece by piece, everything we had needed to live in the twentieth 

century. He gave us, because he invented them, the reasons to live together and to be proud of 

ourselves. And we now live in the ruins of what he built, in the torn pages of the novel he wrote, this 

novel that we had mistaken for an encyclopedia.  

 

34 Translation: The French mindset constituted the work of the novelist: he re-wrote them, the French 

were his great novel. 

 

35 De Gaulle published four books analyzing the constitution and role of the French army before the War, 

and is most known for his Mémoires de guerre (1954-1959) published in the years following the end of 

the conflict. 

 

36 Translations : “Charles de Gaulle, historian” and “maker of history.” 
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Gaulle’s re-writing of France’s national identity can be observed in the following 1949 

discourse: 

Mais, si l'unité nationale put être maintenue malgré ceux qui avaient 

accepté la loi de Hitler, tout le monde sent qu'elle est aujourd'hui et de 

nouveau en péril. Je dis qu'elle est en péril par le fait d'un groupement 

d'hommes, dont ceux qui les mènent placent au-dessus de tout le service 

d'un État étranger. (…)  

Nous [devons nous] rassembler, par-dessus les divisions et les partis, pour 

assurer l'unité française en nous opposant vigoureusement à toutes les 

menées de ceux-là qui ne jouent pas le jeu de la France.37 (discours du 

général de Gaulle à Renne le 27 juillet 1947) 

 

In L'Art français de la guerre, Jenni therefore critiques how de Gaulle used language to 

create a certain image of the French nation (a fiction of a France unified throughout the 

war) that could justify the suppression of internal differences now portrayed as 

weakening the nation from the inside. In the novel, it is important to note that de Gaulle 

is no longer referred to by his name after this moment in the narrative; he has simply 

become “the novelist.” This metaphor has two crucial implications: the first is that history 

is a fiction, and the second implies that the French are the characters of this fiction (and 

that “Frenchness” is therefore fictitious as well). Unlike the metaphors describing enemy 

soldiers as ants or obstacles of a difficult terrain, however, this metaphor of the French 

being characters from a work of fiction does not result in their exclusion from the group. 

On the contrary, by giving to the French “the reasons to live together” (161), the 

“Novelist” invented the nation in order to include all the characters (the French) from his 

                                                        
37 Translation: But, if national unity was maintained despite those who had accepted Hitler's law, 

everybody feels that it is now in peril again. I say that it is in peril because of a group of men whose 

leaders place foreign interests above our own. 

        We [must] come together, above political divisions and parties, to ensure French unity, by 

vigorously opposing all the attempts of those who do not play France's game. 
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great novel in it. According to the narrator of L'Art français de la guerre, de Gaulle 

fictitiously (re)created the national community by the mere strength of his words, or in 

other words, by narrating a fiction (France). 

 The title L'Art français de la guerre uses the substantive war in the singular, 

suggesting that all the wars in the novel (World War II, Indochina, Algeria, the Gulf war, 

and perhaps even the riots of the early 1990's alluded to in commentaires III) are, if not 

one entity, at least connected to one another. They are all wars that have participated in 

delineating the French nation territorially, and they are all colonial wars (including World 

War II as France fought to maintain its empire despite the Axis's occupation of its 

European and oversees territories, and because France's defense of its own freedom 

sparked decolonization movements in the colonies). Jenni has indeed confirmed this 

observation in several interviews. In World Literature Today, the author points out that 

“it is not the same war, but there is continuity from one to the other, and all of them were 

constructed by the same men” (Assouline Stillman, p.25). Furthermore, through his use 

of the division between novels and commentaries, the author establishes a dialog between 

the past and the present.  In a video interview for Lyon Capitale, Jenni adds that the past 

“echoes” in the present, and that History is a poorly told story full of ghosts: “notre 

histoire mal racontée se manifeste sous forme d’échos et de fantôme dans notre réalité 

maintenant. (...) Les deux fils s'entrecroisent et se font écho l'un à l'autre. (...) Quand on 

se met à raconter des histoires, on va mieux.38”  

                                                        
38 Translation: Our poorly told (hi)story manifests itself as multiple echoes and ghosts who live in our 

present reality. The two threads criss-cross and echo each other. (…) When we start telling stories, we 

feel/are better. 
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 It is important to note that for Jenni, History can only be represented by providing 

multiple stories (des histoires, not une histoire). This type of plurality is at the heart of 

the postcolonial project to give a voice to all those traditionally rendered voiceless39 (as 

noted previously, soldiers’ points of view are not common in France as the nation 

privileges “official history” to individual stories), and to attempt to re-establish the place 

of subjectivity in the practice of historiography. As noted by Bhabha, the colonial period 

has been marked by colonized peoples' unequal cultural representation, which of course 

includes historiography.  Gayatri Spivak (1988) has also argued that “in the context of 

colonial production, the subaltern has no history and cannot speak” (287). When Spivak 

asks whether the subaltern can speak, she does not refer to a biological muteness, but to a 

cultural one: can the subaltern write their own history, a history that would be considered 

equal to the imperial narrative? For Spivak, “to work for the subaltern, means to bring it 

into speech” (interview with de Kock 1992, 46), or to give a voice to the voiceless. 

Furthermore, historians' pretension to objectivity has been severely critiqued by 

postcolonial scholars. In Orientalism (1979) for example, Said showed that history 

should not be seen as an objective, or scientific, endeavor where the writer disappears 

behind his or her subject matter.  

Furthermore, as Foucault (1975) suggested in regard to the justice system, the 

absence of transparency is a regulatory instrument of power: “la justice criminelle 

aujourd'hui ne fonctionne et ne se justifie que par cette perpétuelle référence à autre chose 

                                                        
39 see Spivak 1988  
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qu'elle-même, par cette incessante réinscription dans des systèmes non juridiques40” (27). 

The lack of transparency gives the advantage to the State whose citizens do not perceive 

how the whole system functions (because of compartmentalization). Foucault adds that 

this lack of transparency is reproduced in other non-legal spheres, and, as I argue here, in 

the writing of France's history. In L'Art français de la guerre, Jenni reveals the extent to 

which French historiography has been non-transparent, and he recognizes the same need 

for plurality as described by Spivak. Although his novel is written from the perspective of 

a member of the dominant group, Jenni does not pretend to an objectivity that has been 

the hallmark of Orientalist discourse as described by Said; on the contrary, as I will 

discuss, Jenni depicts historiography as a work of fiction. 

 To do so, Jenni shows how history is closely related to individual memory, or to 

be more precise, history and memory are inter-dependent. Salagnon first wishes to write 

his memoirs because he believes this form to be the most truthful way to transcribe 

events that have “really” taken place.41 However, the narrator observes that although 

Salagnon has written down every detail of his life in a notebook, the words “ne disai[ent] 

pas ce qu'il voulait dire42” (51), suggesting that historical facts alone do not say anything 

about History. Salagnon's inability to transform his experiences into a literary form brings 

forth the following conversation between the old veteran and the young aspiring writer: 

   Il me parla plusieurs fois de ces mémoires, comme en passant, et un jour 

n'y tenant plus il alla chercher son cahier. Il écrivait sur du Sieyès bleu 

                                                        
40 Translation: today, criminal justice only functions and finds its legitimacy by perpetually referring to 

something other than itself, and by re-writing itself in non-legal systems 

 

41 Salagnon believes that the novel form, as a fictional genre, is not truthful enough to transcribe his 

experiences. 

 

42  Translation: did not say what he meant. 
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d'une belle écriture d'école. Il respira fort et me lut. Cela commençait 

ainsi. 'Je suis né à Lyon en 1926, d'une famille de petits commerçants dont 

j'étais le fils unique.' 

   Et il s'arrêta de lire, baissa le cahier et me regarda. 

   'Vous entendez l'ennui? Déjà la première phrase m'ennuie. (…) 

   – Enlevez la première phrase. Commencez par la deuxième, ou ailleurs. 

   – C'est le début. Il faut bien que je parte du début, sinon on ne va pas s'y 

retrouver. Ce sont des mémoires, pas un roman. 

   – De quoi vous souvenez-vous vraiment, au début? 

   – Du brouillard; du froid humide, et de ma haine de la sueur. 

   – Alors commencez par là. 

   – Il faut bien que je naisse d'abord. 

– La mémoire n'a pas de début.43 (51) 

 

The narrator thus cleverly suggests that if Salagnon wishes to write down his 

memoirs / memories (the French word “mémoire” literally means “memory”), he 

should not worry about formal chronology, but instead, focus on how these 

memories came to be. In other words, Salagnon needs to tell his experience of 

history, not history itself. The narrator offers to narrate Salagnon's past instead, 

because narration will shift the focus from an impersonal list of events to the lived 

experiences of its protagonists, thus making history intelligible to others. 

 The dependency of history on the narrative form has long been an area of 

interest for scholars of historiography (see de Certeau 1975, Todorov 1991, 

                                                        
43 Translation : He told me about his memoirs on several occasions in passing, and one day, unable to 

resist any longer, he went to grab his notebook. He wrote in a blue ruled notebook with a pretty 

schoolboy handwriting. He took a deep breath and read to me. It started like this. 'I was born in Lyon in 

1926, to a small shop-owner family in which I was the only son.' 

 He stopped reading, lowered the notebook and looked at me. 
 'Can you hear the boredom? This first sentence already bores me. (…) 
 – Remove the first line. Start with the second, or elsewhere. 
 – It is the beginning. I have to start at the beginning, or we will get lost. These are memoirs, not a 

novel. 
 – What do you truly remember, at the beginning? 
 – Fog; the cold humidity, and my hatred of sweating. 
 – So start there. 
 – But I have to be born first. 
  – Memory has no beginning. 
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Ricoeur 2000, White 2010) who question the relation between “factual truth” and 

narration / fiction. Historian Tzvetan Todorov (1991), however, nuances this 

distinction by suggesting that there exist two types of truths, la vérité 

d'adéquation [truth-adequation] and la vérité de dévoilement [truth-disclosure]. 

La vérité d'adéquation is measured only on a zero to one scale (true or false), and 

provides absolute answers, or facts (such as the answer to the question “were 

there cremation ovens in Auschwitz,” which requires one of two answers: yes or 

no), whereas la vérité de dévoilement aims to offer a nuanced, or graded, measure 

of the truth (for example, the answer to a question such as “was Nazi logic 

rational?” which cannot be answered in simple or absolute terms). In other words, 

truth-disclosure implies relativity and subjectivity. Todorov further asserts that 

novelists make use of truth-disclosure while historians privilege truth-adequation 

only, and are therefore unable to “make sense” of the historical facts they list, like 

Salagnon in the excerpt cited above.  

 As seen in the introduction to this dissertation, French history has been 

written as an objective justification for colonial and imperial expansion. In the 

context of postcolonial writings however, the facts in truth-adequation are 

questioned because facts and events must be understood in a global setting (or 

worldly context of power struggles between and within nations), and as such 

require multiple interpretations to balance the false objectivity of imperial, and 

now neo-colonial, histories. Thus, because Salagnon's notebook only offers truth-

adequation (dates and events), it does not express what Salagnon truly “means;” 
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Salagnon's journal must be complemented by the disclosure of a point of view, by 

a “narration.” While Salagnon is not convinced at once that “romancing” his story 

will give it more sense, the narrator ascribes to the belief that literature is 

“superior to history books (...) because it allows one to go beyond the factual, and 

(…) because it stays within the realm of the specific” (Todorov, p.89). 

 The dialogue between the narrator and Salagnon also reveals the fragility 

of memory, and therefore, that of historiography. For philosopher Paul Ricoeur 

(2000), the path to memory is filled with obstacles. Ricoeur distinguishes three 

types of obstacles, la mémoire empêchée (blocked memories), la mémoire 

manipulée (manipulated memories), and la mémoire obligée forced memories: 

Mémoire empêchée: j'évoquerai simplement les textes de Freud sur le 

refoulement, les résistances, la répétition, à quoi il oppose le travail de 

remémoration; pour faire bonne mesure, ajoutons le travail du deuil, ce 

travail parallèle sur la perte.  

Mémoire manipulée: il faudrait évoquer ici les intersections entre le 

problème de la mémoire et celui de l'identité, et décrire les manières 

multiples de trafiquer la mémoire par le biais du récit avec ses pleins et ses 

déliés, ses accents et ses silences.  

Mémoire obligée, enfin: ici, se ralentit l'allure. Je veux dire combien il 

importe de ne pas tomber dans le piège du devoir de mémoire. (…) [Le] 

devoir de mémoire est aujourd'hui volontiers convoqué dans le dessein de 

court-circuiter le travail critique de l'histoire.44 (735-736) 

 

Salagnon's memories are subject to all three types of obstacles, but to different degrees. 

                                                        
44 Blocked memories: I will only mention Freud's texts on repression, resistance, repetition, to which he 

opposes the work of recollection; for good measure, let's add the weight of mourning, that parallel 

effect on loss.  

 Manipulated memories: the intersections between the problem of memory and that of identity should 

be mentioned here, as well as the multiple means to shape memory through narrative, with its peaks 

and valleys, its stresses and its silences.  

 Forced memories, finally: here the pace slows down. I wish to say how important it is not to fall into 

the trap of the Duty to Remember. (…) the Duty to Remember is today invoqued freely in the aim of 

short-circuiting the critical work of history. 
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They are blocked by the passing of time and by natural human developmental processes 

(he cannot remember his being born or his early childhood); they have been manipulated 

by the propagandist discourses of each regime throughout the years (this aspect will be 

analyzed below); and finally, the idea of the devoir de mémoire is an ideal that haunts 

him. Salagnon believes that those who have lived through a traumatic event do not need 

to be constantly reminded of it (and are therefore not interested in reading about his 

feelings), while those who have not lived through such trauma think that they are better 

for not knowing: “Mais bientôt c'est la fin. Même si je n'y crois pas vraiment, je vais 

bientôt disparaître. Tout ceci que je te raconte je ne l'ai raconté à personne. Ceux qui l'ont 

vécu n'en ont pas besoin, et ceux qui ne l'ont pas vécu ne veulent pas l'entendre45” (455). 

Salagnon raises an important question: what is the value of memory, and of narrating 

History, if no one listens? Salagnon, a fictitious character, symbolizes the many soldiers 

who never told their story because they believed that people did not care, and that 

thinking toward the future was more important than thinking of the past.46  

 One type of obstacle to memory that Ricoeur does not take into account, however, 

is self-censorship (which differs from repression because the latter is unconscious, or 

involuntary). Consider the passage below: 

– Le sang. J'en ai eu sous les ongles pendant des jours dans la forêt, un 

                                                        
45 But soon it is the end. Even if I can’t quite fathom it, I will soon disappear. Everything that I have told 

you, I have said to no one else. Those who have lived it do not need it, and those who have not lived it 

do not want to hear it. 

 

46 Interestingly enough, this is exactly how my own grandfather felt until recently. In my childhood, any 

time we asked about his experiences in the Second World War, he responded by telling us that these 

“old things” did not matter, and we should focus on the present and the future. But for the past ten 

years or so, he has been very active in organizing exhibits and ceremonies to commemorate this part of 

our, and particularly his, history, suggesting that now, because these lived memories are disappearing, 

they should, after all be told in order to protect them from oblivion. 
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sang qui n'était pas le mien. Quand je prenais enfin une douche, l'eau était 

marron, puis rouge. Une eau sale et sanglante coulait de moi. Puis c'était 

de l'eau claire. J'étais propre. 

– Une douche, et voilà? 

– Au moins une douche, pour continuer à vivre.47 (455) 

 

The shower has both material and psychological cleansing properties. While Salagnon 

literally washes off the blood of his enemies, metaphorically he also has to stop thinking 

about them, and about having killed them, in order to keep living. His journals have the 

same purpose: writing every detail allows him not to have to perpetually think about 

those he has killed because they are safely memoralized on paper, thus satisfying his duty 

to bear witness while allowing him to move on. These two acts interestingly demonstrate 

both a fear of, and a need to, forget. On the one hand, it is impossible to continue fighting 

a war, killing men, if one only thinks about the deaths one has perpetrated. On the other 

hand, Salagnon feels a duty never to forget the horrors of the war. To reconcile these two 

opposite needs, Salagnon writes in his journal to keep his memories safe while, at least 

superficially, washing them away. He is protecting both his sanity and his sense of moral 

obligation to never forget. 

 If memory and history are closely related, Ricoeur does distinguish the two. For 

him, memory is a function of recognition (being able to put a name to a face, a date to an 

event, etc.), whereas history depends on critical analysis (how an event came to pass and 

why), which contrasts with Todorov's belief that certain types of histories (like annals) 

                                                        
47 Translation: – Blood. I had blood under my nails for days in the forest, a blood that was not mine. 

When I could finally take a shower, the water was brown, and then red. A dirty and bloody water came 

from me. And then, it was clear water. I was clean. 

 – A shower, and that's it? 

 – At least a shower, to go on living. 
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are a mere collection of senseless facts. Yet both theories, when applied to Salagnon’s 

journal (written as a collection of events, names and places), confirm that the latter lacks 

the quality necessary to transcend one's own personal memories. Todorov and Ricoeur 

would both agree that such a list of dates and events lacks the subjective perspective (or 

more accurately the interpretation according to Todorov) that would allow the old man to 

“make sense” of his story. By putting an individual's experience and memories at the 

center of the story, rather than History (ie. the story of the nation), L'Art français de la 

guerre gives life (and meaning) to History through subjective narration. Jenni thus brings 

marginalized (because non-official) experiences and voices48 into History, permitting the 

past and the present to come into a dialogic relationship. In other words, in L'Art français 

de la guerre, Jenni writes an alternative History of twentieth century France that reveals 

some of the multiple voices and perspectives that official histories have repressed. 

 

“On est pas des arbres.” Nationalist ideology and metaphor. 

 As noted previously, Jenni portrays the French Nation as a work of fiction 

authored by de Gaulle after the Second World War. Theoreticians like Benedict 

Anderson and Étienne Balibar would of course argue that any nation is an imagined 

community (Anderson 1983, Balibar 2001), but this fact does not appear to its members 

as something self-evident, quite the contrary. Let us for instance consider the case of 

Salagnon's best friend, a man named Mariani. Mariani is also a veteran, but unlike 

Salagnon, he belongs to a far-right self-defense group: Groupe d'Autodéfense des 

                                                        
48 History seldom centers on the life of soldiers, especially those who are not heroic. 
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Français Fiers d'Être de Souche (GAFFES).49 The metaphor “Français de souche” 

suggests that for these individuals, some French people are more “authentic” than others, 

their identity being deeply rooted in France. As the narrator points out, however, Mariani 

is not a particularly French name, but sounds rather Italian. This gap between Mariani's 

name and his belonging to a group for “deeply rooted French people” underlines the 

hypocrisy and illegitimacy of identity theories based on one's origins, especially because, 

as the narrator submits with sarcasm, “on est pas des arbres50” (248). Furthermore, the 

choice of the acronym itself, GAFFES, only discredits the agenda of its members since 

the French word gaffe means an error, or a blunder, suggesting that this group is the 

blunder of France's identity politics.  

 L'Art français de la guerre highlights the unfoundedness of racial ideology. In the 

last “commentaires,” the narrator observes that when the GAFFES first appeared,  

nous les prîmes pour un groupuscule fasciste. (…) Nous les prîmes pour 

l'ennemi (…). Ils jouaient de la race, mais la race n'est qu'un pet, du vent, 

de sales manières liées à une mauvaise digestion, un bavardage incohérent 

qui dissimule ce que nous ne voulons pas voir, tant cela est affreux car 

cela nous concerne tous.51 (615) 

 

Here, the narrator uses four metaphors to explain the degree to which race and racism are 

in fact founded on nothing tangible: race is a fart, the wind, bad manners, and an 

incoherent chatter. These are four immaterial things, as well as four undesirable ones. 

                                                        
49 The irony and humor of the name of this group will be lost in translation. A meaningful rendering of 

their title could be attempted as Self-Defense Group of People Proud to Be Truly French, and their 

acronym, “gaffes”, spells out the French word for “a gaff” or “a blunder.” 

 

50 Translation: We are not trees. 

 

51 Translation: When the GAFFES appeared, we took them for a fascist groupuscule. We took them for 

the enemy. They played the race card, but race is just a fart, wind, a rudeness caused by bad digestion, 

an incoherent chatter that dissimulates what we refuse to see because it is so awful and concerns us all. 
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These metaphors therefore suggest that race does not really exist, that race is not, as so 

often argued, based in biology, but that race is a category in our minds. Anthropologist 

Claude Lévi-Strauss (2001) warns of the “confusion entre la notion purement biologique 

de race (à supposer, d'ailleurs, que, même sur ce terrain limité, cette notion puisse 

prétendre à l'objectivité ce que la génétique moderne conteste) et les productions 

sociologiques et psychologiques des cultures humaines52” (32). For Lévi-Strauss and the 

narrator of L'Art français de la guerre, race is not a natural (ie. based on purely biological 

traits) category, but a social and ideological construction (like the nation). The 

pervasiveness of race is however perhaps not its intangibility as much as “our” naivete: 

for Jenni, “we,” the French, have allowed ourselves to be fooled, to fall into the trap of 

artifice (as presented by history books, the media, politicians, etc.). Furthermore, race’s 

fictitious character (if we admit that race is a fiction, since it is based on the myth of the 

root) does not prevent it from, unfortunately, having real consequences (in people's lives, 

in institutions, in nations), as the next excerpt will illustrate.  

 One day, in the train station of la Part-Dieu (in Lyon), the narrator observes the 

altercation between a group of youngsters and the police. The officers ask to see the 

identity card of a few members of the group, identified as Black or Arabic, but allow their 

White friends through without even a second look. Upon witnessing this encounter, the 

narrator observes: 

La race en France a un contenu mais pas de définition, on ne sait rien en 

dire, mais cela se voit. Tout le monde le sait. La race est une identité 

effective qui déclenche des actes réels, mais on ne sait pas quel nom leur 

                                                        
52 Translation: The confusion between the purely biological notion of race (supposing that even in this 

limited subject-matter, this notion could pretend to objectivity, which modern genetics deny) and the 

sociological and psychological productions of human cultures. 
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donner à ceux dont la présence expliquerait tout. (…) La ressemblance, 

confondue avec l'identité, permet le maintien de l'ordre.53 (189) 

 

The narrator poses the problem in subtle terms: race cannot be defined, at least not 

absolutely, but this does not mean that race is not used to maintain public order. As noted 

by queer theorist and feminist scholar Judith Butler (1993), “identity categories tend to be 

instruments of regulatory regimes” (308), and not being real does not absolve them from 

having very real consequences on people's lives, such as the police intervention in the 

excerpt cited above, or discrimination against individuals belonging to certain 

marginalized groups (minorities, women, gays and lesbians, the homeless, etc.) 

Furthermore, the fact that race has “no definition” suggests that for Jenni, racial identity – 

like history – is a fiction (rather than something scientifically definable), a notion that we 

will revisit in subsequent chapters. 

 As I have proposed, metaphor is a figure that allows us to formulate in familiar 

terms ideas that are too complex and ill-defined for language to express literally. 

Metaphor is therefore particularly well-suited to racist thought if we admit that race is a 

blurry, ill-defined concept. The last sentence of the previous quote is particularly striking: 

“La ressemblance, confondue avec l'identité, permet le maintien de l'ordre” (189). 

Resemblance and identity are two essential elements to the mechanics of metaphor: 

according to grammarian Pierre Fontanier, “les tropes par ressemblance consistent à 

présenter une idée sous le signe d'une autre idée plus frappante ou plus connue, qui, 

                                                        
53 Translation: Race in France has a meaning, but no definition; it is impossible to talk about it, but it is 

visible. Everybody knows it. Race is an effective identity that triggers real acts, but no one knows what 

to call those whose presence would explain it all. Resemblance, confused with identity, is a tool that 

maintains public order. 
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d'ailleurs, ne tient à la première par aucun autre lien que celui d'une certaine conformité 

ou analogie54” (99), that is to say, an identification through (more or less far-fetched) 

resemblance. For aforementioned Albert Henry, “la métaphore est (…) une superposition 

métonymisante créant dans le discours une synonymie subjective55” (98). What separates 

metaphor from comparison is the absolute identification of one term with the other, hence 

Albert Henry's synonymie subjective. Metaphorical thinking is particularly suited for 

racist thought because, as human beings, we seek to establish resemblance in order to 

categorize the people and things around us. The danger is of course in using metaphor in 

order to justify exclusion (by attaching a lesser moral value to categories other than ours), 

or, as was the case with Nazism and most forms of fascism to support the extermination 

of those who do not look like us. This slip from the linguistic system (space of the 

metaphor) to the material system (physical objects, including human beings and their 

bodies) endangers social cohesion because it implies the materialization of our (darkest) 

thoughts. Metaphors are therefore not dangerous on their own, but the realization of the 

ideologies that motivate and inspire them can result in violence, marginalization, and 

oppression. The irony of the narrator of L'Art français de la guerre is quite acerbic on 

that topic. Tired of the insinuations of Mariani, he writes: “Comme nous ne savons plus 

qui nous sommes, nous allons nous débarrasser de ceux qui ne nous ressemblent pas. 

Nous saurons alors qui nous sommes, puisque nous serons entre ressemblants56” (476). 

                                                        
54 Translation: Resemblance tropes consist in presenting an idea under the form of another more striking 

or more well-known idea, which, incidentally, is only linked to the first by a certain conformity or 

analogy. 

 

55 Translation: Metaphor is a metonymyzing superposition that creates a subjective synonym in discourse. 

 

56 Translation: Since we no longer know who we are, we are going to get rid of those who do not look 
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The narrator, like a contemporary Jonathan Swift (1729),57 underlines the absurdity of 

racism through irony, and concludes by observing that “la force et la ressemblance sont 

deux idées stupides d'une incroyable rémanence; on arrive pas à s'en défaire58” (476), 

which may be precisely because of race’s “indefinite” definition. How can we eradicate 

racism if race cannot be absolutely defined or quantified? Jenni seems to have reached an 

impasse to which Salagnon may have the solution. 

 

Is a picture worth a thousand words? 

 Despite its potential for dehumanization, metaphor is not a destructive process in 

and of itself, it simply allows us to free ourselves from the constraints imposed by 

language in order to articulate ideas that are difficult, if not impossible, to express 

literally. The narrator of L'Art français de la guerre seeks to overcome this language 

barrier by turning to art as he believes this different medium will help him “show” the 

things he cannot (or does not know how to) “say:” “Ma vie est emmerdante et je narre; ce 

que je voudrais, c'est montrer; et pour cela, dessiner. Voilà ce que je voudrais: que ma 

main s'agite et que cela suffise pour que l'on voie59” (19). As argued in the previous 

                                                        
like us. We will then know who we are since we will be amongst look-alikes. 

 

57 In A Modest Proposal: for Preventing the Children of Poor People in Ireland from Being a Burden to 

their Parents or Country and for Making them Beneficial to the Public (1729), Swift proposed to eat 

poor children in order to solve the problem of famine in Ireland. 

 

58 Translation: Strength and resemblance are two stupid ideas with an incredible persistence; we just 

cannot get rid of them. 

 

59 Translation: My life is boring and I narrate; what I would like, is to show; and for that, to draw. Here is 

what I would like: for my hand to move, and for that to be enough for people to see. 
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section, Jenni presents language as a tool to fictionalize the real world (de Gaulle the 

Novelist), associating the acts of writing and narrating with lying. Furthermore, the 

narrator deplores the limitations of language in its inability to express certain realities. In 

one of the “novels” narrating Salagnon’s time in Indochina, the narrator notes that 

because language is only able to “évoquer ce que tout le monde connaît déjà60” (372), it 

fails in describing the horrors of the war in Indochina because the reality it attempts to 

portray is not known to everyone, or worse, is unbelievable. 

 As with history, the narrator learns from Salagnon that things are not as simple as 

they seem. If art is a way to “show” a certain reality, the images shown are not 

necessarily more “true” than what narration provides. Salagnon explains for example that 

his paintings of the Indochinese forest are “false” because were he to paint reality as he 

saw it then, “on trouverait mon dessin faux. Alors je le dessine faux, pour qu'on le croie 

vrai” (434). While Jenni questions the objectivity of art, this form of representation still 

attracts the narrator until the very end of the novel, which might be explained by another 

quality that the following passage will illustrate. At the beginning of the novel, the 

narrator observes different artists at an art fair, each with their own style, and each 

depicting the world in their own way: “regardez celui qui peint avec soin des aquarelles 

trop vives, trop tranchées, dont les couleurs crient, dont les masses articulent 

distinctement. Il est sourd et entend très mal ce que disent les curieux, il peint le monde 

tel qu'il l'entend61” (39). Because the French expression “comme il l’entend” means both 

                                                        
60 Translation: evokes what everybody already knows. 

 

61 Translation: look at this one who carefully paints water-colors that are much too bright, too contrasted, 

the colors clashing, the masses distinct. He is deaf and can hardly hear what the passers-by have to say; 
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figuratively “as he wants it” (or “sees it,” or “conceives of it”) and literally “as he hears 

it,” this double entendre highlights the subjectivity of art: a deaf artist that paints the 

world as he “hears” it can only paint a world of his own making (like a blind person’s 

drawing, or a deaf person’s music). As discussed previously, Jenni does not reject the 

narrative form for its subjectivity, just as his narrator still hopes to “show” the world as 

he sees it through art, despite the limitation of this other form of representation. Jenni’s 

goal is not to discard all forms of representation, but rather to remind his reader that they 

are all subjective, and that the real danger lies in the audience’s reception of these 

representations as “real” or “objective.”  

The narrator’s obsession with art also brings up another issue regarding 

language’s social use. First, Jenni suggests that the fine arts enable us to tap further into 

our conceptual system, and to free ourselves from the constraints of language, perhaps 

even to surmount the problem of the unsayable/unspeakable: “Peindre permet d'atteindre 

cet état merveilleux où la langue s'éteint62” (572). In addition, Jenni depicts language as a 

unifying national tool: France is “une façon de parler. La France est l'usage du français. 

La langue est la nature où nous grandissons; elle est le sang que l'on transmet et qui nous 

nourrit63” (197). In this reconfiguration, the borders of France are the borders of the 

French language, a conceptualization of national identity that may seem more inclusive 

than based on borders or ethnicity, were it not for the two sentences that follow the 

                                                        
he paints the world as he sees it / hears it. 

 

62 Translation: Painting allows us to reach this marvelous space where language ceases to function. 

 

63 Translation: a way of speaking. France is the use of the French language. Language is the nature in 

which we grow up; it is the blood that we pass on and that feeds us. 
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previous excerpt: “Nous baignons dans la langue et quelqu'un a chié dedans. Nous 

n'osons pas ouvrir la bouche de peur d'avaler un de ces étrons de verbe64” (197-198). 

Despite the negative connotations the narrator associates with language, he is also aware 

that it may be one of the only tools at our disposal to make sense of the world, and to 

resist the oppressive narratives proposed by individuals like the GAFFES or “the 

Novelist:” “il faut réécrire l’Histoire, l’écrire volontairement avant qu’elle ne se 

gribouille d’elle-même. On peut gloser sur de Gaulle, on peut débattre de ses talents 

d’écrivain, s’étonner de ses capacités de mentir-vrai … mais il a écrit. Son invention 

permettait de vivre65” (604-605). Jenni therefore suggests that despite its shortcomings, 

the narration of history can be the location of resistance as well as that of oppression, and 

that as such, it is up to the individual to take the narration of his nation in his own hands 

rather than wait for others, such as the media or politicians, to invent his or her life. 

 

Conclusion: Racism, metaphor, and human nature 

 I hope to have demonstrated that for Alexis Jenni, racist thought is fundamentally 

a metaphorical endeavor, which is of course a double-edged conclusion. On the one hand, 

this thesis admits that racism is essentially a doctrine empty of real content (a blurry and 

indistinct idea, not scientifically-founded) that our mind tries to rationalize. On the other 

hand, this argument concedes that racist thinking is a human process that can affect any 

                                                        
64 Translation: We are swimming in language, and someone took a dump in it. We don’t dare open our 

mouths for fear of swallowing a piece of verbal feces. 

 

65 We need to re-write History. To write it willingly before it writes itself poorly. We can scorn de Gaulle, 

we can debate his talent as a writer, be surprised at his capacity to lie-truly (…) but he wrote. His 

invention gave life. 
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individual because it is rooted in the way our minds make sense of the world, and as 

such, this idea has the potential to be recuperated by revisionists, negationists, and all 

those who deny the ideological reality of race, and therefore racism. The fact that race is 

not absolutely definable does not prevent it from having a measurable effect on 

individuals; in other words, racism is a real feeling and belief stemming from the fictional 

categorization of human beings. 

 I would like to conclude this chapter with the following anecdote told by 

Salagnon's father-in-law regarding one of his rabbi friends: 

À jeun, il [le rabbin] m'explique avec une belle logique l'impureté de 

certains animaux, ou alors l'ignominie de certaines pratiques. La casherout 

a la précision d'un livre de sciences naturelles (…). Est pur ce qui est 

classé, est impur ce qui déborde des classifications; car l’Éternel a 

construit un monde en ordre, (…) et ce qui n'entre pas dans ses catégories 

ne mérite pas d'y figurer.66 (227) 

 

Salagnon's father-in-law will, however, remark that “après quelques verres, nous ne 

voyons plus aussi bien les limites. Elles ont l'air solubles. Les rayons de l'étagère divine 

ne vont plus très droit67” (227). This anecdote, along with Salagnon's father-in-law's own 

commentary, underline that any categorization belongs to a given system, and that there 

is no infallible system, let alone a universal one. If thought is essentially metaphorical, it 

is important to remember that, by extention, moral values do not exist in a vacuum. This 

implies that metaphors do not create inclusion and exclusion as long as they are not used 

                                                        
66 Translation: Sober, the Rabbi explains to me, with impeccable logic, the impurity of certain animals, or 

the ignominy of certain practices. The Kashrut has the precision of a biology textbook. What is 

classified is pure, what does not fit is impure; because the Lord built an organized world, and what 

does not fit in his categories does not deserve to be part of it. 

 

67 Translation: After a few drinks, the limits are not as clear. They seem soluble. The racks of the divine 

shelf are not so straight anymore. 
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to justify certain behaviors (the use of racist slurs for example), or to inform the way 

institutions perform their functions (such as the legalization of racial profiling). Jenni's 

work demonstrates that any identity is the fruit of a psycholinguistic ideological process, 

and not of a biological reality, hence the emphasis on the pronoun “nous” in the novel.  

 In order for this “nous” to take shape, and mean something, it is essential to take 

identity for what it is: a category in our minds. In the context of a France torn by its 

multiple identities, Jenni implores his readers to reevaluate their beliefs and not allow 

themselves to get caught in the trap of xenophobic identity discourses.  
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Chapter 3 

 

Identity in Motion:  

Azouz Begag's Le marteau pique-coeur 
 

 

 

Introduction 
 

 In the first two chapters of this dissertation, I discussed the interwovenness of 

history, literature (and other types of written narratives), nationalism and identity. I 

suggested some of the causes of the identity crisis that divides contemporary French 

society (the limits of French Republican identity to account for difference, the re-writing 

of France's past, particularly the colonial wars, and the fictional ethnic homogeneity of 

the nation), and explored some answers literature can offer to the question of knowing 

who we are in the present by excavating our past, a process that allows us to distance 

ourselves from the narratives that impose upon us a certain identity. As with Le Clézio 

and Jenni, Azouz Begag uses literature to explore how national and individual identities 

are formed, how they change, and how they affect our lives. Like many postcolonial 

contemporary writers, Begag shares Édouard Glissant's (1990) dislike for the essentialist 

metaphor of finding one's “true” identity through one's “roots.” However, while Glissant 

has suggested another botanical metaphor, the rhizome, as an alternative to the root, 

Begag departs completely from earth- or ground-bound metaphors of identity formation. 

In his 2004 novel, Le Marteau pique-coeur, Begag represents identity as a surprisingly 

fluid and ever-evolving concept, one that resists fixed classifications, through his use of 

nautical imagery. In this novel, Begag borrows the trope of the quest, or epic journey, 
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epitomized by the Odyssey, reappropriating it to make the journey (rather than the 

destination) the object of the quest, thus symbolizing the ever-evolving nature of identity, 

and moving away from myths such as “the origin,” or “the return home.”  

 In this chapter, I will first discuss the literary and social controversy surrounding 

the identity denomination “beur” (as Begag is most associated with “Beur” literature) to 

illustrate how elusive and illusory identity categories can be. Then, I will turn to the 

nautical metaphors Begag uses to reconfigure identity as a never-ending voyage that 

becomes in itself the object of life's journey. Finally, I will analyze how Begag represents 

personal stories of prejudice to suggest that cultural ideologies have a deep, unconscious 

hold on our way of conceiving the world and the identities of others.  

 

On taxonomy and identity 

 French writer Azouz Begag was born in Lyon of Algerian parents in 1957, which,  

according to the contemporary taxonomy of French identity, would make him a Beur, “a 

Frenchman of Algerian descent” (Begag, “When I write” 167), or, “un Français issu de 

l'immigration maghrébine” (“Entretien” 173). Because of their status as both insiders and 

outsiders (born in France, but perceived as foreigners), the Beur generation has produced 

a literature that exposed “cette crise identitaire de la société française, parce qu'ils se 

veulent hommes de plusieurs appartenances, de fidélités choisies1” (Stora, p.299), which 

as we have seen in the previous chapters, is not conceivable under the ideals of unity and 

equality of French Republicanism. Beur literature has uncovered the limitations of 

                                                        
1 Translation: this identity crisis of French society, because they see themselves as men of belonging to 

several groups, with chosen allegiances  
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Republicanism by insisting on multiple identities where the Republican model conceives 

of France only as “une et indivisible.” While this chapter does not intend to classify 

Begag as either Beur or French (or both, or neither), a brief overview of the sociological 

and literary debate that surrounds this term will illustrate how difficult it is to classify 

individuals into hermetic and/or fixed identity categories, even as more categories (such 

as Beur) emerge to represent new realities (such as hybridity).  

 The most often quoted study of Beur literature to date is still Michel Laronde's 

1993 Autour du roman beur. In this volume, Laronde analyzes both the sociological 

implications of a Beur classification within the French identity system, as well as the 

emergence of what was then (in the 1990s) perceived as a fairly new literary movement, 

Beur literature. Laronde first underlines the mysterious etymology of the term “beur” 

itself, which many have attributed to a double reversal of the term “arabe,” according to 

the common use of verlan2 in the periphery of the major metropolises of France. Laronde 

argues that there has indeed been a reversal, but a “simple” reversal would have yielded a 

two syllable word in which the vowel “a” would have been repeated twice, which is not 

the case in “beur.” The reversal must therefore have been accompanied by a phonetic 

distortion: 

Les modifications de voyelles et la tendance à la prolifération du groupe 

eu pour remplacer les voyelles e et parfois a et i étant courantes (ainsi 

keum = mec, queuf = flic), bera pourrait devenir beureu. La tendance à la 

perte de la voyelle finale (meuf = femme) [et non meufeu] donnerait le mot 

'beur' en une syllabe.3 (52) 

                                                        
2 Verlan is a French argot, or slang, in which a word's syllables are reversed. In this fashion, the word 

femme (woman) has become meuf, or flic (cop) keuf with some phonetical changes.  

 

3 Translation: Because vowel modifications and the tendency of the group eu to replace the vowels e and 

sometimes a and i is widespread (hence keum = mec [guy], queuf = flic [cop]), bera could have become 
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Laronde's observation suggests that this young generation of French men and women has 

participated actively in defining their own identity by using the French language, and 

“distorting” it, to make it their own and to create a new identity which does not simply 

blend or combine their two origins, but transforms them both into a third identity that is 

both and neither French and/or North African. On the other hand, the idea of “distortion” 

also carries relatively negative implications. As Begag's previous novels and more recent 

sociological writings have suggested (1986, 1989, 2012), the Beur generation suffers 

from not being considered “fully” or “really” French by the French, while at the same 

time, they are also seen as no longer “really” belonging to their so called “countries of 

origin” either, suggesting that for many, identity is an either/or quality (one is either 

French or North African). In his 2012 short sociological study of the French banlieues, 

Begag deplores that 

certains postulent que l'individu naîtrait avec une identité fixe, originelle, 

et qu'il devrait préserver ce capital immuable jusqu'à la fin de sa vie, 

contre les autres, contre 'l'immigration'. Or, la vérité est inverse. 

Heureusement que l'homme est altéré par les rencontres qu'il fait au cours 

de son existence; 'altéré', c'est à dire transformé par l'autre, 'l'alter'. Cela lui 

permet de s'enrichir à chaque fois par des identifications, parce qu'elles lui 

proposent des compromis avec les autres, une renégociation de sa relation 

aux autres et finalement, un aménagement de ses contours identitaires.4 

(34) 

 

                                                        
beureu. The tendency to lose the final vowel (meuf = femme [woman]) [and not meufeu] would yield 

the word 'beur' in one syllable. 

 

4 Translation: some postulate that the individual is born with a fixed identity, with origins, and that he 

should preserve this unalterable capital until the end of his days, against others, against 'immigration.' 

But, life is the opposite. Thank heavens man is altered by the acquaintances he makes throughout his 

existence; 'altered', that is to say transformed by the other, 'the alter.' It allows him to grow each time 

through new identifications, because they offer compromises to be made with others, a renegotiation of 

his relation with others, and finally, they permit that he reorganizes the borders of his identity. 
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Begag believes that identities are not wholly taken on, or lost, by the experiences 

undertaken in life (including, but not limited to, traveling and contact with others), and 

thus should not be understood as an either/or binary. Rather, identities are expressed in 

subtle gradations; at eighteen, a person will not have exactly the same identity as his/her 

older self. This idea that identity is in a state of constant change over the course of one's 

lifetime, as we will see in this chapter, is characteristic of Begag's autobiographical 

writing. 1234 

 As previously mentioned, however, because French society often conceives of 

them as not fully French, while in their parents' country of origin, they are also regarded 

as foreigners, the Beur generation experiences a schizophrenic rift in their identity that 

often finds no other outlet than violence, or becoming the weak prey of extremist groups: 

“Parfois, se sentant refoulés par leurs concitoyens, peu soutenus par une famille 

déphasée, frustrés économiquement, ils se découragent et opèrent un 'repli identitaire'5” 

(Dufourg, p.7). As mentioned in this dissertation's introduction, rather than opting for a 

double negation that could potentially lead to the annihilation of identity, postcolonial 

writers have proposed a third identity position, the “in-between” (see Laronde 1993 and 

Bhabha 1994). Beur identity is such an in-between space through which the French youth 

of Maghrebi descent can bridge their multiple identities: they can be French and North 

African. 

 However, despite the theoretically liberating potential of interstitiality, in practice, 

                                                        
1  
2  
3  
4  

5 Translation: Sometimes, feeling rejected by their fellow citizens, unsupported by a family out of synch, 

economically frustrated, they become discouraged and operate an ‘identity self-segregation.’ 
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the Beur generation has been unable to fully express their multiple identities because of 

the homogenizing pull of French Republicanism. As noted above, the imposition of a 

unique identity, or the effacement of their multiple identities, has led a small number of 

French-born Muslims to seek refuge in a new form of (often extreme) religiosity as a 

means to resist, or protest, the totalizing force of French national identity. Bowen for 

example notes that “some thought that Islam would offer an identity that would 

distinguish them both from their parents and from native French society, which did not 

seem to want them” (2007:68). Because contemporary France is founded upon the 

revolutionary principle of laïcité, this new-found religiosity is perceived by French 

society as a self-segregating act whose goal is to proclaim one's desire to not belong to 

the national community, thus further marginalizing its adepts, including those born and 

educated in France. The recent attack in Paris (January 2015), targeting the satirical 

newspaper Charlie Hébdo for their sacrilegious representations of Islam, and more 

particularly of the Prophet Muhammad, is an example of the marginalizing effect of 

distinguishing Beur identity from a “full-fledged” French identity. Because Beur identity 

is not a national identity, it need not be put in opposition to French national identity, but 

should rather be conceived of as a declination of French identity, similar to a regional 

identity, even if North Africa is no longer a part of France, unlike the Beur themselves. 

 The numerous reports published by the press the days following the attacks on the 

headquarters of the satirical magazine all portray the gradual radicalization of the 

brothers Kouachi as the effect of their social marginalization. In an interview with Le 

Monde, Chérif Kouachi's former lawyer, Vincent Olivier, describes their childhood in the 
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same terms: 

Les parents sont-ils morts, ou ont-ils abandonné leurs enfants ? Je ne sais 

plus vraiment. Mais Chérif est élevé par son frère Saïd et sa sœur, qui 

travaille auprès de jeunes enfants. Chérif a également fait des séjours en 

foyer. Je n’ai pas le souvenir d’une personne ancrée dans le 

fondamentalisme religieux. Il est plutôt tombé dans une petite bande qui 

devient, comme très souvent dans ces cas-là, une famille de substitution et 

dont on cherche à sortir sans passer pour un lâche. Je me rappelle 

d’ailleurs sa sortie de garde à vue : il se disait soulagé d’avoir été arrêté 

parce qu’il avait peur d’être tué en Irak.6 (Cazi) 

 

Social marginalization led to Chérif's longing for a substitute family, a weakness that 

radical cells are known to exploit. A plethora of articles has since emerged detailing the 

recruiting tactics of terror groups who prey on weak, unstable young men (and on rare 

occasions women), taking advantage of the divide that separates Beur youth from the rest 

of the French population. Or, as sociologist Ouisa Kies explained during a 

Rassemblement des Musulmans de France meeting in Lyon at the end of January 2015, 

“la religion n'est souvent qu'un prétexte pour ces jeunes pour légitimer une violence 

accumulée ailleurs. L'islam apparaît pour des jeunes en échec, qui se jugent exclus et 

discriminés, comme le nouvel anti-impérialisme, la religion de ceux qui sont opprimés7” 

(Boyer). An analysis of the “beur” taxonomy thus reveals the friction that exists between 

respecting / enacting difference (or plural identities) and the Republican ideals of unity 

                                                        
6 Translation: Are the parents dead, or did they abandon their children? I don't remember. But Chérif was 

raised by his brother Saïd and his sister, who works with children. Chérif has also lived in group 

homes. I do not remember him as a religious fanatic. It is more likely that he fell in with a small group 

that became, as it often happens in these cases, a substitute family from which one tries to break free 

without looking like a coward. I remember when he came out of custody: he said he was relieved to 

have been arrested because he was scared of getting killed in Iraq. 

 

7 Translation: Religion is often just a pretext for these young men and women to legitimize a violence 

accumulated elsewhere. Islam appears to these young individuals in distress, who believe themselves to 

be excluded from society and discriminated against, as the new anti-imperialism, the religion of the 

oppressed. 
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and equality. In this context, Beur literature, and Begag's novels in particular, suggest the 

ways in which an identity category born out of an effort to accommodate difference can 

in effect lead to marginalization. 

 Beyond Beur identity lies the question of Beur literature. Here again, scholars 

debate the validity of this classification: some see it as a movement in its own right 

whereas others such as Kathryn Kleppinger and Elisabetta Quarta believe Beur literature 

to be a fortuitous and lucrative construction that answered to the curiosity of the “Franco-

French” reader in a time of social turmoil. The publication of two major studies of Beur 

literature close to twenty years after Laronde’s suggests that the analysis of Beur 

literature is still in progress in the 2010s. Indeed, both Laura Reeck’s Writerly Identities 

in Beur Fiction and Beyond (2011) and Ilaria Vitali’s collection of essays Intrangers (I) : 

post-migration et nouvelles frontières de la littérature beur (2011) pose the question of 

the inclusion of Beur literature in the French and/or francophone canon. These volumes 

also explore the issues of authenticity in authorship, caricature and stereotyping in Beur 

literature, opportunism, the constitution of a coherent literary movement, and the 

connotations associated with the word “Beur.” Some scholars argue that Beur literature 

does not exist, “il n’y a ni mouvement littéraire beur, ni manifeste fondateur8” (22) says 

Kathryn Kleppinger. In concordance with the previous statement, Elisabetta Quarta 

(2011) also suggests that rather than a description of certain literary qualities, when using 

the term “Beur fiction,” “l'importance est donnée non aux caractères intrinsèques des 

                                                        
8 Translation: there is neither beur literary movement, nor founding manifesto 
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œuvres, mais à l'auteur qui passe au premier plan par rapport à sa production9” (123). 

Others yet question the authenticity of representation, as well as the motives for 

publishing at what has appeared an opportune time in the history of France and French 

literature. Christiane Albert (2005) sees the movement as emerging from “une sorte 

d'espace vacant de la représentation que la société française pouvait se faire d'eux10” (48), 

and implies that Beur novels are not original, or authentic, representations of the Beur 

condition, but rather “des témoignages correspondant à une image attendue des banlieues 

comme un espace à la fois exotique, du fait des liens existant entre les immigrés et leur 

pays d'origine, et primitif à travers la représentation d'une certaine violence11” (48), thus 

producing, or at the very least repeating, stereotypes of second generation immigrants. 

More damning yet, rather than the poetic expression of a generation, as existentialism or 

surrealism were, Albert considers Beur literature as an opportunistic literary production 

that contributes to, rather than denounces, the marginalization it portrays. Albert's 

analysis deviates greatly from that of earlier observers like Laronde, Hargreaves (1997) 

or Rosello (1998) who argued that Beur literature was an “ironic and sarcastic distorting 

mirror” (Rosello, p.89) that may reproduce stereotypes, but only to better denounce and 

resist them. 

 Despite these disagreements, all scholars recognize that Beur literature disrupts 

                                                        
9 Translation: The importance is given not to the intrinsic character of the works, but to the author who 

takes center-stage in comparison to his production 

 

10 Translation: a sort of vacant space in representation of what French society could think of them 

 

11 Translation: testimonies that correspond to a pre-conceived image of the disenfranchised suburbs as a 

space at once exotic, because of the links that exist between the immigrants and their country of origin, 

and primitive through the representation of a certain level of violence 
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traditional classifications of literary genres, as well as the notion of a national literature. 

Albert, who, as mentioned earlier, questions the very existence of Beur literature as a 

movement, posits that “l'émergence d'une littérature marquée par un certain nombre de 

caractéristiques ethniques et culturelles dues à l'origine exogène des écrivains à l'intérieur 

d'une institution littéraire nationale, produit aussi un certain nombre de décentrements qui 

impliquent, en retour, de questionner les critères qui fondent les littératures nationales12” 

(16). Thus, like Albert, scholars have been debating the term “beur” because of the 

implication it would have in the establishment, and maintaining, of a national literature: 

should Beur literature be a category separate from French literature? Or is Beur literature 

a sub-set of French literature, and if so, does “minority” imply “minor” literature? If this 

literature is based upon the ethnicity of the author, rather than the intrinsic literary 

qualities of the work, the existence of Beur literature indeed creates a rift between 

“traditional” French literature and other “ethnic” literatures written in French by French 

authors of foreign descent. To avoid this taxonomical pitfall, some critics, like Laronde 

(2005), have proposed to include Beur literature in the realm of francophone literature: 

To skirt the ideological impasse of an “either/or” discourse of non-

belonging or assimilation [beur vs French lit] (a possible remnant of 

colonial ideology), francophone will be considered as a possible third term 

to represent beur literature: it does not have to be recuperated as French 

literature, rejected as Algerian literature, or decentered to a peripheral 

position. To bring the term francophone to represent a literary discourse 

within France, the geographical, political, and cultural contents of the term 

francophone need to be displaced from an outside to an inside position in 

relation to a “French” space. As a consequence, this displacement will 

lead to a reevaluation of the place of France and of its culture within an 

                                                        
12 Translation: the emergence of a literature marked by a certain number of ethnic and cultural 

characteristics due to the exogenous origin of the writers within a national literary institution also 

produces a certain number of de-centerings that imply, in turn, the questioning of the essential criteria 

upon which national literatures are founded. 
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enlarged francophone diaspora. (176) 

 

In my opinion, categorizing Beur literature as francophone, rather than French, 

establishes a hierarchy between authors (and their works) that reproduces the unequal 

socio-cultural system that Beur authors denounce. In response to Laronde, I therefore 

propose to study Begag as a French postcolonial writer, rather than a francophone writer 

(as I have for Jenni and Le Clézio). Begag is a French postcolonial writer (in the same 

sense that Sartre is a French existentialist writer) because his novels explore the remnants 

of the colonial system within metropolitan France through the representation of Beur 

families. In this manner, I use the adjective “postcolonial” to describe certain qualities 

pertaining to his work, and not the author's ethnicity or “origins.” “French postcolonial” 

should thus be interpreted in the same manner as “Italian baroque,” “British 

Romanticism,” or “Spanish Picaresque.” My analysis of Le Marteau pique-coeur will 

further illustrate Begag's conception of contemporary French identity as postcolonial, and 

reveal his resistance toward fixed categories, including both Beur and French Republican 

identities. 

 

Water and postcoloniality 

 Like numerous writers and scholars in our post-modern and post-colonial world, 

Begag explores the issue of identity formation in many of his works, including his 2004 

novel Le marteau pique-coeur. In this volume, however, Begag envisions the quest for 

identity in a manner quite different from other Beur authors in that he imagines the self as 

an unstable, fluid, ever-evolving entity. This directly counters efforts by a number of 
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early postcolonial, post-independence writers who sought to graft their identity onto some 

pre-colonial reality and thereby re-affirm the quintessence of their being, the embedded 

sous couche [underlay] of their ancestry by which they aspired to re-define and reclaim 

their place in the world.13 As many critics argued in response, the more the postcolonial 

subject tried to cling to some pre-colonial firmament, the more such adherence revealed a 

fundamental dislodgement (Dash 1998). It is precisely this non-fixedness that 

postcolonial Caribbean theorists such as Édouard Glissant seized upon in their efforts to 

prioritize plurality and hybridity over the fixity of any single ancestral source.14  

 As I will discuss in this chapter, while Begag shares Édouard Glissant's dislike for 

the essentialist metaphor that links an authentic sense of self to one's “roots,” he also 

rejects the idea of “fixing” identity to any plant metaphor at all, including Glissant’s 

concept (borrowed from Deleuze and Guattari) of the “rhizome.” In Le marteau pique-

coeur Begag’s quest for identity emerges as an unpinned, volatile, and evanescent 

journey symbolized by numerous references to water. This fluid metaphorization of 

identity construction will ultimately allow the narrator to retain his sense of self in the 

wake of catastrophic loss, to insulate himself against unforeseen, destructive forces, such 

as the death of the narrator’s father, the metaphorical jackhammer15 that shatters the 

                                                        
13 In the francophone world, members of the Négritude movement such as Léopold Sédar Senghor and 

Aimé Césaire examined Western values critically while attempting to uncover and celebrate their lost 

African roots. See Irele (2011) for an overview of the movement, and a discussion of its controversial 

elements. 

 

14 Cilas Kemedjio's De la négritude à la créolité brilliantly explains the theoretical shift from négritude to 

créolité.   

 

15 The term marteau pique-coeur (which could be translated literally as two things: a hammer that “stings 

the heart,” or a hammer that “steals the heart”) is a play on word with marteau piqueur [jackhammer]; 

Begag's father was a construction worker in France, this tool therefore symbolically represents his 
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foundation upon which his identity was constructed. Through a series of trials, the 

narrator is obliged to re-define himself, a quest that is metaphorized by the drifting 

movement of a ship at sea. Here, the complex notion of Rimbaud’s “ivresse”16 is 

refashioned and repurposed to enable the narrator to better master life’s incessant assaults 

on one’s conceptualization of self, an identity textually represented by the images of 

never stable waters and the ebb and flow of the waves. As we will see, Begag paints the 

individual as a perpetual traveler rather than a sailor trying to reach a specific destination, 

may it be “home” or a new land of opportunities.  

 The trope of the sea (or the ocean) as a means to represent the quest for identity is 

as old as literature itself. In the European tradition alone, Homer's epic poem, The 

Odyssey (to which Begag refers on multiple occasions in his novel) provides a model for 

later transformational narratives in which the sea is the space where the character's life 

journey unfolds. These quests stories are also the “foundational texts of community” 

(Hiddleston, p.144) used by nations to anchor their legitimacy in a historical past (cf. 

Anderson and Balibar). It is therefore not surprising that postcolonial writers and 

theorists such as Glissant and Begag would revisit these myths as they have been shaping 

                                                        
status as an immigrant worker. It is not, however, concrete or rock that death (the jackhammer of the 

novel) destroys, but the sense of self of the narrator: indeed, the death of his father shatters Azouz’s 

conception of who he is, which is precisely the object of this chapter’s investigation. 

 

16 In 1871 (at the age of 17), dissatisfied with his provincial life, and wanting to make a name for himself 

among the parnassian poets in Paris, Rimbaud wrote Le Bateau Ivre while awaiting for Verlaine's 

invitation to join him in the capital city. According to Wallace Fowlie, “the poem is about the one 

called away from his familiar world, who leaves the land for the ocean and discovers there fresh and 

marvelous contacts with the waves” (113). If Rimbaud's poem concludes with a return to the familiar 

lands the poet initially desired to leave far behind (and is therefore often characterized as a failed 

journey), Begag's nautical imagery suggests that the individual can survive the trials of life only by 

remaining in constant motion, forever adapting to change rather than looking for a “homeland.” 
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national and individual identities for centuries. For Glissant, epic texts such as the 

Odyssey show how rhizomatic thought participates in the formation of a collective 

consciousness without the intervention of a totalizing territoriality because these 

foundational texts are, according to Hiddleston, frequently texts of exile or even errance. 

These are works in which the possession of a territory is questioned, and in which 

collective consciousness is created through the open-ended exploration of travel and 

migration rather than the establishment of borders” (Hiddleston, p.144). Glissant 

deconstructs the very myths used by European nations to justify their superiority in the 

world by showing that such are in fact journeys in which the destination matters less than 

the changes that occur during the voyage. As we will see, Begag's use of nautical imagery 

in Le Marteau pique-coeur follows Glissant's observation that identity is found in 

becoming rather than stable and land-locked.  

 Furthermore, in the opening to Poétique de la relation, Glissant offers a detailed 

analysis of what the sea may mean to the post-colonial subject (which differs from its 

meaning in European consciousness). On the one hand, Glissant argues that the ocean 

represents the horrifying abyss of the Middle Passage, the deadly voyage that carried 

African slaves to the New World, the “abyss” of immense suffering and the Unknown, 

but on the other hand, the traveler is “reborn,” “renewed” when (and if) he arrives at his 

destination. The ship (an extension of the ocean) is the womb that painfully carries the 

self until the delivery / deliverance which is experience as 

the alliance with the imposed land, suffered and redeemed. The 

unconscious memory of the abyss served as the alluvium for these 

metamorphoses. The population that then formed, despite having forgotten 

the chasm, despite being unable to imagine the passion of those who 
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foundered there, nonetheless wove this sail (a veil). They did not use it to 

return to the Former Land but rose up on this unexpected, dumbfounded 

land. (Trans. Wing, p.7-8) 

 

While Glissant and Begag do not share the same rapport with the sea because of their 

different historical and geographical situations (the Mediterranean vs. the Atlantic ocean, 

voluntary exile vs. slavery, colonial vs. post-colonial era), the sea is for both a path to 

new opportunities through which new selves are birthed. 

 Azouz,17 the first person narrator of Le marteau pique-coeur, is a traveler. That 

much is made clear by the opening passage of the novel. The narrator, on a business trip 

to the United-States, calls his aging parents in Lyon; four nations across the world are 

brought together through this phone call: “America”, land of “Dgeourge Bouche” (9), 

where Azouz has been invited to speak at a conference; France, where he and his parents 

reside (and where he was born); Algeria, his parents' native land; and Saudi Arabia, the 

furthest reach of his father’s travels (on the occasion of a pilgrimage to Mecca). In the 

early pages of the novel, by engaging his reader in this particular conversation, Begag 

underlines the transnational and complex nature of the world that we – the reader, the 

author and his characters – inhabit. Like Azouz, the citizens of this globalized world are 

encouraged, and at times obliged, to travel, thus leaving the comfort and security of their 

“home” behind. These travels may be for shorter or longer periods of time, and they may 

have very different causes (economical, religious, political, educational), but as we will 

see, they all transform the travelers profoundly. 

                                                        
17 Since Le marteau pique-coeur is an autobiographical novel, I will distinguish between the author and 

the narrator. The narrator will be referred to as Azouz, and the author's last name, Begag, will be used 

to evoke the latter. 
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 According to Begag, whatever the reason for traveling, and however long or short 

the journey, these displacements often tend to make all travelers long for a “home.”  As 

experienced a traveler as he may be,18 Azouz is no exception. After landing in Texas on 

the occasion of the above-mentioned business trip, the discomfited narrator feels an 

almost primal need to ground himself, to feel roots under his feet: “[je] fixai mes pieds 

comme si j'avais besoin de me retrouver des bases, de sentir des racines sous mes 

semelles boueuses de fuyard19” (17). Because these sentiments emerge in the wake of a 

turbulent flight that nearly ended in a crash, they might be interpreted as a manifestation 

of the narrator’s relief to find himself once again on terra firma. However, his need for 

grounding might also be interpreted as evidence of an almost instinctual and universal 

need to belong, borrowing the well-known “root” imagery to represent his desire to 

“settle down.” This desire to form a connection with one’s physical environment is 

particularly intense for the narrator at the beginning of the narrative (and will lessen to 

the point of disappearing as the story unfolds, for reasons I will explain shortly). Azouz, 

who sees himself as a fuyard, a deserter, or a fugitive of sorts is fleeing his 

responsibilities in order to “jouer au conférencier de l'inutile20” (18) while his father is 

sent to the hospital for a broken ankle. We will later learn that he is also fleeing his 

broken marriage and his pending familial obligations as his father's health is declining. 

                                                        
18 We learn later that Azouz often traveled to Algeria as a child, and has lived in the United-States as a 

young professional, years prior to the events taking place in this novel. As a novelist and a sociologist, 

the narrator is also often invited to speak at international conferences. 

 

19 Translation: [I] planted my feet as if I needed to find a grounding again, to feel roots under my 

deserter's muddy boots. 

 

20 Translation: play the pointless conference speaker 
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Consequently, Azouz feels the need to reconnect his semelles boueuses de fuyard to the 

earth in order to stabilize himself and feel a rooted connection to something, anything, 

even in Texas, an alien land.  

 In the novel, the sense of “(up)rootedness” is not simply a function of physical 

spaces however. That much is made clear in the opening phone conversation between the 

narrator and his parents. Azouz realizes that France has in many ways been for his 

parents what the United-States is for him, an idealized land of opportunities: “[la France] 

c'était leur Amérique, en quelque sorte. Moi, en fréquentant l'école des Français, en 

faisant de Vercingétorix le héros de mes jeux, j'avais accompli un autre déplacement, 

moins loin, mais sans retour, j'étais devenu Franc, Gaulois21” (11). In this early passage, 

Azouz thus identifies two types of displacements; physical or geographical displacements 

are to be distinguished from cultural displacement that may, or may not, be the result of 

the individual's physical movements. Furthermore, physical and geographical 

displacements are always reversible in that one can depart and return at will, whereas 

cultural displacements are sans retour in that one can always return to one’s “homeland,” 

but one can never re-become the person who once lived there (if one ever lived there, 

which is not the case of Azouz and Algeria). This passage offers a point of departure for 

the narrator’s eventual conceptualization of an ever-evolving sense of self. Although born 

in France, it is by acting French that Azouz became French.  

Similar to existentialists such as Jean-Paul Sartre (1946) and Simone de Beauvoir 

                                                        
21 Translation: [France] was their America, in a way. Me, by going to a French school, by making 

Vercingetorix the hero of my games, I had accomplished another displacement, not as far, but with no 

return, I had become Franc, Gaulish.  
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(1949) who have argued that our identity depends on our actions, not on any essential 

qualities, Azouz's identity is constructed by doing something, rather than by simply being 

something (ie. being born somewhere, and/or from certain parents). Before Begag, 

postcolonial theorists influenced by existentialists such Frantz Fanon wrote of the 

constructed nature of race in similar terms. In Peau noire, masques blancs (1952), Fanon 

writes that “le nègre n'est pas. Pas plus que le Blanc22” (188), implying that both identity 

categories are cultural, or social, constructs. Fanon also argues that one's skin color, 

lineage, or place of birth do not “naturally” provide an identity. For Fanon, what one 

does, the ideologies to which one is subjected, and the role(s) one is assigned by society 

are the elements that shape identity, which distinguishes him from existentialist writers 

such as Sartre (1947) because the latter insisted that Man is free from all determinisms, 

not taking imposed social and cultural roles into account (unlike de Beauvoir who 

critiques gender roles in her writings). Post-structuralists, particularly in the field of 

gender studies, have also noted the role of acting in the process of identity construction. 

Judith Bulter's (1990) writings on performativity theory for example suggest that all 

identities are performed, that none are “natural,” “neutral” or “essential.” Begag's focus 

on child's play therefore illustrates his conceptualization of identity as the outcome of a 

learning process,23 or as a “work in progress.”  

 

Unmooring identity: the ship metaphor 

                                                        
22 Translation: The Black man does not exist. Not anymore than the White man. 

 

23 This idea had of course also been suggested, as argued in the introduction, by Enlightenment writers as 

well, and was used to shape the French school system. 
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 Despite Begag's dislike for fixed identities, in the novel, the narrator initially 

believes that he will always find a way to establish a stable sense of self (to feel whole) 

by defining himself primarily in relation to his family, and more particularly to his father, 

whom he calls “le héros de mon roman”24 (31). But already, the “fictional” or contrived 

nature of his endeavor becomes apparent. Begag hopes that by linking his identity to his 

paternal source, he can remain faithful to his cultural roots even as he adopts the 

manners, myths, and history of his geographical home. If hybridity theorists have long 

argued that it is not unusual for children of the diaspora to take on both a kind of cultural, 

if not national father-figure of the adopted land such as Vercingétorix, and their real 

father, as co-models of identity (see Bhabha and hybridity), the mere existence of these 

two opposite figures suggests that a fixed identity is impossible to attain, and that to feel 

whole, one must balance the two rather than ground oneself in one at the detriment of the 

other. As the son of Maghrebi immigrants, it is to be expected that Azouz would consider 

both France and his parents' culture as valid reference points. Furthermore, the choice of 

Vercingétorix is very telling of Azouz's internalization of French national narratives 

because the image of the Gaul resisting the foreign invader / colonizer (Rome) has been 

one of the shifts in national identity narratives, as discussed in the dissertation’s 

introduction. Interestingly, however, Azouz does not perceive France and Algeria as the 

two branches of his genealogical tree, nor as the two growths of his roots or rhizome, but 

as his two “fontaine[s] identitaire[s]25” (13), thus introducing water imagery into his 

                                                        
24 Here, Begag is referring to his real-life first novel, Le gone du Chaâba (1986), in which his father is a 

center character, or in Begag's words its the hero. 

 

25 Tranlsation: identity fountain[s]. 
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definition of identity. 

 Despite Azouz's preoccupation with familial, geographical and cultural roots, 

when confronted with the idea of his father's death, it is not the image of an uprooting 

that comes to his mind. Indeed, conventional language fails him altogether. Upon his 

return from a second conference in Morocco, Azouz receives a phone call from his 

brother asking him to rush to the hospital where their father has been hospitalized for a 

few days, but the narrator sadly arrives too late as his father has already passed. As he 

tries to comprehend the magnitude of his loss, Azouz finds himself unable to fully 

express the reality of his father’s death through language. How, he wonders, will he find 

the words to communicate the unspeakable to his mother: “Quels mots auraient la 

prétention de conclure sans tuer soixante-dix ans de vie commune? Quels mots? Il est 

mort? Parti? S'est éteint? Dieu l'a appelé? Il n'est plus. Ou bien un rébus du genre 'Il est 

aime, eau, air, thé'26” (99). As the play on words “aime, eau, air, thé” implies, literal 

language is insufficient to describe a reality that is yet unacceptable, or inconceivable, to 

Azouz. In order to make sense of his loss, Azouz turns to poeticized analogies because, as 

argued in chapter 2, metaphorical thinking facilitates the expression of unspeakable, 

incomprehensible, or repressed ideas that language cannot formulate literally. Rather than 

being “dead,” his father is “love,” “water,” “air” and “tea,” which are four significant 

images for Azouz's identity: air and water give life, while the provider of his own life and 

                                                        
26 The last four words of this passage are a play on word. I will thus provide a translation followed by an 

explanation of the pun: “Which words could conclude without killing seventy years of a life together? 

Which words? He died? Left? Passed away? God took him? He is no longer. Or a puzzle like 'he is 

aime, eau, air, thé.” The French letters that make up the word mort [dead] can be interpreted 

phonetically as four words, M sounds like aime [love], O like eau [water], R like air [air] and T like 

thé [tea].  
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identity, his father whom he loves, has lost his. As for tea, in Arabic culture, families sit 

down together to drink tea throughout the day, facilitating familial cohesion and 

strengthening the family unit. Although his father is no longer with them, his presence 

can still be felt through the children to whom he gave life (water and air); his love for his 

family, and theirs for him (love and tea), will forever bind them together despite his 

absence.  

 Furthermore, as the narrator confronts the unthinkable – the death of his father 

and his new status without him (ie. without his “identity source”) – he conjures up images 

linked to water and sailing, and envisions his father’s death not as an uprooting, but as a 

shipwreck. Let us consider the following three passages. In the first, Azouz sees himself 

as a ship adrift in a storm, letting his emotions take over: 

Toutes les tours de contrôle de mon corps se mirent à diffuser leurs avis de 

tempête, les cornes de brume lançaient leur note grave à l'univers, les 

phares actionnaient leurs puissants projecteurs sur des fonds incertains. Du 

haut de son mât de cocagne, mon cerveau avait cédé le poste de 

commande à ces milliers de matelots génétiques qui s'affairaient à leurs 

tâches dans la grande salle des machines temporelles.27 (70) 

 

Unable to comprehend what is happening, or more importantly to know how to react, 

Azouz is giving “the control” of his body over to what could be interpreted as instinct or 

reflexes, the “genetic sailors” representing the electric impulses flowing through his 

nervous system without the input of his intellect. As time slowly passes, the sailing 

imagery intensifies, and the narrator senses that his vessel (a metaphor for his life) is now 

                                                        
27 Translation: All of my body's control towers started to announce the storm, the foghorns launched their 

grave notes toward the universe, the lighthouses projecting their powerful lights onto uncertain depths. 

From the top of its mast, my brain had surrendered the commands to these thousands of genetic sailors 

that were hurrying to their tasks in the great time machine room. 
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torn apart by the unanticipated forces representing his father's death:  

Le monde s'écroula sur ma proue dans un terrible vacarme. Ma vie se 

creva, le temps compressé pénétrait par tous les compartiments, tandis que 

Farid surnageait dans les débris, le regard en miettes. (…) Mon bateau 

était quille à l'air. À ce moment là, je me trouvais parmi mes fidèles 

marins génétiques qui, par milliers, s'étaient rassemblés sur les berges de 

mes pores pour assister au départ de leur géniteur. (…) J'étais là, sur le 

quai, muet, paralysé, sur la falaise écroulée, mes godasses prenaient 

l'eau.28 (88-89) 

 

Because his identity was fixed, anchored to his father, his death punctures Azouz's self, 

metaphorically allowing water to enter, drowning him in sorrow. Paradoxically, Azouz 

also envisions himself as watching the wreckage from afar, like a helpless spectator to his 

father's death, denoting the fragmenting effect of this tragedy (he is both a fellow 

wrecked ship, and a spectator on the shores). Furthermore, the paralysis mentioned at the 

end of the passage suggests that a rooted/anchored identity may lead to the destruction of 

the individual if the model/origin is destroyed. Azouz is sinking alongside his father's 

symbolic wrecked ship because his sense of self was tied to his father’s too tightly, not 

permitting Azouz to stay afloat in such a calamity. 

 Still unable to fully understand how this loss will alter his life, Azouz also 

observes later on:  

C'était le premier jour de ma vie que je vivais sans père. Il faisait froid. 

  Le jour J moins père. 

  Dans toutes les années précédentes, j'en avais eu un et cette propriété 

privée avait été un quai d'amarre pour moi, une attache où j'étais toujours 

                                                        
28 Translation: The world came crashing down on my bow, with a terrible clamor. My life ruptured, 

compressed time pouring in through all the compartments, as Farid floated amongst the debris, with 

disbelief in his eyes. (…) My ship was laying keel side-up. In that moment, I was amongst my faithful 

genetic seamen who, by the thousands, had gathered on the banks of my pores to watch their 

progenitor's departure. I was there, on the quay, silent, paralyzed, on the collapsed cliff, water filling 

my shoes 
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revenu, en définitive.29 (119-120) 

 

These three passages illustrate that for Azouz, his father was a dock, a quai d'amarre for 

his sea-weary vessel, a safe and secure harbor where he could count on always finding 

refuge, a secluded enclave of “private property” where safety and security were 

guaranteed. Before his death, his father therefore represented the conventional 

root/rhizome that plunges deep into the ground (and could potentially be re-planted) and 

provides stability and a sense of “home.” But with his death, Azouz's father becomes a 

sinking ship as the concept of being grounded crumbles before him (la falaise écroulée) 

when the dock image linking his father to stability gives way to a nautical one. 

 Azouz's father, once the purveyor of stability for his son, is now reconfigured as a 

broken ship on its way to his final resting dock, his native Algeria, where he will be 

buried: “Le bateau revenait à son port d'attache, le mât brisé, sans gouvernail, battant 

pavillon noir30” (166). In this reconfiguration, the fixedness of identity (the dock as final 

resting place) connotes death rather than the security of belonging, and can therefore not 

provide a stable identity. Wrecked and adrift himself, Azouz must nevertheless continue 

his voyage, like a sailor caught by surprise on the open seas after a destructive storm. By 

envisioning himself as a ship without a quai d'amarre, rather than say, an uprooted tree, 

the narrator can salvage what remains of his identity, and keep sailing, no matter how 

bruised and broken his vessel.  

                                                        
29 Translation: It was the first day of my life without a father. It was cold. D minus father day. In my 

previous years I had had one and this private property had been a dock for me, a moor to which I had 

always come back, eventually. 

 

30 Translation: The ship was returning to its home port, its mast shattered, with no one at the helm, 

displaying a black flag. 
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Re-writing the Odyssey in the 21st century 

 To complete the comparison between identity and sea travel, Begag alludes to 

Odysseus / Ulysses and Ithaca on several occasions, and in reference to both himself, his 

parents, and his daughter. After describing his mother's arduous life,31 Begag writes that 

“son Ulysse, qu'elle avait suivi dans son exil en France, avait été en définitive un bon 

époux32” (96). Begag uses the familiar theme of Homer's epic journey all the while 

transforming the story to better depict his view of the quest for a “home:” in the Odyssey, 

Penelope does not follow Odysseus on his journey; on the contrary, Odysseus's quest 

rests in his attempts to return to Ithaca to save his land and his wife. In the case of 

Azouz's parents, and their generation (ie. not the Beur), the quest for a better life led to 

France, which they believed was only a temporary place where they would work to build 

a house and one day return “home:” “França Terra devait être une escale, elle fut une 

destination finale33” (126). As with the Odyssey, for Azouz's parents, the object of the 

quest is ultimately to return home, but Azouz and his generation do not share their 

parents' dream because France is their home, and they therefore have no other land to 

which to return. Indeed, Azouz describes his father's endeavor in rather negative terms: 

                                                        
31 In Algeria she had been “given” in marriage to a man who repudiated her after the death of their infant 

daughter, and then married Azouz's father who had also repudiated his wife; her family had been 

decimated by plagues and cholera; she had suffered stomach cancer and now lived with a plastic bag 

taped to her stomach; she was beaten by both her husbands, and had had to leave her home to follow 

the second to a foreign land, France. 

 

32 Translation: her Ulysses, whom she had followed in his exodus to France, had been after all a good 

husband. 

 

33 Translation: França Terra should have been a layover, it became a final destination. 
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“Mon père avait sacrifié beaucoup de son temps et d'énergie pour un mythe. Pour des 

mites aussi34” (159). Begag uses humor (through the homophony of mythe and mites) to 

show how foolish his father's dream was, especially considering that he never actually 

fulfilled it, except in death. Begag's re-writing of the Odyssey therefore symbolizes the 

identity change that separates Azouz and his father. Azouz does not dream of “returning 

home” because he feels at home in France, embracing his hybridity, with perhaps a 

stronger penchant for his French cultural heritage. His father on the other hand will never 

feel at home in France because he himself does not consider France as his (permanent) 

home, like a Ulysses permanently searching for Ithaca. Although both father and son are 

regarded almost equally as foreigners in France, Begag suggests that in choosing to be 

French, to accept France as his reality rather than hold on to a dream, Azouz has become 

French, while Ulysses / his father has failed his mission, dying before completing the 

voyage. 

 The second reference to the Odyssey comes in the chapter that precedes Azouz's 

trip to Algeria to bury his father. He wishes for his daughter to accompany him on this 

journey, and notes that “c'était son premier voyage à Ithaque35” (121). Although Ithaca in 

the Odyssey is the point of departure, and the homeland to which Odysseus wishes to 

return, the fact that it is his daughter's first voyage to Ithaca indicates here again a re-

writing and transformation of Homer's epic journey. By that point in the narrative, 

Ithaca/Algeria has taken on a rather negative connotation, linked to corruption, violence, 

                                                        
34 Translation: My father had sacrificed a lot of his time and energy for a myth. And for moths too. Note: 

the French words “mythe” (myth) and “mite” (moth) are homophones.  

 

35 Translation: it was her first journey to Ithaca. 
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poverty, totalitarianism, and his parents' regrets. Azouz himself is worried about this trip, 

fearing for his and his daughter's safety, while deeply desiring that she discover this part 

of her history. As discussed earlier, in this novel, Begag presents identity as the sum of 

our experiences, and as an evolving entity influenced by the ideologies that inform the 

cultures in which we live. Ithaca/Algeria for Azouz's daughter is thus neither a point of 

departure, nor a destination, but one of the many points of reference that make up her 

identity. This is the occasion for her to sail to one of her identity's points of anchor, one 

to which she has never been, but of which she has heard many tales, and which has 

influenced her in ways she might not yet understand. With Azouz's daughter, Begag 

introduces the idea that one may never physically visit a place that has, in spite of 

oneself, influenced one's identity. This may be the effect of the stories told by one's 

family, but also of the (often negative) representation one's society may have of this other 

land. Azouz, aware of the violence and corruption depicted in the French media, fears for 

their safety while his daughter, who knows only of her grand-parents' idealized dreams 

and memories, awaits this journey with great enthusiasm. 

 The third allusion to the Odyssey, which is prompted by Azouz's observations of 

the family and friends who have come to pay their respects the night before the burial, is 

also accompanied by other sea-travel comparisons: 

La salle était maintenant bondée de monde venu pour l'adieu à l'Abboué, 

l'homme respecté de tous, qui avait été l'un des premiers à quitter le 

village de la montagne (…). C'était le Christophe Colomb, le Magellan, le 

Vasco de Gama, l'Ibn Battuta du douar. Il avait découvert le nouveau 

monde. (…) Derrière lui, les autres avaient suivi aisément. Plus tard, les 

Pénélopes y avaient rejoint leurs Ulysse et sur cette terre d'accueil 

naquirent leurs enfants, petits Françaouis aux accents alsacien, marseillais 
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ou parisien. L'Odysée commençait.36 (126)  

 

The emphasis on sea travel and discovery (particularly through the references to the four 

explorers) recasts the Odyssey in order to emphasize the journey, rather than the 

destination (ie. the object of the journey itself). His father's Odyssey becomes a failed 

journey that symbolizes the danger of associating one's “home” with a particular land or 

myth. The traditional epic journey, then, must be redefined because transforming the 

Odyssey into a metaphor of identity as an endless journey has the potential to shield the 

individual from heartache as s/he can make any and all lands his or her home. This is of 

course not to say that Azouz is homeless, but that home comes in many shapes: as a 

family, a country, or even in one's work. 

 Rather than link his identity to plants (the rhizome is still a plant metaphor) or 

land, the narrator sees himself and his father, both travelers, both culturally blended, as 

ships at sea, which results in a more mobile, or flexible, interpretation of identity. By 

linking identity to the wayward drift of an ocean’s current, Begag implicitly suggests that 

one’s sense of self is not fossilized and fixed, but is instead dynamic and adaptable. 

Furthermore, the ocean is a more stable entity than any land because even through storms 

and tidal-waves, the ocean remains unchanged whereas lands can crumble, separate, or be 

submerged. Therefore, an identity based on land or root imagery is bound to destruction 

because, as noted by Azouz, “toutes les maisons finissent par s'écrouler, un jour ou 

                                                        
36 Translation: The room was now packed with people here to say good bye to Abboué, the man respected 

by all, who had been one of the firsts to leave the mountain village (…). He was the Christopher 

Columbus, the Magellan, the Vasco de Gama, the Ibn Battuta of the duar. He had discovered the New 

World. (…) After him, other had followed easily. Later, all the Penelopes had met their Ulysses there, 

and on this land, their children were born, little Françaouis with Alsatian, Marseillais, or Parisian 

accents. The Odyssey was just beginning.   
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l'autre37” (186). By destroying his narrator's point of anchor, Begag thus reveals that 

identity is not a fragile entity that can be easily destroyed, but is instead dynamic and 

ever-evolving. Begag reconfigures the archetype of the quest as one whose object is the 

journey itself, thus proposing that human beings should not hold on too dearly to dreams 

of stability because nothing in this world is permanent or guaranteed, except change. 

 

On cultural prejudice 

 As discussed above, Le marteau pique-coeur narrates Azouz's acceptance of his 

father's death, and the reconfiguration of his life in the wake of this tragic event. The 

inclusion of another event, the conference in Tangier (Morocco), allows Begag to further 

represent fixed identities as imprisoning rather than empowering, and to suggest that 

cultural and geographical displacements alter the individual in unforeseen ways. After his 

trip to Texas, Azouz returns to Lyon only for a day, which allows him to visit his father 

in the hospital before his death. Seeing that his father is in pain, but not in a critical state, 

Azouz decides to travel on to a second conference the very next morning. That 

conference’s theme, the Taboo and the Sacred (le Tabou et le Sacré), provides the 

opportunity to contemplate the influence of such myths (things that are taboo or sacred 

for a particular group) on an individual's life, particularly when these myths prove not to 

be as “universal” (albeit within the group) as one had thought (thus revealing the 

constructed and fictional nature of these myths, since they are not actually respected by 

all the members of the group). 

                                                        
37 Translation: every house falls to the ground one day or another 
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 The conference offers several occasions for Begag to demonstrate that cultural 

prejudice and cultural blindness are direct effects of cultural displacements (including the 

“non-geographical” displacements discussed earlier). As we will see, being a victim of 

cultural prejudice in one setting will not guard the narrator from authoring his own 

prejudice in a different situation. At the hospital where is father has been admitted for 

example, Azouz makes every effort to behave in such a way as to not “laisser un trop bel 

argument pour dénigrer les gens de ma smala38” (37). The use of the Arabic word 

“smala” instead of the French word “famille” emphasizes that it is his family's otherness 

that might lead to his father's mistreatment, rather than any particular behavior. He 

therefore urges his father to cooperate and speaks as politely as possible to the belligerent 

nurses who, in his opinion, are looking for any excuse to ignore their “difficult” (ie. 

foreign) patient. This behavior follows what Fanon (1952) has called the situational 

neurosis (48) of the Black man desperately trying to prove to the White man that he is his 

equal: “Les Noirs veulent démontrer aux Blancs coûte que coûte la richesse de leur 

pensée, l'égale puissance de leur esprit39” (7). Like the Black man in Fanon's writings, in 

the French hospital, Azouz wishes to overturn prejudice by acting as “French” as 

possible, and by avoiding any behavior that could be used against his father and his 

family. Or, as Rosello (1998) puts it, Azouz is attempting to decline40 the stereotypes of 

                                                        
38 Translation: give them reason to denigrate the people of my smala 

 

39 Translation: Black people desperately want to demonstrate to White people the wealth of their 

intelligence, the equal power of their minds. 

 

40 In her book, Rosello explains that the verb “to decline” has two meanings: “declining a word means 

acknowledging the various formal identities that one element of language must adopt depending on its 

position and role within a larger linguistic unit” (10-11) as is done in declining a noun or a verb in 

Latin for instance, which can manifest istelf in the form of the repetition of a stereotype for subversive 
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Arab identity in France by acting with reserve and calm.  

 Azouz's experience of prejudice in France does not, however, shelter him from 

(re)producing similar behaviors in other settings. Upon his arrival in Tangiers for 

instance, the narrator mistakes the President of the University of Tangiers for a mere 

chauffeur. The professor's understated appearance, and his use of informal tutoiement, 

lead Azouz to identify him in the following terms, repeating a number of stereotypes the 

French hold toward the peoples of North Africa: 

Un homme de type nord-africain, comme on disait dans les journaux 

français des années soixante-dix. (…) L'ITNA (Individu de Type Nord-

Africain) souriait bizarrement. Il avait une toute petite tête. (…) Le gueux 

possédait une voiture sacrément belle. Comment avait-il pu s'offrir pareil 

luxe? Ce n'était pas son job de chauffeur d'écrivains qui l'avait enrichi à ce 

point... Il devait être multicartes, travailler jour et nuit, treize mois sur 

douze, il devait posséder une épicerie-droguerie spécialisée dans les 

blanchissements, blanchiments et blanchissages en tout genres. Mais il 

parlait plutôt bien le français pour un simple chauffeur, avec des mots 

sortis de derrière les fagots. Devait être lecteur, certainement.41 (40-41) 

 

Azouz is declining (cf. Rosello) the stereotypes of the North African man because, in his 

French-professor mindset, he fails to even consider that the president of the university 

could be picking him up in person, a mistake prompted by la force du préjugé as Pierre-

André Taguieff (1988) would put it, showing how deeply the character has internalized 

                                                        
use; but declining can also mean “to reject” as in “declining an offer.” Here, Azouz wishes to decline, 

ie. refuse, the stereotype of the “belligerent Arab” by acting the part of the “well-educated / civilized 

colonized Arab” to which he believes the nurses will respond better. 

 

41 Translation: A man of North African phenotype, as the French newspapers of the 1970s used to say. 

(…) The ITNA (Individu de Type Nord-Africain [Individual of North African Phenotype]) smiled in a 

strange manner. He had a very small head. (…) the pauper had a really nice car. How did he afford 

such luxury? It was not his job as chauffeur for authors that had made him this rich... He must be 

playing on multiple fronts, working day and night, thirteen months a year, he must have a convenience 

store specialized in dry-cleaning, cleaning and launderings of all sorts. But he spoke French rather well 

for a mere chauffeur, with big words. He must be an avid reader. 
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these stereotypes about his own ethnic-cultural group. It is only the next day, upon seeing 

the chauffeur in a suit, that Azouz realizes that “l'imminent personnage qui allait 

introduire scientifiquement le programme n'était autre que notre ITNA!42” (44). This 

revelation comically brings forth the issue of cultural displacement and of the 

internalization of cultural prejudice as one adopts the ways of thinking of one's new 

home. 

 Azouz's culturally conditioned response to the “chauffeur” is, however, not the 

only moment in the text where he allows cultural assumptions to blind him to reality. 

Since he is utterly unprepared for his intervention at the conference, the “ITNA incident” 

inspires Azouz to tell a personal tale:  

En écoutant l'éminent orateur, une étincelle éclaira magiquement mon 

cerveau: je venais de trouver le sujet de mon intervention à la table ronde 

de l'après-midi avec les soi-disant écrivains. Je parlerai de sexe. En voilà 

un thème tabou chez nous! On ne pouvait trouver mieux. C'était gagné 

d'avance, j'allais parler de l'éducation ultra-puritaine que j'avais reçue dans 

ma famille de paysans immigrés d'Algérie, qui prohibait toute allusion aux 

affaires sexuelles dans l'espace public et privé.43 (45) 

 

Although Begag does not explain what links the ITNA incident to the tale Azouz will 

disclose, I would argue that both represent examples of being blind to one's own cultural 

prejudice, and they both expose the risks of essentializing cultural beliefs and customs. 

The story Azouz chooses to tell his audience is that of the dissolution of his marriage: a 

                                                        
42 Translation: the imminent person who was to scientifically introduce the program was none other than 

our ITNA 

 

43 Translation: Listening to the eminent orator, a spark magically lit my brain: I had just found the topic 

of my round table intervention with the so-called writers for this afternoon. I would talk about sex. 

Here is a Taboo topic among us! I could not have found anything better. It was a sure bet, I was going 

to talk about the ultra-puritan education I had received in my Algerian peasant family, an education 

that prohibited any allusion to sexual affairs in public and private spaces. 
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few years prior, Azouz had been invited to teach in the United States, where he 

befriended a Palestinian man named Marwan, professor of mathematics at the same 

university. Once his visiting professor contract ended, Azouz found his French wife sick 

at the idea of returning “dans la froide violence de la société française44” (50). Little did 

he know that his wife had fallen in love with Marwan, whom he also loved like a brother 

because Marwan “était pétri de la même culture arabe qu[’Azouz], de la même 

éducation45” (53), and as such, Marwan (unconsciously) constituted his “home away 

from home” in the absence of his father. Initially, Azouz holds Marwan wholly 

responsible for the transgression because he violated the culturally-bound notion of Arab 

hospitality, which was sacred for the narrator: 

 L'hospitalité représente, chez les Arabes de mon espèce, une valeur 

essentielle des fondations culturelles. Et Marwan a tout volé, tout pris. 

Tout sali. J'associe aujourd’hui solennellement le mot 'sacré' à celui 

d''hospitalité'.46 (55) 

 

Azous's wife, on the other hand, is blameless because she did not share this cultural 

value. Even as he suffers from essentialist reductions in France, Azouz cannot not help 

but essentialize Marwan's and his wife's conducts, creating a divide between “we” (the 

Arabs) and “them” (the French).  

It is important to underline that Marwan’s betrayal destroyed not only the 

narrator’s marriage, but his entire belief-system because, prior to that incident, Azouz 

                                                        
44 Translation: the cold violence of French society 

 

45 Translation: was molded out of the same Arab culture as [Azouz], he had received the same education. 

 

46 Translation: Hospitality represents, among Arabs of my kind, an essential value for the foundation of 

culture. And Marwan stole everything, took everything. Soiled everything. Today, I solemnly associate 

the word 'sacred' to that of 'hospitality'. 
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believed that identity was linked firmly to culture and familial ties, and that shared values 

created bonds as strong as, if not stronger than, those forged by physical proximity. His 

best friend's transgression therefore shattered these illusions and destroyed the foundation 

upon which he believed his identity to be constructed because these acts desacralized the 

myths of cultural unity and shared origins he held so dear: 

Qu'on ne me parle plus de solidarité fraternelle, de Gamal Abdel Nasser, 

de Ben Bella, Ben Tata, Ben Titi, de Fathi ou de Fatah. J'envoie au diable 

quiconque entre dans ma bulle en se réclamant de la même origine. Je n'ai 

plus aucune origine. Mieux encore: je suis le seul exemplaire dans mon 

origine. Un original.47 (107)  

 

By evoking Gamal Abdel Nasser (Egypt's controversial second President who formed the 

short-lived United Arab Republic with Syria in 1958, which Nasser hoped would one day 

include all of the Arab world) and Ben Bella (leader of the Algerian War of 

Independence, and Algeria's first President) and distorting the latter's name comically, 

Azouz rejects the universalism of “the Arab world,” refusing to be associated with this 

group simply because his family has North African origins. In an existentialist move, 

Azouz wishes to be the maker of his own identity, to exert his free will in deciding who 

he is, regardless of any origins. It is from that moment on, even before the death of his 

father, that Azouz begins to distance himself from all essentialist reductions and 

categorizations (such as defining oneself as French, Algerian, Arab, Muslim, or even 

Beur). Azouz's participation in the Sacred and Taboo conference (both his speech, and his 

encounter with the ITNA) allow Begag to emphasize that those who cling too strongly to 

                                                        
47 Translation: I don't want to hear another word about fraternal solidarity, about Gamal Abdel Nasser, 

about Ben Bella, Ben Tata, Ben Titi, Fathi or Fatah. I curse anyone who comes into my bubble 

claiming to have the same origin as me. I no longer have an origin. Better yet: I am the only kind in my 

origin. An original. 
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cultural roots and values (as he had done with Marwan) are less able see reality than 

those with broader views of self. Paradoxically, these incidents also show that 

experiencing prejudice does not shield Azouz from performing it in other circumstances, 

and that because he has internalized the French world-view system; although he suffers 

from this narrow world-view in France, Azouz ironically reproduces it in Morocco by 

mistaking a professor for a chauffeur.  

  Furthermore, Azouz's reference to Marwan underscores the danger that lies in 

blindly (essentially) linking identity to a universal interpretation of culture. Belonging to 

a “community” does not, as a matter of fact, guarantee that all the members of the group 

will indeed respect the assumed values of the community. Azouz the narrator, in 

retrospect, has come to consider essentialist beliefs, such as Arab hospitality or Arab 

brotherhood, as the blindfolds that cause prejudice: “J'avais les deux pieds dans le ciment, 

immobilisé par cette valeur sacrée, l'hospitalité48” (107). As hard as it may have been to 

accept, Begag the writer has also come to realize that Azouz the character fell prey to the 

same reductionist world-view used by the French to oppress Maghrebi immigrants and 

their French-born children. One of the participants of the round table offers a blunt 

analysis of Begag's blame-game: 

Dans une affaire comme celle-là, il n'y avait pas un responsable, mais au 

moins deux, ma femme et son amant. Et pire, on pouvait même en déceler 

un troisième, celui qui fantasmait sur le sentiment de fraternité-solidarité 

avec les Arabes et les musulmans du monde entier et qui s'était lui-même 

aveuglé au point de ne pas voir la bête (…). 

   Malgré la grève des écoutilles, j'entendais ce réquisitoire implacable. 

Elle avait affreusement raison. Elle disséquait mes vérités pour les 

                                                        
48 Translation: Both my feet were stuck in cement, immobalized by this sacred value, hospitality. 
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transformer en merdes de chien.49 (57) 

 

Confronted with his own cultural blindness, Azouz instinctively resists the blame, but as 

an intellectual, he painfully distances himself from the situation to accept that he played a 

part in the dismantling of his marriage. The Taboo and the Sacred conference offers 

Azouz the occasion to reflect upon cultural prejudice, and learn from his own 

shortcomings as he admits that this observer is right (elle avait affreusement raison). The 

analysis presented above thus shows that we are all the subject and the object of 

prejudice. Furthermore, the novel highlights that certain cultural beliefs (such as what is 

sacred or taboo) are lodged so deep in our unconscious that we are unable to see their 

totalizing effect, which often results in cases of cultural blindness as mentioned above. 

 

Performing Frenchness: doing is being 

 Cultural blindness in the novel is strongly associated with Azouz's Republican 

education, which he perceives as both a tool to social success, and the cause of his 

mistaking Professor Amrani for a gueux, revealing once again Begag's view of identity as 

constructed through experience and exposure to certain ideologies and narratives rather 

than derived from an essential “nature.” If the individual is not born French (culturally at 

least, since French citizenship can be acquired by anyone born on French soil), s/he can 

become French by learning how to act French. For Begag, the three most important ways 

                                                        
49 Translation: In such an affair, there was not one guilty party, but at least two, my wife and her lover. 

And worse, a third could even be detected, the one who fantasized over solidarity-fraternity with the 

Arabs and Muslims of the whole world and who had blinded himself to the point of not seeing the 

beast (…). Despite my ears being on strike, I was hearing this implacable plea. She was horrifyingly 

right. She picked my truths apart and turned them into dog shit.  
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one can “act” French is by emulating French role models (Vercingétorix), imitating 

certain behaviors (such as eating at noon, or drinking wine), and using the French 

language. Azouz's moving last words to his father's body, before his burial, invoke the 

transformatory power of education discussed in this dissertation's introduction: 

Nous avons appris le français, nous prononçons correctement école au lieu 

d'icoule, nous ne rêvons pas de retour dénifictif, on est français, j'y suis j'y 

reste, séjour définitif, nous jouons de l'imparfait du subjonctif pour nous 

défendre avec la langue contre ceux qui se disent héritiers exclusifs de 

Vercingétorix. Tu vois, tu peux partir, papa, on va continuer. Pleure pas.50 

(188)  

 

Begag firmly believes that schools are one of the most important tools immigrants can 

use to fully integrate within the national community, revealing how deeply the Beur 

author has internalized this aspect of Republicanism. In his recent book Bouger la 

Banlieue (2012), Begag argues that 

la langue est le moteur de la culture de la mobilité. Certes pas le verlan des 

banlieues, mais celle structurée de l'école, qui permet, quand on la 

maîtrise, d'apprendre plus aisément d'autres langues. (…) Si une personne 

née en France ne maîtrise pas les finesses de la langue, elle restera 

culturellement isolée de la société, prisonnière de son milieu.51 (56-57) 

 

Begag thus associates “culture” to “milieu” (ie. social class) rather than religion or 

nationality. In this conceptualization, the individual’s identity is not limited to his/her 

ethnic origins. Indeed, in his novels, Begag favors the image of the brilliant Beur student 

                                                        
50 Translation: We have learned French, we pronounce school correctly, we do not dream of definictive 

return, we are French, here I am and here I'll stay, definitive residence, we use the imperfect of the 

subjunctive to defend ourselves from those who claim to be the exclusive descendants of 

Vercingetorix. You see Dad, you can leave, we will keep going. Don't cry. 

 

51 Translation: [the French] language is the engine of social mobility. Admittedly not the slang of the 

disenfranchised suburbs, but the structured language of schools, which allows, when mastered, to learn 

other languages more easily. (…) If a person born in France does not master the subtleties of the 

language, they will remain culturally isolated from society, a prisoner of their own milieu.  
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who, despite his “foreignness” corrects his teachers, parents, and friends, demonstrating 

his Frenchness by mastering the language better than his models (Azouz in Le Gone du 

Chaâba, Beni in Béni ou le paradis privé, Amar in Quand on est mort c'est pour toute la 

vie). Perhaps in his own image, Begag's characters thus embrace the Republican promise 

of the egalitarian powers of education, even if other critics such as John Bowen (2007) 

have pointed to its totalizing effects.52 

 Begag's emphasis on education also reveals his tendency toward what could be 

qualified as an existentialist view of identity in that he identifies his characters according 

to what they do (and have done), rather than any internal transcendent factors. Begag's 

characterization of his parents is particularly revealing in this respect. Azouz's parents are 

more often portrayed according to their social class, to their poverty, to the hardships they 

have had to endure because of their immigrant status, than as “just” Algerians, Arabs, or 

Muslims. Let us consider the following passage: 

Au café du tiercé. Il y a Joachim, José, Mohamed, Bachir, André, Gaetano 

et Mauricette, la serveuse, qui connaît chacun des travailleurs-joueurs par 

leur nom propre (…). Ces hommes assis derrière leur jus, dans les volutes 

des Gauloises sans filtre, sont cousins germains. Par le ciment, par la 

taloche et par le mortier. Ils parlent la même langue, celle du pays des 

grues et du préfabriqué. Ils visent la même fin, une petite maison à deux 

étages dans le coin de terre originel.53 (79) 

 

If their “land of origin” remains each of these workers' dream, the reference to their being 

                                                        
52 Bowen argues that schools “play the role of public socializing agent (…) against two cleavages: 

regional and religious” (12), thus participating in the effacement of difference in France. 

 

53 Translation: At the local bar. There are Joachim, José, Mohamed, Bachir, André, Gaetano et 

Mauricette, the waitress, who knows each of the workers-gamblers by their first name (…). These men 

seated in front of their juice, in the smoke of Gauloise cigarettes, are first cousins. Through the cement, 

through the trowel and the mortar. They speak the same language, that of the land of cranes and 

prefabs. They have the same goal, a small two-story house in their land of origin. 
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“first cousins” and to their speaking the same workers' language indicates that the actual 

location of this land matters less than the camaraderie and identity they have developed 

as low-income blue collar workers in France. Their community is one of shared 

experiences and dreams for the future rather than one of a shared pastness (or origins). 

Their language is not just French, but “le français du marteau-piqueur54” (85), referring 

once again to the socio-economic status of the group, rather than any essential qualities. 

Like Azouz who has become French by incorporating French heroes in his childhood 

games, his father has become French by acting like the French, which Azouz observes 

about even small, everyday traits such as his eating habits. One day for example, his 

father notices the time and tells his son to eat something because it is five minutes after 

noon, to which Azouz responds mentally, “Il devient un vrai Francisse lui aussi. Midi, 

c’est midi. L’heure du manger55” (85), displaying that by adopting certain commonalities 

of French behavior, his father has “Frenchified” himself (all the while comically 

declining the French stereotype of an Arab accent in French). 

 Finally, Azouz's desire to include both his father's places of birth and death on his 

tombstone illustrates the intersection of Begag's two most important contributions to 

literary representations of identity: the two locations are his father's two points of anchor, 

and should therefore both be mentioned to fully represent this fallen Odysseus; secondly, 

the inclusion of both locations implies that our identity rests in more than just our place 

of birth, but also in the experiences that have shaped our lives, such as being an 

                                                        
54 Translation: jackhammer French 

 

55 Translation: He is becoming a real Frenchman [said with an Arabic accent] too. Noon is noon. Time to 

eat. 
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immigrant worker in Lyon.  

En ville, il [Kader, le frère d'Azouz] ferait aussi rédiger l'épitaphe sur une 

plaque de marbre rose. Le nom, l'année présumée de naissance, la date du 

décès. Et voilà. 

   - Il faut qu'on ajoute 'décédé à Lyon', proposai-je. 

   Dans un élan, je voulais que le nom de la ville où j'étais né, où Abboué 

avait vécu le plus clair de son temps, soit inscrit ici au pied de ce splendide 

massif des Aurès, dans ce cimetière musulman. 

   Farid n'était pas sûr que ce soit une bonne idée. 

   - Tu crois? demanda-t-il. 

   J'en étais absolument certain.56 (203-204) 

 

 Once again, this passage clearly underlines that Begag finds identity to be defined not by 

where we come from (or at least not entirely), but by what we do and where we go. The 

adopted home is also part of one's identity, which nuances Azouz's previous assertion of 

being “without origins.” Azouz rejected origins after the Marwan incident because he had 

been blinded by his own essentialist view of “Arabness,” but the “real” issue was not his 

origins. Rather, what caused Azouz to ignore the affair was the importance he assigned to 

his shared origins with Marwan, rather than the origins themselves. Instead of linking 

identity to fixed origins and roots, Begag proposes that identity emanates from multiple 

points of references, "harbors" that influence identity to differing degrees, while all still 

mattering. In the case of his father, Azouz wishes to memorialize the two most important 

points of reference that made up his identity (which resonates of Glissant Relation): Lyon 

                                                        
56 Translation:  

In town, he [Farid, Azouz's brother] would also have the epitaph engraved on a pink marble slab. His 

name, presumed date of birth, date of death. That's it. 

   - We should add 'deceased in Lyon', I suggested. 

   I wanted the name of the city where I was born, where he had lived most of his life, to be written here 

at the foot of these splendid Aures mountains, in this Muslim cemetery. 

   Farid was not sure that it was a good idea. 

   - You think so? he asked. 

   I was absolutely certain. 
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and Fès. 

  

Conclusion 

 In this chapter, I have approached the question of taxonomy, revealing that the 

establishment of identity categories is problematic because classifications create both 

hierarchies and spaces in which evolving realities can be displayed. Paradoxically then, 

taxonomy can result in marginalization by creating new categories that fragment society. 

I have also discussed Begag's use of nautical metaphors as a means to draw attention to 

the elasticity and adaptability of identity. Instead of imagining identity through the 

framework of diverse plant metaphors (the family tree, the roots, the rhizome), Begag 

shapes identity with references to the ocean, ships, and the Odyssey, thus reconfiguring 

identity as a never-ending journey. Individuals are not the result of a pre-determined 

essence or quality; on the contrary, they are the sum of all the experiences in their lives, 

shifting from one point of anchor to the next, influenced by the ideologies that underlie 

society. Begag's novel suggests that fixedness, be it through blind attachment to cultural 

beliefs or to one's “homeland,” will only result in failure (cf. Marwan or the dream of 

returning to Algeria for his father). In order to survive and thrive, Begag's characters 

must be ready to adapt to the winds of change, rather than hold on to an idealized myth of 

an immutable or authentic self rooted in community, culture, or the nation.  

 Consequently, in Le marteau pique-coeur, Begag reinvents the archetype of the 

epic journey to re-configure identity and circumvent the pitfalls of cultural and 

geographical myths linked to idealized “homelands.” Our families, culture(s), religion, 
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nation(s), etc., are simply shifting points of anchor that temporarily define us. The 

individual navigates constantly between these anchors, but is not moored to any one in 

particular. Begag's nautical imagery serves to define identity as ever-evolving, and 

always in process, a state dependent on both the individual's past and present will, and the 

currents (that is to say, chance) that carry him along. It is an in-between that is not en 

creux57 as the individual always finds new spaces to claim as “home.” Identity is thus 

cumulative rather than static in that we are the sum of all the myriad forces and 

experiences that family, geography, and culture continually impose on us. And, 

paradoxically, it is as a derivative of this state of  motion that the ability to self-define, 

however imperfectly, comes to be. From the wavering, unsteady, unfixed movement of 

the waters (metaphorically and metaphysically), is birthed an ideology of motion as 

identity, in which eternal uprootedness assumes newfound significance and a sense of 

security. Begag’s protagonists must adapt to the drift of life, its ever-mobile 

immutability, which is, in and by all its irony, the only means by which they bestride a 

proximate discernment 

of self. 

                                                        
57 Translation: negative / hollow / neither this, nor that. 
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Chapter 4 

 

Can Culture Survive Subjectivity?  

Eliette Abécassis's Sépharade (2009) 

 

Introduction 
 

 In this last chapter, we turn to Sépharade (2009), a novel by Éliette Abécassis that 

addresses the conflicts between cultural particularisms and French Republican identity as 

seen through the eyes of a Jewish Alsatian French woman, Esther Vital. In the novel, 

Esther who, not coincidentally has a Master's degree in philosophy,1 will confront her 

family's attempts to control her life: she does so by choosing a husband who is at once 

within her culturo-religious group, but outside of it because he rejects the traditional 

Jewish family model. On the first page of the novel, the narrator unveils the primordial 

lesson that Esther will struggle to learn through a long journey through time and space, 

and to the point of near self-destruction. “Nous avons tous des identités multiples2” (11). 

Similar to what we saw in chapter 3's analysis of Begag, for Abécassis, these multiple 

identities are the effect of a conjunction of one's origins, one's place of residence, the pull 

of the competing narratives that make up the society in which one lives, and the 

                                                        
1 Although Sépharade is not a biography, Abécassis has said in interviews that “c'est un univers 

romanesque, mais effectivement l'héroïne qui est une jeune femme née en France qui est dans une 

quête de ses origines, de son identité, est un peu le reflet de ce que j'ai vécu ces dernières années” 

(Albin Michel Vidéos) [it is a fictional universe, but it is true, the heroin, who is a young woman born 

in France in a quest for her origins, for her identity, reflects a little what I have experienced these past 

years]. Indeed, like her protagonist, Abécassis was born in Alsace of Moroccan Jewish Sephardi 

parents, and she was a professor of philosophy at the Université de Caen before becoming a full-time 

author. Her father, Armand Abécassis is a well-known philosopher of Judaism, which also explains her 

interest in narrating Judaism in France. Abécassis's career is diverse, she writes novels, youth literature, 

lyrics for songs, and has participated in developing film scripts. 

 

2 Translation: we all have multiple identities. 
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competing desires of those who surround the individual: “nous jouons des rôles qui 

changent en fonction de la situation et de l'interlocuteur, du lieu et du moment: nous 

existons, multiples à nous-mêmes, ignorant l'origine de ces identités qui surgissent 

malgré nous3” (11). Like Begag, Abécassis's representation of cultural identity is 

reminiscent of Butler's (1990) theory of performativity in that she depicts identity not as 

deriving from a unique and essential quality, but as a series of roles individuals play, or 

attempt to play, in different settings. Abécassis differs from Begag however, because she 

shows how gender influences the individual's construction of self, which she represents 

here through the “burden” of guaranteeing the survival of her family (and the Jewish 

people by extension) by marrying the “right” person. Furthermore, as we will see in this 

chapter, these multiple roles, or multiple identities are sometimes contrary to one another, 

causing the protagonist of Sépharade to suffer because she is unable to separate them, 

and as the citation mentioned above suggests, because she does not know from where 

they stem, and therefore does not know how to “network” them, a concept that I will 

explore later in this chapter. In other words, because Esther does not yet understand that 

everybody has multiple identities, and that they do not need to choose one over the other, 

she suffers from a multiplicity that, as postcolonial writers have suggested, should 

liberate, rather than imprison her.  

 Sépharade's main protagonist suffers from her multiple identities in a France that 

                                                        
3 Translation :  We play certain roles that change depending on the situation and the person we are with, 

depending on the place and time: we exist, through multiple copies of our selves, unaware of the 

origins of these identities that emerge despite ourselves. 
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does not, as we have seen, recognize cultural particularisms.4 In the hope of finding the 

cause of her perceived otherness, of that which makes her feel like she does not belong 

anywhere, Esther will seek to discover the elements of her plural identity. Like Begag's 

Le Marteau pique-coeur , in Sépharade, Abécassis departs from both vertical 

representations of identity such as “the root” or “the family tree” and horizontal imagery 

such as the rhizome (Deleuze & Guattari 1972, Glissant 1990), using instead a secret-

ridden family matrix to portray what I will call a networked identity, thus providing a 

more dynamic metaphor that takes into account the forces that pull Esther from multiple 

directions simultaneously.  

 Furthermore, Abécassis's work suggests that women have an ambiguous role to 

play in the survival of the group(s) (may it be cultural, religious, or even national) to 

which they belong. Sépharade highlights that women's sexuality is often controlled to 

guarantee the survival of the group, thus preventing women from reaching subjectivity 

and free agency. Ironically, this denial of subjectivity in the service of survival will lead 

Esther to self-destructive acts. To break the destructive cycle, Esther will have to learn to 

assert her individuality by accepting her multiple selves, and fighting against others' 

attempts to deny her own agency in identity construction. By “networking” her identity, 

Esther will liberate herself from an either/or definition of self. Where Begag identifies 

navigating the waters of Relation as the key to negotiating his multiple identities, 

Abécassis shows that performance will allow her protagonist to express all her identities 

                                                        
4 As discussed in the previous chapters, contemporary French Republicanism relies on a definition of 

equality which imposes sameness and effaces cultural and regional differences. France's interpretation 

of equality will be further developed in this chapter. 
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without costing her her sanity, her family, or her place in the national and cultural 

communities to which she belongs. 

 

Mosaics and networks: on multiple identities 
 

 Esther Vital is a thirty-three year old French-Alsatian woman. She is also an 

unmarried Sephardi Jew whose family migrated from Morocco after the creation of the 

State of Israel because of the increasingly unstable status of Judaism in post-

independence Islamized North-Africa. She is engaged to marry Charles Tolédano, a 

young French-born Sephardi Jew whose family, while also Sephardi, comes from a rival 

city to that of Esther's ancestors. In the incipit of the novel, Esther is first described as 

follows: “Esther Vital était la fille de Moïse Vital, et la petite-fille de Saadia Vital, de 

Fès. Néanmoins Esther Vital était française. C'est la première chose à dire, puisqu'elle 

était née en France et que, de la France, elle avait la langue et la façon d'être. Et aussi la 

façon de penser5” (21). This first glimpse of Esther reveals the tension, and perhaps 

contradiction, that lies in defining her identity, mirroring the paradoxical 

conceptualization of identity in contemporary France discussed throughout this 

dissertation. On the one hand, we are told that the first thing to mention is her 

Frenchness, but on the other hand, that is not what is, indeed, written first on the page. On 

the contrary, she is first identified as the daughter and grand-daughter of two men from a 

city in Morocco, linking her identity to that of a foreign nation, and to a patriarchal 

                                                        
5 Translation : Esther Vital was the daughter of Moïse Vital, and the grand-daughter of Saadia Vital, 

from Fès. However, Esther Vital was French. That was the first thing to mention, since she was born in 

France and that, from France, she had inherited the language and the way of being. And the way of 

thinking too. 
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lineage. 

 At that point, no mention has yet been made of her Jewish identity, which only 

comes in the third paragraph, after a brief description of her Alsatian traits: “Née à 

Strasbourg, elle était alsacienne. De l'Alsace, elle tenait sa ponctualité, sa franchise, sa 

langue acérée, sa froideur distante, son sens de l'amitié, une certaine sagesse et une 

certaine méfiance qui forgeaient les caractères pondérés de cette région frontalière6” (22). 

In the third paragraph, then, we learn that she was also “juive marocaine par ses parents. 

Esther avait la larme et le rire faciles, le sens du psychodrame, la sensibilité exacerbée, la 

gentillesse et la méchanceté, l'idéalisme et le désespoir7” (22). In just one page, Esther's 

personality and identity are linked to her parents' religion, her family's native land, her 

nationality and the region in which she was born. This accumulation of Esther’s identity 

traits suggests that each “origin” can bring complimentary qualities that are not 

necessarily in contradiction. Abécassis’s characterization of Esther is reminiscent of a 

mosaic in which each little piece has its own role to play, but is also different from each 

other piece, and together, they form a cohesive entity. It is therefore quite clear from the 

start that a one-dimensional interpretation will not suit Esther's identity, and that having 

multiple identities does not ineluctably imply conflict. 

 As discussed in the previous chapters, novelists and theorists, postcolonial and 

otherwise, have made multiple attempts to find a fitting metaphor to represent the nature 

                                                        
6 Translation: Born in Strasbourg, she was Alsatian. From Alsace, she had the punctuality, frankness, 

swift tongue, reserve, and sense of friendship, a certain wisdom and skepticism that forged the level-

headed characters of this borderland. 

 

7 Translation:  Moroccan Jewish through her parents. Esther laughed and cried easily, she was dramatic, 

extremely sensitive, nice and mean, hopeful and desperate. 
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of identity. Traditionally, identity is defined through origins, in the image of the family 

tree, or by alluding to one's roots. Following this common belief, Esther first seeks to 

understand her identity by pursuing her family's history (ie. finding her “roots”). She 

travels to Morocco to reconnect with something she feels she has lost because she was 

born and raised in France. In Morocco, however, she discovers that identity is much more 

complex than she had once believed. Indeed, she finds that she was perhaps looking 

down the wrong “root” by seeking answers in her Arabic past: “tous les mystères d'Esther 

s'éclairaient. D'où venaient cette peau si claire, et ces yeux bridés, ce teint presque jaune 

et cette vénérable langueur? Elle se croyait française alsacienne, juive, marocaine, mais 

elle était berbère8” (391). The revelation of her Berber ancestry highlights both the appeal 

and the limits of looking to one's roots to know oneself: while Esther discovers that her 

identity is perhaps richer than she had imagined, this new information also somewhat 

invalidates the root as purveyor of a stable identity since the further one goes down the 

root, the farther one comes from one's present identity. Furthermore, during her stay in 

Morocco, Esther discovers from her guide that if the Berbers have slanted eyes (as she 

does), it is because they descend from the Arabian merchants who brought camels to 

Morocco, and are often called Phoenicians. Because they fail to provide the clear, simple 

answer she desires, in this particular instance, Esther's origins cause her self to become 

all the more fragmented: the more Esther plunges into the depths of her family's ancestry, 

the more diverse and plural her identity becomes, failing to provide a simple answer to 

                                                        
8 Translation:  All of Esther's mysteries were becoming clear. Where did this skin so pale, these slanted 

eyes, this yellowish tone and this venerable languor come from? She thought she was French-Alsatian, 

Jewish, Moroccan, but she was Berber. 
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her complex identity crisis.  

 While Abécassis does not completely reject the root metaphor for representing 

identity, her novel illustrates that it is not sufficient to fully understand the complex, 

“networked” nature of identity construction. Here, I am borrowing Rebecca Dingo's 

metaphor of the network: in Networking Arguments (2012), Dingo argues that “women 

(and discourses about women) must be recognized as part of a network of relationships 

that affect how women's identities are represented in various situations” (17), and, as I 

suggest in this chapter, how women construct their own identity. I rely on the network as 

a metaphor for identity because the image of a networked identity takes into 

consideration the competing ideologies of any society (the discourses “about” women to 

which Dingo refers) and the individual's effort to please, or resist, all these external pulls. 

As argued in the last chapter, the rhizome, if less totalitarian than the root, still represents 

identity as bound to the ground, an identity that can only expand horizontally from the 

planted plant outward, whereas a network involves a multitude of nodes linked to one 

another and to the individual, with each node exerting an influence, and the individual 

either accepting or resisting these external forces. Furthermore, while the rhizome may be 

transplanted and thrive, it cannot go back and forth between several points of reference, 

and it cannot account for agency or choice. Therefore, the rhizome does not offer a 

metaphorical representation as dynamic as the network. The network is more closely 

related to Begag's and other postcolonial writers’ nautical metaphors, but it does not carry 

the historical connotations associated with the Mediterranean or the New World (slave 

trade, crusades, etc.). Furthermore, the prevalence of networks in our lives (social 
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networks, computer networks, professional networks) may make this metaphor more 

appropriate for analyzing characters who do not travel, because contact can be 

experienced “at home.” Finally, because a network can be just a concept (things that are 

not physically linked to one another, as in a social network), the metaphor of networking 

identity fits with the idea that identity is the sum of many influences, such as ideologies 

or other people's desires (as opposed to racist ideology that looks for authenticity in 

biology for example). 

 Moreover, Dingo argues that, in the context of gender mainstreaming,9 “women's 

actual needs and voices disappear” (65) from the very discourses aimed at defining them. 

Although Dingo's argument pertains to oppressed non-Western women, as we will see, 

Esther's identity is subjected to both gender and cultural mainstreaming as she is 

constantly forced to choose between French universalism vs. cultural particularisms (as 

we shall now see), and French womanhood vs. Sephardi womanhood (the subject of the 

next part of this chapter). Esther's desperate attempts to construct her identity by 

conforming to the will of others will lead her to deny her own needs, to silence her voice, 

                                                        
9 Gender mainstreaming implies assigning certain roles and tasks to each gender – such as raising 

children for women, and working outside the home for men – with the intention of improving the 

condition of both men and women. Dingo argues that “the identity category of 'woman' is entangled 

within a variety of powerful linkages. Thus, in order to understand women's oppression, feminist 

rhetoricians must consider not only a woman's local circumstances but also how vectors of power – 

supranational policies, colonial history, global economic structures, and even our practices here in the 

West – shape women's lives in disparate places” (144). While Sépharade does not reflect upon the 

imposition of Western structures onto women “in disparate places,” but upon the imposition of these 

same Western structures onto women in the West, Dingo's observations regarding the entanglement of 

women within a larger set of discourses is highly relevant to my analysis of Abécassis's novel, and of 

Esther's character in particular, because it provides a frame through which we can evaluate Esther's 

position. Esther feels oppressed by several “vectors of power” such as the patriarchal Jewish system, 

her duties towards her parents, but also French Republicanism, universalism, and feminism. Both 

France and Sephardi Judaism are attempting to mainstream Esther's gender role, which as we have 

seen, is causing her self to become fragmented rather than giving her a stable identity. 
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effectively removing herself from her own identity network.  

 As is the case with all the protagonists studied in this dissertation, Esther's 

identity crisis is heightened by the fact that cultural particularities are thought to threaten 

the unity of France, or, in other words, they are believed to form smaller competing 

nations within.10 As mentioned in the incipit of the novel, Esther has inherited “sa façon 

de penser” (21) [her way of thinking] from France, and as such, she feels that 

Elle n'était pas la fille d'immigrés juifs marocains, elle était française à 

part entière, elle ne se sentait ni alsacienne ni strasbourgeoise, elle se 

voulait universelle, loin de tout particularisme, de tout ce qui la rendait 

différente, de tous les points saillants de sa personnalité.11 (43) 

 

Esther consciously fights the urge to exhibit her particularisms because of the strong 

influence of French Republicanism. Like Azouz in Le Marteau pique-coeur, although she 

suffers from the totalizing influence of Republicanism (which urges her to reject her 

particularisms), Esther is initially unable to conceptualize an identity outside of this 

framework. Abécassis, a philosopher by training, comments directly on humanism's 

limitations, and pushes the irony of Esther's “Republican” identity crisis to an extreme by 

making her protagonist an expert on Montaigne, the subject of her maîtrise's dissertation.  

Par Montaigne, grâce à l'humanisme, Esther pouvait trouver une réponse à 

sa question identitaire; le point de départ était l'homme, et le point 

d'aboutissement, l'homme. L'homme universel qui réunissait tous les 

hommes, quels que soient les peuples et les religions auxquels ils 

appartenaient. (…) Et pourtant... Dans la vie d'Esther Vital, tout était 

particularisme et communautarisme.12 (44) 

                                                        
10 See again Bowen 2007, Silverstein 2008, Swamy 2011, Vitali 2011 and Rudanko 2012. 

 

11 Translation: She was not the daughter of Moroccan immigrants, she was integrally French, she did not 

feel either Alsatian nor Strasbourgoise, she wanted to be universal, far from any particularism, from 

anything that made her different, from any protruding part of her personality. 

 

12 Translation: Through Montaigne, through humanism, Esther could find an answer to her identity 

question; the point of reference was man, as was the goal, man. The universal man who brought all 
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Montaigne (1580) is famous for having argued that there exists a human nature common 

to all men, and that “chaque homme porte la forme entière de l'humaine condition,13” 

thus suggesting the existence of a universal human condition upon which French 

universalism is based. Furthermore, in the twenty-third chapter of the first tome of his 

Essais (1580), Montaigne writes that human beings are enslaved by cultural customs, to 

the point that such particularisms numb our senses. Esther's admiration for Montaigne 

therefore partly explains her rejection of the customs of her family which, if they do not 

“numb” her senses, she finds stifling and constricting to the development of her 

individual (universal) self. Like the protagonists of Révolutions, L'Art français de la 

guerre and Le Marteau pique-coeur, Esther suffers from these two competing models of 

identity formation (universalism vs. cultural particularism). On the one hand French 

humanism dictates that she will only “fit in” by merging, or unifying, completely with the 

universal qualities of the nation (the right to freedom, safety, property, equality); but on 

the other hand, her family's traditions strongly resist this call to level all particularisms, 

seeing the latter as a threat to cultural survival. As a result, Esther resents her family's 

traditions because she perceives them as an obstacle to the promise of full subjecthood 

offered by Republicanism. On the contrary, in her community, “il n'y avait pas de place 

pour l'individu, pas de place pour ses désirs propres, qui devaient s'identifier soit à ceux 

                                                        
men together, whatever the nations and the religions to which they belonged. (…) And yet... In Esther 

Vital's life, everything was particularism and communitarianism. 

 

13 Translation: each man carries the entire form of the human condition 
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de la religion, soit à ceux de la communauté, soit à ceux de sa famille14” (45). 

Intellectually French, Esther condemns the communitarianism she associates with 

religious and cultural traditions. However, because she is, in her everyday life, 

surrounded by both models (and has internalized both), Esther is unable to fully adhere to 

the humanism to which she claims to subscribe. As I will discuss later in this chapter, the 

perceived incompatibility of these internalized traditional vs. Republican models of 

identity will lead Esther to self-destruction. 

 Instead of simply ignoring her particularities (or keeping them private), as 

demanded by Republicanism, Esther has grown to hate them, or at the very least, to 

consider them as shameful. Esther's very name (perceived as “foreign” in a 

predominantly Catholic nation) is, for instance, the source of much anguish during her 

formative years. In her public school, “elle avait appris très jeune à considérer sa 

différence comme un handicap15” (29). On the other hand however, Esther is as 

conflicted by what she feels is her duty to her parents, a duty she believes to be at the 

core of her Sephardi identity, as she is by her “foreign origins” in a France that rejects 

cultural particularities. As Aliza Krieger explains in an article dedicated to help therapists 

understand the role of Judaism in family relationships, in Judaism, children have 

“obligations to their parents; they are commanded to honor them with both respect and 

fear” (157). Following this cultural conviction to obey and respect, Esther believes that 

“elle avait été conçue pour plaire et faire plaisir à ses parents et aux siens, tout comme 

                                                        
14 Translation: There was no room for the individual, no room for her own desires, which had to either 

match those of her religion, her community, or her family. 

 

15 Translation: she had learned to consider her difference like a handicap at a very young age. 
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eux étaient nés pour faire plaisir à leurs parents et aux leurs, et ce don de soi à sa famille 

impliquait le sacrifice de soi et de sa vie16” (32).  Judaism and family tradition therefore 

compel Esther to fulfill a very specific role, that of the submissive daughter, while French 

republicanism urges her to ignore, at least officially in public spaces, her particularities, 

causing a schizophrenic rift in her personality. To overcome the duality of her French-

Sephardi identity, Esther must abandon this either/or vision of selfhood.  

Abécassis represents Esther overcoming her conflicted selfhood by “networking” 

her identity, which implies performing her multiple identities according to the various 

nodes of her identity system, favoring certain connections at some times, and others at 

different moments in her life. In such a way, Esther can be a “good Jewish daughter” with 

her mother when they are together, and then throw out all the food her mother brings as 

soon as she leaves her apartment. Because these points of reference are not only diverse, 

but often contradictory, they will at first cause Esther to attempt to repress parts of her 

personality in order to please others, before learning that it is her self that she must please 

first. I argue that “networking” permits the co-existence of Esther’s multiple identities 

without their clashing with one another (although, as we will see, this is only possible 

once she no longer rejects her multiple identities, but, like the pieces of a mosaic, finds a 

space for each of them). Each identity can be performed in its own context, and in 

response to its own needs. 

 

                                                        
16 Translation: she had been conceived to please and make her parents and her family happy, just as they 

were born to please their parents and their family, and this gift of one's self to one's family implied the 

complete sacrificing of one's life. 
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Networking identity: identity formation as a long and tenuous process 

 Let us consider Esther's “network,” or the multiple points of reference that make 

up her identity. Culturally, Esther has at least four points of reference, Morocco, Sephardi 

Judaism, France and Alsace, but to these identity nodes, she also must add the demands 

of each of her family members, her mother, father, sister, and grand-mother, who all have 

different beliefs as to what her identity should be, and how she should live her life.17 

Esther is caught in a constant struggle to please, identify with, and conform to the 

requirements of each and every one of the nodes in her network, often effacing herself in 

the process. Finally, unable to attain cut the metaphorical umbilical cord on her own, 

Esther seeks to distance herself from her family by finding another person to guide her 

through her much anticipated liberation. After spending most of her life obeying her 

parents' wishes, she sees love as the answer to all her prayers, or more exactly, she 

believes that she will gain freedom by finding the right man; a man who will not be part 

of the family circle, who will not be bound by Sephardi rituals, and who will help her re-

center her life on her own self.  

Esther consequently dates a series of young men whose roles are narratively 

twofold. These young men first allow Abécassis to “decline” (see Rosello and chapter 3) 

the various attitudes people have toward Judaism (both from the point of view of Jewish 

and non-Jewish men) through chapters with archetypical titles such as “the goy” or the 

“Ashkenazi.” Secondly, these men operate as a soundboard to Esther’s own developing 

identity, helping refine her own beliefs about the nature of (her) identity, and what it 

                                                        
17 I will return to her family's control of her identity in the section titled “the role of women in group 

preservation” 
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means to be a French Alsatian Sephardi woman in the twenty-first century. Esther's need 

to mediate her identity relates to what Lacan has described in his famous essay “Le Stade 

du mirroir.” For Lacan, (as for Esther in the novel) the individual can only know itself 

through the mirror of the Other's eyes. Constructing the self is a constant mediation 

between our own sense of ourselves and the image of our self that others reflect back to 

us. Lacan warned about the estranging effects of this mediation (which, for Lacan, is 

inevitable), and in Esther's case, her identity crisis partially stems from the fragmenting 

effect of this dialectic because the images reflected back to her are too much in conflict 

with one another, and with her own desire to feel whole, undivided. Because Esther is 

still incapable of accepting the multiplicity of her identity, such mediation will cause her 

to reject each person that increases, instead of healing, her sense of fragmentation and 

schizophrenia. 

 Let us take two of these relationships into close consideration. A few years prior 

to the main events told in the novel, and in an attempt to satisfy her parents' desire for a 

Jewish son-in-law, while simultaneously attempting to free herself from their influence, 

Esther has a relationship with an Ashkenazi New-Yorker she meets on a trip to the 

United States. Although she is not attracted to him physically, her interest is peaked when 

the American starts to talk about his mother with a nonchalance she did not think was 

possible from the child of Jewish parents.  

Il lui dit qu'il détestait [sa mère]. Il lui confia qu'elle était très dure, qu'il ne 

s'entendait pas du tout avec elle. Esther avait conscience que cette 

confidence était un moment important dans leur relation. (…) Elle trouvait 

cela inouï. Elle n'avait jamais entendu quelqu'un dire qu'il détestait sa 

mère ou son père. Chez les sépharades, on ne dit pas ça. On ne s'autorise 
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même pas à le penser.18 (277) 

 

The Ashkenazi's confession is not only an important moment in their relationship, as 

Esther noted, it is also important for her negotiation of what it means to be Jewish. First, 

Esther learns that the subordinate relationship she has had with her parents might not 

have been religious as much as ethnico-cultural, and is therefore not as irremediable as 

she had once believed because obedience is not an essential quality of Judaism, but a 

cultural custom.19 Secondly, Esther realizes for the first time that the experience of 

Judaism varies greatly from group to group. Indeed, this young man's Russian Ashkenazi 

family was marked by a very different history than her own Moroccan Sephardi family. 

Although both families had to endure exile and loss, the magnitude of the Ashkenazim's 

hardships, epitomized by the Shoah, brought Esther to exert a certain relativism regarding 

her own life and religion. While her family had to wander from Spain to Morocco, and 

then to France, they have not experienced the mechanized and dehumanizing 

extermination to which the Ashkenazim were confronted during the Second World War. 

Esther, who once believed that the experience of Judaism was universal, now perceives 

that there are multiple Judaisms, just as she has multiple identities, a realization that 

slowly replaces her belief in universalism with cultural multiplicity. 

                                                        
18 Translation: He told her that he hated his mother. He confessed that his mother was very tough, and 

that he did not get along with her at all. Esther knew that this confidence was an important moment in 

their relationship. (…) She found it unbelievable. She had never heard anyone say that he hated his 

mother or father. Among the Sephardim, people never said such things. People do not even dare to 

think like that.  

 

19 This revelation implies that Esther can still be Jewish and disobey her parents, which also fits within 

Montaigne's argument regarding universalism and customs. Esther still believes that there are some 

universal qualities that all Jews share, but she now conceives obedience to one's parents as a 

“numbing” custom, rather than a universal quality. 
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 Although the relationship with this young foreigner (who, it should be mentioned, 

is left unnamed in the novel) is a necessary step for Esther to take some distance from her 

family and their traditions – and to fully realize that Judaism is much more complex than 

she had once thought – this episode quickly takes a turn for the worse. While Esther had 

hoped to free herself from the oppressive Sephardi world, her time spent with this man 

only leads to self-doubt and depression as their relationship degrades and becomes more 

violent each day. The cultural gap that separates them (which she had hoped would save 

her by providing a new space in which to re-invent herself, far from Sephardi 

domination) is simply too wide. Esther's experience with the Ashkenazi man is merely 

the first step in her journey toward self-discovery, and as we will soon see, her failed 

relationship with this man is the result of Esther's own unresolved inner-quest for her self. 

Esther will not be able to love others until she has learned to love herself – which at this 

point in the narrative, has not occurred yet. 

 To contrast with the suggested impossibility of an alliance between two opposite 

Jewish groups (the Ashkenazim and the Sephardim), Abécassis introduces a second 

relationship in the following chapter. This episode, which stages Esther's encounter of yet 

another archetype, “the goy20” (a non-Jewish man), allows Esther to experience the 

secular life that she envies in her non-Jewish friends, and it presents an alternative 

outcome to the issue of difference mentioned above. The “goy” represents an idealized 

French Republicanism in that he is very respectful of her religious traditions, and does 

not wish to impose his views of secularism upon her. “Il mangeait cacher lorsqu'il était 

                                                        
20 Since this is how the narrator and Esther both call this man, I will use the same term to refer to him. 
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avec elle21” and “par politesse, n'aurait jamais mangé de porc ni gobé d'huîtres encore 

vivantes devant elle22” (288), which vividly contrasts with the behavior of her Ashkenazi 

ex-boyfriend. Nevertheless, Esther quickly discovers that what she had hoped to 

accomplish through this relationship is as impossible as it was with the Ashkenazi 

because even though “the goy” is considerate, he only understands intellectually, but not 

sentimentally, the suffering of the Jewish people. Esther comes to associate this 

predisposition to understand, but not to “feel” what it means to be Jewish, with a form of 

antisemitism. Esther considers “the goy” antisemitic because he questions some of the 

principles she finds inherent to Judaism, such as the right to have a land of their own. 

When “the goy” intellectually debates the guilt of Israel in the Israelo-Palestinian conflict 

for example, Esther hears “ses ancêtres expulsés [qui] criaient en elle l'abomination d'une 

telle alliance23” (323). Abécassis ultimately uses “the goy” to symbolize French 

Republicanism as a failed promise which works in theory, but not in practice: “the goy” 

may be respectful of the beliefs of the Other, but he nonetheless cannot help but view 

their practices through the lenses of humanism, universalism and Cartesian reason, and 

therefore (perhaps unconsciously) condemns them as particularisms.  

As Abécassis shows, multiple failed relationships may cause the subject (here, 

Esther) to suffer, but, in a lacanian fashion, they also help mediate the construction of the 

self. As I will argue in the next part of this chapter, the issue with Esther, according to 

                                                        
21 Translation: He ate kosher when he was with her 

 

22 Translation: out of decorum, he would have never eaten pork or swallowed live oysters in front of her 

 

23 Translation: her exiled ancestors screaming within her the abomination of such an alliance. 
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Abécassis, and, is that she is too influenced by the desires of other, and by the images that 

others have of her. Because her identity network is constituted of so many contradictory 

models and beliefs imposed by the outside world, and because she is at that point still 

unable to put herself first, Esther continues to wander from identity to identity without 

finding satisfaction. 

 In search of a new identity model after having abandoned her mother, the 

Ashkenazi man and “the goy,” in the narrative present, Esther finds two new individuals 

after whom to shape her identity. Esther's heart now swings between two Moroccan 

Sephardi men, Charles Tolédano (her fiance) and Noam Buzalgo (an old family friend). 

They are both the sons of family friends, and they both represent salvation in Esther's 

eyes, but for different reasons. Although born in the same Strasbourgeois Sephardi 

community as Esther, Charles is her opposite in many ways. As teenagers already, 

Charles was “décontracté, sympathique, chaleureux, bien dans sa peau. En toute 

circonstance, il était à l'aise24” (36) while Esther “était empêtrée dans une adolescence 

rendue ingrate par les tenues que sa mère lui faisait porter, des robes-sacs, des serre-tête, 

et aussi des appareils dentaires25” (36) As an adult, Esther sees Charles as “affranchi du 

joug familial26” (57) because he always thinks of himself before others, particularly 

before his family's needs and desires. Esther envies Charles because she believes that he 

lives a life of his own making, like a fascinating “mutant sépharade. Un être nouveau, 

                                                        
24 Translation: laid back, fun, warm, and confident. He was at ease in any circumstance 

 

25 Translation: was stuck in an adolescence made coarse by the outfits her mother forced her to wear, 

shapeless dresses, head-bands, and braces too. 

 

26 Translation: emancipated from the family yoke 
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spontané, né de sa propre volonté, un démiurge27” (58). As the popular saying goes, 

“opposites attract,” but in Esther’s case, Charles’s potential as a liberator is his most 

attractive quality because he appears to be everything she is not, and more importantly, 

everything she desires. 

Unfortunately, or perhaps predictably, Esther's family dislikes the young man 

because his family originates from a rival city in Morocco. The Vitals are opposed to 

their union, and their distrust for Charles culminates the night before the wedding, when 

the family heirloom, the “secret” of the Sephardim, is stolen. Charles's refusal to be body-

searched by Esther's father raises her suspicions as to their compatibility (did he steal the 

secret, and why?), and while she chose him precisely because he did not care about 

traditions as dearly as her family, once put into action, his rejection of traditional values 

shatters the fragile illusion of their happiness. 

 The theft of the above-mentioned “secret” sets off a chain reaction that will lead 

to Esther’s mental breakdown. Furthermore, because she believes that this event proves 

that she will never have control over her own life, Esther gives up on her dreams of 

emancipation for a while. Feeling helpless and powerless, Esther fears that the evil eye 

has cursed her union (200), and she suspects Charles of having stolen the family heirloom 

that her father was about to bestow upon him that very night. Furthermore, as doubt is 

slowly taking her over, she worries that “en Charles, elle ne retrouvait pas l'héritage 

sépharade. Après tout, ses parents avaient raison. Elle ne serait pas heureuse avec 

                                                        
27 Translation: Sephardi mutant. A new being, spontaneous, born out of his own will, a demiurge. 
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quelqu'un d'aussi égoïste28” (371). Charles's perceived betrayal shatters Esther's sense of 

self because since the beginning of their relationship, she had constructed herself through 

and for him only (he had slowly replaced her parents as the model for her identity). “Plus 

elle le connaissait, plus il la connaissait, plus elle se connaissait elle-même29” (265). His 

betrayal therefore doubly hurts Esther because she loses both the man she loves, and the 

perceived mirror through which she could “see” and “know” her identity. The destructive 

effect of Charles's betrayal exemplifies what Lacan has called the “forme 

concentrationnaire du lien social30” (454), which underscores the risks of our necessary 

reliance on the Other to construct oneself (leading to pathologies such as psychosis or 

schizophrenia for example). Because she lived exclusively through the mirror of his eyes, 

now that the mirror is shattered, Esther no longer knows who she is. Social mediation 

was her only strategy, and now that it has failed her, Esther is as lost as she ever was. 

 Because Esther is pulled from so many antagonistic positions (her mother's 

wishes, Charles's, tradition, etc.), her own agency begins to disappear altogether. In the 

wake of Charles's betrayal, Esther is left to reconsider her life choices, and wonders 

“quelle était la part de ce qu'elle souhaitait vraiment et de ce que les autres projetaient sur 

                                                        
28 Translation: in Charles, she did not find the Sephardi heritage. After all, her parents were right. She 

would not be happy with someone so selfish. 

 

29 Translation: The more she knew him, the more he knew her, the more she knew herself. 

 

30 The direct translation of this term is “concentrational form of social links” where the adjective 

concentrationnaire refers to something meant for the detention and destruction of the individual, such 

as was the case in the concentration camps of the Second World War. Lacan is implying that although 

necessary to self-identification, social relations also have a destructive effect because they are 

alienating. 
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elle?31” (371). Esther no longer knows what she wants and what has been imposed onto 

her by others. As mentioned earlier, feminists such as Dingo have suggested that 

women's  needs and voices disappear from the discourses that attempt to define them. 

Charles's betrayal brings Esther to wonder whether she has chosen her life, or if others 

have always chosen for her, silencing her voice. As the last portion of this chapter will 

illustrate, Abécassis's protagonist will have to re-center her identity network on her self, 

making Esther the most important node of that network, to finally gain the agency and 

happiness she has been seeking all her life. 

 Esther's identity crisis is an effect of her attempts to fulfill the image that each 

person and tradition imposes on her. Because she is unable to exist for herself, the 

divergent demands and ideologies that form the nodes of her identity network 

(Republicanism vs communitarianism, her mother's vs Charles's desires, Jewish female 

submission vs French feminist ideology, etc.) push her to the margins of her own 

subjecthood. Furthermore, as I will now explain, Esther's body and sexuality are 

controlled to guarantee the survival of her “heritage,” thus preventing her from reaching 

subjectivity, which will in turn lead her to attempt to destroy the controlled object (her 

body) in an effort to free herself from the domination of others. 

 

Myths of womanhood and group preservation 
 

 Abécassis shows how, growing up, a certain image of femininity and womanhood 

has been transmitted to Esther through the religious texts chanted every Friday by her 

                                                        
31 Translation: how much of this did she truly want, and how much of it was the desires of others imposed 

upon her? 
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father.  

À l'entendre toutes les semaines, Esther subissait l'influence de cette 

femme qui tisse les tapis, entretient sa maison et s'occupe de son mari, 

n'ouvrant la bouche que pour émettre des paroles de sagesse. Dans son 

esprit, elle devait être cette femme d'intérieur.32 (48) 

 

While Esther tries to move away from this traditional model of womanhood, guilt 

prevents her from ever fully doing so. What Abécassis represents as Esther's cultural 

burden (being a homemaker) is particularly significant to Judaism because women play a 

very important role in this matrilineal system. One of Alsace's most renowned rabbis, the 

Great Rabbi Ernest Gugenheim,33 explains the role of women in Judaism in the following 

terms:  

Fondamentalement, il n'existe aucune infériorité de la femme. (…) Mais 

cela ne signifie pas que les hommes et les femmes ont des rôles 

équivalents: ils sont complémentaires. (…) Egale valeur certainement, 

mais direction différente; il ne faut pas se leurrer: la femme au foyer, pour 

nous, c'est primordial – et ce n'est pas du tout péjoratif quoiqu'on en pense 

actuellement. (…) La femme est la forteresse qui a maintenu le peuple juif 

à travers les siècles.34 (judaisme.sdv.fr).  

 

Because Judaism is transmitted from a mother to her children, mothers (and women in 

                                                        
32 Translation : Hearing it every week, Esther suffered the influence of this woman who weaves rugs, 

maintains her home and takes care of her husband, only opening her mouth to utter a few wise words. 

Deep down, Esther felt the need to be this homemaker. 

 

33 Although the Great Rabbi passed away in 1977, his interview on the condition of women in Judaism is 

still the only document of this kind on the website of Judaïsme d'Alsace et de Lorraine (Judaism of 

Alsace and Lorraine), http://judaisme.sdv.fr. There is another article about women in Judaism, but it is 

1) not written by a rabbi, and 2) takes a historical, rather than dogmatic approach. Furthermore, it is 

interesting to note that the Great Rabbi was in charge of issues relating to Jewish identity and marriage 

in the rabbinical tribunal of the Consistoire. See short biography at 

http://judaisme.sdv.fr/histoire/rabbins/gugenh/gugenhe.htm. 

 

34 Translation : Fundamentally, women are not inferior. (…) But this does not mean that men and women 

have equal roles: they are complimentary. (…) Certainly equal in value, but, let us not be fooled, in 

different directions: the homemaker, for us, is primordial – and it is not at all pejorative despite what 

many think nowadays. (…) Women have been the fortress that has maintained the Jewish people 

throughout the centuries. 

http://judaisme.sdv.fr/
http://judaisme.sdv.fr/histoire/rabbins/gugenh/gugenhe.htm
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general as they are to become mothers) have a central role in guaranteeing the survival of 

the group. Furthermore, the family unit acts as a microcosm of Judaism, so once again, 

women have a great responsibility in maintaining the family as it, in turn, maintains the 

community of faith. The Great Rabbi's belief that it is the woman's responsibility to 

ensure the survival of Judaism by taking care of the family unit is, however, not as 

“backward” or strictly “traditional” as one may think. Contemporary discourses about 

developing nations and aid, for example, associate a group's success to women's 

success.35 For Judaism specifically, because belonging to the community is passed on 

through one's mother, the pressure that Esther perceives is more than just that of a pushy 

family: it is that of the survival of her ancestors' religion, culture, and people. Esther's 

identity crisis should therefore not be simply analyzed in terms of the plurality of her 

identities, but within the context of social and cultural responsibility. The success of 

Esther's family, which symbolizes the survival of her religious-cultural group, depends on 

Esther's success, which in this case implies her fulfilling the feminine gender role 

prescribed by Judaism. 

 While post-1960s French gender models call on Esther to be independent and to 

make choices for herself, in order to maintain the sanctity of the community, Judaism 

requires that she follow a more traditional path. Indeed, conservative Judaism could 

interpret gender equality, or non-traditional roles for women, as a form of heresy. Magid 

                                                        
35 Dingo's analysis of public policies concerning gender mainstreaming and women's empowerment, for 

example, clearly demonstrates that the idea that a group's success depends on the “success” of women 

spreads throughout the neoliberal West as well. Dingo discusses, among other transnational policies, a 

World Bank's 1997 speech called “The Challenge of Inclusion” in which this institution makes women 

the key to any nation's economic success. Dingo shows how this type of discourse is too often 

accompanied by a rhetoric of personal responsibility that ignores macro-contexts, and renders women 

solely responsible for their family's success, or failure, as is the case with Esther and her parents. 
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Shaul (2004) explains that the survival of any group depends on its unchanging dogma 

because, “as identifying markers, [dogmas] best serve the community precisely by 

determining who is excluded. (…) Dogmas are intended to be exclusive, not inclusive” 

(194). In the case of Judaism specifically, dogmas “are meant to define not how a Jew 

should behave, but membership in the community of faith” (198). Egalitarianism is 

therefore heresy “because it involves taking steps outside the halakhah in order to fulfill 

it” (190). By controlling who their daughter marries, Esther's parents are attempting to 

police the borders of their exclusive cultural-religious group (albeit to assure its survival), 

and Esther’s efforts to resist their control are indeed seen by her family as a heresy 

capable of casting the evil eye, or even death, upon her loved ones.  

In the novel, this policing of the group's borders is symbolized by the “secret of 

the Sephardim,” a secret that can only be passed down from father to son, or in the 

absence of male descendants, from father to son-in-law on his daughter's wedding day. 

To convince her daughter not to marry Charles, Suzanne Vital often reminds Esther that 

the family secret will die because Charles is not worthy of it, and Esther will be the only 

one to blame (74), echoing once again the words of the Great Rabbi mentioned earlier, as 

well as the rhetoric of personal responsibility discussed by Dingo. Western and 

traditional gender roles both compel Esther into a submissive, or passive, stance, all the 

while casting the responsibility onto her in case of failure. Even if she is not fit to receive 

the secret, Esther will be responsible for the demise of her family were the secret to be 

lost to an unworthy (or no) son-in-law. In this light, it is easier to understand Esther's 

anxiety toward her marriage. How can she choose between her personal happiness and 
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the survival of her people? 

 Esther is profoundly angered by the fact that her father does not trust her with the 

secret of the Sephardim. Instead of feeling valued by her family, because she is a woman, 

the sexist tradition of passing the secret to one's son leads Esther to consider Sephardi 

women as inferior to men, and as a result, she seeks to break away from this subaltern 

position by rejecting the entire system that supports it:  

Non, elle ne serait pas l'épouse soumise et déférente. Elle vivrait pour elle 

et non pour les autres, elle penserait à son bonheur et non à celui des 

autres, elle deviendrait égoïste, vivrait sans règles, sans rituels et sans 

coutumes. Sans fêtes, sans chabbat. (…) Elle serait seule, enfin.36 (253) 

 

As the anaphora of the word “sans” suggests, even as Esther attempts to formulate her 

plan for emancipation, the only images she can invoke are through negation, or the 

suppression of what has structured her life thus far. This identity in negation culminates 

in the first two words of the next paragraph: “sans famille” (253), which could be 

translated literally as “with no family” or “family-less,” but has the meaning of “all 

alone.” The paragraph describing her emancipation therefore highlights the tension in 

seeking freedom and equality through the entire dismissal of family and cultural ties. On 

the one hand, the paragraph lists all the negative aspects to which she will no longer be 

subjected, and ends with the affirmation that she will be “free” (253), but on the other 

hand, the anaphora of the word “sans” [without] dampens this liberating speech with 

negativity. Furthermore, let us not forget that if marrying Charles means the death of the 

                                                        
36 Translation: No, she would not be the submissive spouse. She would live for herself and not for others, 

she would think about her own happiness and not that of others, she would become egotistical, live 

without rules, or rituals and customs. Without celebrations, without sabbath (…) She would be alone, 

at last. 
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family secret, and therefore of the family itself, her marriage is also a form of parenticide 

and a culturicide. Abécassis's nuanced prose suggests that Esther will have to find a 

balance in her life, and most importantly, she must not regret, or second-guess, the 

choices she makes if she is to have a chance at happiness. 

 It is important to note that Judaism is not the only cultural ideology that controls 

her body and sexuality. Western, and more particularly French physical / body norms are 

also leaving their mark on the young woman. 

Elle se voyait toujours trop grosse, trop grasse, trop importante. Son idéal 

de beauté était un corps diaphane, évanescent, adolescent. Par des régimes 

permanents, elle avait réussi à gommer les formes trop généreuses qui la 

chagrinaient et lui faisait honte. (…) Tout jouait contre elle et surtout la 

cuisine sépharade.37 (41) 

 

While French beauty standards compel Esther to desire a thin figure, the abundance that 

characterizes Sephardi cuisine makes that goal virtually unattainable. The two 

contradictory ideologies of beauty therefore lead Esther to constantly fight against her 

body rather than accept and cherish it. Her body becomes the location of a cultural war 

between East and West, between traditional and modern culture, between Frenchness and 

Otherness, thus causing a similar internal schism in her personality. 

 That the body is a location of culture (to borrow Homi Bhabha's famous phrase), 

controlled to safeguard the borders of the group, is further suggested in the novel by two 

rituals of a traditional Sephardi wedding celebration: the henna ceremony and the bridal 

gown. The henna ceremony is normally held the day before a wedding. Henna, we are 

                                                        
37 Translation: She always saw herself as too fat, too big, too imposing. Ideal beauty was, for her, a 

diaphanous, adolescent-like body. Through permanent diets, she had managed to erase the generous 

curves that made her unhappy and ashamed. (…) Everything played in her disfavor, especially 

Sephardi cooking. 
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told, “form[e] un rempart entre le corps qui en est enduit et les éléments extérieurs 

nuisibles que sont les démons, le mauvais œil ou la maladie38” (129). In the novel, 

Abécassis's narrator explains that the ritual is used in the Maghreb by both Muslim and 

Jewish women who believe that it symbolizes the erasure of one's old life as a new one is 

starting (75). Furthermore, we are told that this tegumentary writing signifies to other 

possible suitors that the young woman is no longer engaged, but already a married 

woman (129). In other words, henna shields the bride not only from bad spirits, but from 

other, undesirable men, mystically guarding her as she passes from one family unit to the 

next, and protecting her body from any contact with unsuitable men who could threaten 

the alliance, and therefore the lineage and the culture / group. The henna ceremony is an 

attempt to control the woman's body from the danger posed by/to a woman unanchored to 

a family (her birth family, or that of her spouse). The body is marked to make visible 

what is not, that is, to represent her belonging to a certain group, and her availability to 

participate in the reproduction (ie. survival) of that group by baring legitimate children 

who will one day also have children of their own, thus guaranteeing a future for all. The 

henna ceremony is crucial because, were her body violated, her offspring would not 

provide continuity for the group. 

 On her wedding day, a Sephardi bride's body is also covered by what is described 

as a heavy bridal gown passed down from mother to daughter. As Esther looks upon hers, 

the narrator reveals, through internal focalization, her rather negative opinion of this 

aspect of a Sephardi wedding ceremony:  

                                                        
38 Translation: acts as a barrier between the body that it covers and external nuisances such as demons, 

the evil eye or sickness. 
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Lourd tribut transmis de mère à fille pendant des générations, robe de 

velours empesée, qui les fait reines d'un soir, Lalla, qui veut dire 'madame, 

princesse', titre de noblesse: voici ta robe ma fille, ton fardeau d'être 

femme, de naître femme, de donner naissance, d'élever le fils de l'homme 

et de le chérir, de le faire homme, et puis d'être laissée, délaissée par ton 

homme, quittée par ton fils... Lalla, princesse d'un soir, rose trop vite 

fanée, profite de ta jeune beauté, car voici ta vie en cette robe qui pèse 

déjà sur tes épaules pour t'empêcher de te mouvoir, de t'envoler, t'évader, 

voici la robe qui toujours recouvrira ta nudité, protégée mais soumise.39 

(76) 

 

The dress, like a gold cage, hides a sad reality behind the illusion of beauty, and as with 

the secret of the Sephardim and the henna ceremony, its purpose is to control the young 

bride's mind and body by insuring her submission to tradition. By creating a deep desire 

in every young woman's heart to one day be that queen, this tradition, through the use of 

jewelry and beautiful clothes, ensures that women will not rebel against the patriarchal 

system or marry outside of their group, or more importantly, procreate outside of their 

group. The dress (like henna) is a cultural tool used to safeguard the group by 

maintaining young women within the group's borders. Because a group based on a matri-

linear system cannot survive without mothers, women are carefully guided through their 

transition from “girl” to “mother”  through the use of a cultural “defense system,” made 

of rituals such as those described above. 

 Sephardi wedding rites compel women to hide and protect their bodies and 

sexuality from undesirable eyes in order to preserve their community. To crystallize that 

                                                        
39 Translation: Heavy tribute given from mother to daughter for generations, starched velvet gown that 

makes them into queens for one night, Lalla, which means 'Madam, princess', title of nobility: here is 

your dress my daughter, your burden for being a woman, for having been born a woman, for giving 

birth, for raising the son of a man and for cherishing him, for turning him into a man, and then to be 

abandoned, neglected by your man, left by your son... Lalla, princess for a night, rose wilted too fast, 

enjoy your youthful beauty, because it is already your life, in this dress, that weighs heavy on your 

shoulders and prevents you from moving, from flying away, from escaping, here is the dress that will 

always cover your nudity, protected but submissive. 
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belief, Esther's family has taught her about two iconic female Jewish figures, Esther, the 

main protagonist's namesake, and Solicia, the namesake of Esther's grandmother, Sol. I 

will quote Solicia's story at length because it illustrates the multiple ways in which a 

woman's body is controlled to ensure the preservation of the community. 

Solicia avait eu une histoire terrible qui résonnait encore dans les oreilles 

de toutes les jeunes filles sépharades, pour les inciter à la méfiance la plus 

extrême envers leurs voisins. (…) C'était une jeune fille d'une telle beauté 

que les hommes avaient le souffle coupé lorsqu'ils la voyaient. (…) Un 

jour, alors qu'elle n'avait pas quinze ans, Solicia se fâcha avec sa mère et 

se rendit chez sa voisine musulmane. Celle-ci avait un frère qui, en la 

voyant, tomba éperdument amoureux d'elle, au point qu'il voulut l'épouser 

et donc la convertir (…). Son refus blessa l'orgueil du garçon, qui se 

vengea en répandant le bruit qu'elle s'était convertie à la foi musulmane. 

(…) Or, à cette époque, il était impossible d'abjurer sans raisons légitimes 

sous peine d'être condamné à mort. (…) Son martyre dura deux ans et elle 

célébra son dix-septième anniversaire en prison, jour où elle fut traînée à 

cheval dans toute la ville jusqu'à ce que mort s'ensuive.40 (83-84) 

 

The story conveys many lessons for young Jewish women. First, had Solicia not been so 

beautiful, she would not have seduced the neighbor. This observation confirms the 

previous discussion about the need to cover and protect a woman's body in order to keep 

her, and her community, safe from outside violations, and to suppress her own agency or 

desire to leave the group. Secondly, the woman's body represents a potential danger to 

the group, or at least a vulnerability, because were the body violated, the group's survival 

would be compromised. Third, the story teaches that young women should always be 

                                                        
40 Translation: Solicia had had a horrible life that still resonated in the ears of all the young Sephardi 

women, to encourage them to be extremely wary of their neighbors. (…) She was such a young beauty 

that men were breathless upon laying their eyes on her. (…) One day, when she was not yet fifteen, 

Solicia was in an argument with her mother and left to go to her Muslim neighbor's home. The latter 

had a brother who, upon seeing her, fell madly in love, so much as to ask to marry her, and therefore 

convert her (…). Her refusal hurt the boy's pride, and he took his revenge by spreading the rumor that 

she had converted to the Muslim faith. (…) At that time, it was impossible to abjure without cause, 

under the penalty of death. (…) Her martyrdom lasted two years, and she celebrated her seventeenth 

birthday in prison before being drawn throughout town by horses until death. 
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submissive, and never argue with their parents, or they might suffer a horrible death. 

Fourth, Solicia’s tale warns that one should not trust individuals outside of one’s group, 

even if they act friendly or profess their love, thus discourage inter-faith relations. And 

finally, the story suggests that a young woman should never abjure her faith, but follow 

Solicia's courageous example: an honorable woman should choose death over the threat 

of abandoning her community. Solicia's story functions like the tales that inculcate in 

children certain ideologies. Feminists have long argued that traditional fairy tales such as 

Snow White or Cinderella have the “capacity for reinforcing limiting sex role stereotypes 

and conservative ways of thinking about family that act upon children when they are 

most impressionable” (Fisher and Silber 2000, p.121). Like a fairy tale, Abécassis shows 

in Sépharade how the story of Solicia's demise has been used by generations of parents to 

impose a certain view of womanhood on their daughters, and as with fairy tales, the goal 

of using that story is to preserve the traditional family unit. 

 Esther is well aware of her parents' desire to control her life. She believes that 

they have been doing so ever since her birth. Her name, like her grandmother Sol’s, was 

chosen with a defined purpose: 

Dès le berceau on lui avait donné une identité, une définition, 

historiquement, socialement, psychologiquement. Ce nom était son destin, 

le premier marquage. Esther la reine juive, et Vital, de la famille Vital, de 

Fès. Esther, qui signifie 'cachée' en hébreu, et Vital qui vient de 'vie' en 

espagnol.41 (254) 

 

The combination of her first and last name implies that in order to give life (to a family, 

                                                        
41 Translation: She had been given an identity as early as the cradle, a definition, historically, socially, 

psychologically. This name was her destiny, the first branding. Esther the Jewish queen, and Vital, of 

the Vital family, from Fes. Esther, which means 'hidden' in Hebrew, and Vital which comes from 'life' 

in Spanish. 
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therefore to the Jewish people), Esther must hide herself, both physically and mentally. 

She must hide her body to protect it from undesirable suitors, but she must also hide her 

desires and accept those of the community to allow the latter to thrive. Ironically, 

Esther’s name can also be applied to the status of religion in France since she must hide 

her Jewishness in public spaces under the law of laïcité. Furthermore, the choice of 

Esther as the namesake for their daughter reveals her parents’ hope that she will “save,” 

or “protect” her group as did Esther, the Jewish Queen: 

L'histoire d'Esther avait commencé en Perse, au Ve siècle avant l'ère 

courante, lorsque le roi Assuérus avait répudié sa femme Vachti. Il avait 

cherché une femme dans tout le royaume (…), ce fut la jeune Esther qui 

fut élue parmi toutes, grâce à sa beauté. [Son oncle] lui avait conseillé de 

ne pas dire qu'elle était juive. Ainsi, elle était parmi les goys, intégrée au 

plus haut point, mais cachée comme le signifiait son nom. Or Haman, le 

ministre et conseiller du roi, qui haïssait les juifs, convainquit Assuérus de 

les tuer (…). Ce fut là qu'Esther accomplit l'acte héroïque, qui sauva le 

peuple juif. (…) Esther se présenta devant Assuérus, lui révélant qu'elle 

était juive et de ce fait condamnée à mort par son ministre. Par amour pour 

Esther, Assuérus prit son parti et, au lieu de tuer les juifs du royaume, il fit 

pendre Haman.42 (301) 

 

Once again, Esther is confronted with a role model who sacrificed herself for the survival 

of her community. By choosing this name, her parents expressed the wish that their 

daughter would protect their community as Queen Esther had. Esther must therefore 

marry a Sephardi man regardless of her own desires because she must provide her parents 

                                                        
42 Translation: Esther's story had started in Persia, in the fifth century BC, when king Ahasuerus 

repudiated his wife Vashti. He searched for a wife in the entire kingdom (…), and, for her beauty, it 

was the young Esther that was chosen amongst all. [Her uncle] had advised her not to reveal that she 

was Jewish. She lived amongst the goys, integrated in their highest ranks, but hidden as her name 

suggests. Haman, minister and adviser to the king, who hated Jews, convinced Ahasuerus to kill them 

(…). This is when Esther accomplished the heroic deed that saved the Jewish people. (…) Esther went 

to see Ahasuerus and revealed that she was Jewish, and therefore condemned to die by his minister. For 

the love of Esther, Ahasuerus took her side and, instead of killing the Jews of his kingdom, he had 

Haman hung.  
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with Sephardi grandchildren who will in turn produce the following generation, ensuring 

the survival of the Jewish people.  

 Of course, the use of submissive and sacrificial feminine role models is not 

unique to Judaism. Simone de Beauvoir (1949) accused Republican and Christian myths 

alike of carrying the same ideology of female submission and paternal hierarchy as that 

represented by the tales of Solicia and Esther. De Beauvoir, for example, denounced 

Catholicism for portraying women as always kneeling to obey the will of a dominant 

male figure: “La Vierge accueille à genoux les paroles de l'ange. 'Je suis la servante du 

Seigneur', répond-elle. Marie-Madeleine est prostrée aux pieds du Christ et elle les essuie 

avec ses longs cheveux de femme. Les saintes déclarent à genoux leur amour au Christ 

rayonnant43” (42, emphasis in original text). Esther Vital's story in Sépharade should 

therefore not be read as the condemnation of Judaism as an archaic religion with barbaric 

mores. Rather, Abécassis shows the traditional constraints that many families impose on 

their daughters according to varying cultural, religious or philosophical beliefs.  

  

Recentering one's self: a question of life or death 
 

 At the core of the novel rests Esther's decision to get married, which symbolizes 

her acceptance, or rejection, of the cultural norms of the Sephardi. Her entire life, Esther 

has felt deprived of her individuality, because for a Sephardi, “il n'y avait pas de place 

pour l'individu, pas de place pour ses désirs propres, qui devaient s'identifier soit à ceux 

                                                        
43 Translation: The virgin, on her knees, welcomes the words of the angels. 'I am the lord's servant' she 

answers. Mary Magdalene is prostrated at the feet of Christ and she dries his feet with her long 

feminine hair. Female saints kneel to declare their love to the radiant Christ. 
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de la religion, soit à ceux de la communauté, soit à ceux de sa famille44” (45). Moreover, 

because Esther is a woman, she is torn by competing interpretations of womanhood and 

agency to which her fiance is not subjected. In an effort to both please her parents and 

free herself, Esther has chosen Charles as the medium of her deliverance. Through 

Charles, she believes that she will gain independence from the Sephardi community all 

the while appeasing her parents by choosing a person who is, theoretically, within the 

community, if not a practicing Jew. As mentioned earlier, however, because Esther uses 

Charles to construct her new adult identity, his perceived betrayal threatens to destroy the 

source of her self-knowledge. Furthermore, if Charles did steal the “secret,” Esther will 

have also lost the source of her family’s history, of her cultural identity, and her key to 

“fitting in” with the Sephardim. To reconstruct herself, Esther must break the cycle of 

relying on external forces and discourses, or she might disappear altogether, or even 

worse, destroy herself. To return to the metaphor of the network, Esther must learn to put 

herself at the center of her network, rather than always orbiting around the needs of 

others (which are only nodes of her network). Instead, she has been pushed to the 

margins of her own subjecthood by attempting to never disappoint anyone, resulting in 

her life collapsing around her. 

 In a desperate attempt to regain agency, to do something for herself at last, Esther 

decides to spend the night with Noam Buzalgo. Esther and Noam had spent a summer 

together while she visited Israel a few years earlier. While nothing had happened between 

them at that time, on that fatal night when the “secret” of the Sephardim is stolen, Noam 

                                                        
44 Translation: there was no room for the individual, no room for her own desires, which had to meet 

either those of her religion, or of the community, or of her family. 
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takes advantage of an electricity outage to kiss her and ask her not to marry Charles. With 

her trust in others shattered by Charles's actions, Esther wishes to only listen to her 

instincts, but even as her emancipation approaches, she still cannot act impulsively. 

Esther enters a two page internal battle where she tries to convince herself that it is time 

to break free from other people's influence:  

Esther, affolée, essayait de sonder son désir, sans y parvenir. Que voulait-

elle donc? Qui ne voulait-elle pas? Comment le savoir? Quelle était la part 

de ce qu'elle souhaitait vraiment et de ce que les autres projetaient sur 

elle? (…) Peu importait ce que pensait ou non Suzanne, ce qui lui plaisait 

ou lui déplaisait, ce qui comptait, c'était elle! (…) Elle avait envie de vivre 

jusqu'au bout. (…) D'avancer, de franchir les frontières.45 (371-372) 

 

These crossed borders will bring Esther to uncover the real secrets of the Vital family, 

and of her own identity. First, she discovers her father's stolen amulet in Noam's 

apartment the morning following their liaison. She realizes from his strange behavior the 

night before that Isaac Buzalgo, Noam's father, must have stolen it, but does not know 

why yet. Indeed, Isaac's attitude after the incident with the amulet had already raised 

suspicion: Isaac had allowed Moïse to search him “[en] essayant de prendre l'aire le plus 

naturel et le plus loyal du monde, sans y parvenir car un rictus involontaire trahissait son 

énervement46” (195). Feeling like a pawn in her family's game of chess, and trying to 

make sense of the recent events (the theft of the amulet, her indiscretion with Noam, and 

her discovery of this amulet in Noam's appartment), Esther wonders in a panic “Quelle 

                                                        
45 Translation: Esther, panicking, was trying to know her desires, unable to understand them. What did 

she want? Who did she not want?  How could she know? How much of it was her own wish, and how 

much what other imposed on her? (…) Who cared what her mother thought, what pleased her or not, 

what mattered was Esther! (…) She wanted to live, to go all the way. (…) To move forward, to cross 

borders. 

 

46 Translation: while trying to assume the most natural and most loyal air possible, without success, 

because an involuntary rictus betrayed his irritation. 
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était sa part de responsabilité et quelle était celle de la manipulation?47” (411). Esther 

then remembers the tale she had heard about Charles's grandmother, Yacot, who had 

cursed her own grandmother, Sol, fifty years earlier to prevent Sol from marrying 

Charles's grandfather, Jacob, with whom Yacot was in love. Esther suspects Yacot of 

cursing her engagement with Charles as she had done to Sol, but little does she know that 

her family's secrets go well beyond this ancient rivalry.  

 While hints are sprinkled throughout the novel, the symmetry of Esther's family is 

not clear until after her night with Noam. The reader knows that Sol was meant to marry 

Jacob, until Yacot, the night of Sol's henna ceremony, exchanged her henna for a paste 

that would not mark her skin, thus cursing their union. The reader also discovers that 

Suzanne loved another man, Isaac Bouzalgo (Noam's father) before marrying Moïse 

Vital. Their engagement was broken because the two consummated their love before 

marriage, which brought Suzanne to resent Isaac for shaming her, and left her with a 

secret of her own: a baby girl she named Esther (another reason for naming her Esther, 

ie.“the hidden”). Because Suzanne kept this episode of her life secret, Esther 

unknowingly commits incest with her half-brother, Noam. Had the “secret of the 

Sephradim” (the amulet) not been stolen that fateful night, Esther would not have left 

Charles for Noam, and she would therefore not have discovered the real secret of her 

identity. If family lineage is, as we have seen, so important to Sephardi culture, this new 

secret has added consequences for her construction of self. The family that has been 

controlling her mind and body all these years is not entirely her biological family, and yet 

                                                        
47 Translation: What had been her responsibility in all this, and how much had she been manipulated? 
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her father has raised her as his own even though he knew the truth. Through Esther's 

origin story, Abécassis suggests that family is not biological, reinforcing the well known 

nurture vs. nature divide. Because family is the base unit of both the nation and her 

religious-cultural group, Abécassis also suggests that there is more to being French, 

Alsatian, Jewish or Sephradi than being “born” inside the group. Cultural, religious and 

national identities, gained through shared experiences, through a life spent together (or 

through love, as Le Clézio's work proposes, or through Glissant's Relation), do not 

necessarily correlate with our biological make-up. 

 As for Suzanne, she first refuses to shoulder the responsibility of her own and her 

daughter's sins, blaming tradition for her not having resisted Isaac's advances, and later, 

for never telling anyone about her pregnancy. 

Personne ne lui avait jamais dit comment ça se passait. On n'en parlait pas, 

c'était tabou. On lui avait appris la soumission, depuis toujours.48 (448) 

Je l'ai caché parce que c'était interdit, parce qu'il fallait être pure avant son 

mariage, parce que même si c'était malgré moi, j'avais commis une faute, 

et je portais la faute en moi.49 (448) 

 

Had Suzanne known more about sexuality, and had she not been so submissive to men, 

she would have been better prepared when her fiance entered her room. Suzanne's body 

and sexuality were, once again, subjected to cultural norms that not only forced her to 

suppress her own desires, but made her “impure” according to the same traditional beliefs 

that forced her into submission.  

                                                        
48 Translation: Nobody had ever told her how it was. No one talked about these things, it was taboo. She 

had always been taught to be submissive. 

 

49 Translation: I hid it because it was forbidden, because one must be pure before marriage, because even 

if it had been against my will, I had committed a sin, and I carried that sin within me. 
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 The novel demonstrates that gender roles, although based on cultural convictions, 

and thus not on any “natural” or inherent qualities, can have severe repercussions on a 

woman's life, and through a trickle-down effect, on her family and her group. Because 

Suzanne stepped out of what was acceptable in her community, her daughter has 

committed an act that is considered a sin and/or a crime by most religious and secular 

communities, including French society. Furthermore, Suzanne's crisis is at the root of her 

daughter's because Esther now understands why she has never felt like she belonged 

anywhere: 

- Tu aurais voulu que je ne sorte pas de ton ventre, que je reste un fœtus, 

un avorton, parce qu'au fond tu aurais dû me tuer tout de suite, lorsque 

j'étais dans ton ventre, ça ne t'a pas traversé l'esprit, ça? (…) 

- Si, dit Suzanne, résignée, j'y ai pensé. J'ai voulu te faire tomber... c'est 

vrai. J'ai même fait... comme on fait là-bas, on prend des cars, sur les 

routes chaotiques. 

- Tu voulais que je sois morte! dit Esther. Tu voulais m'anéantir, me 

réduire à néant, et tu y as réussi! Je te déteste, ajouta-t-elle, alors que les 

larmes coulaient de ses yeux sans s'arrêter, comme un puits sans fond, je 

te hais, non pas pour tout ce que tu m'as fait vivre mais parce que tu m'as 

laissée vivre! (…) Parce que je n'aurais pas dû naître!50 (448-449) 

 

In that moment, Esther believes that she has never felt at home anywhere because she 

should not exist. This argument with her mother effectively breaks the umbilical cord that 

had figuratively strangled Esther all her life. If her mother did not want her, why should 

she attempt to please her? Why should she accept the norms of a community that wishes 

                                                        
50 Translation:  

 - You would have preferred that I did not come out of your womb, that I remained a fetus, because you 

really should have killed me right away, when I was still inside you, did it not cross your mind? (…) 

 - It did, Suzanne said acquiescing, I thought about it. I tried to make you fall... it's true. I even... as 

people do over there, we ride on a bus, on rugged roads. 

 - You wanted me dead! Esther said. You wanted to obliterate me, to turn me into nothingness, and you 

succeeded! I hate you, she added, as tears streamed from her eyes, like a bottomless well, I hate you, 

not for everything you put me through, but because you let me live! (…) Because I should never have 

been born! 
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she did not exist? The revelation of her unwanted birth is the first step toward Esther's re-

centering of her life. She now perceives that the bond between child and parent should be 

weaved out of love, and not control or obligation. The relationship between Esther and 

her parents should have been mutual, with each member giving and taking equally. The 

unidirectional nature of their bond however (they dictated and she obeyed, they hid the 

truth and she accepted), only led to a fragile identity that collapsed under the pressure of 

Charles' perceived betrayal and the revelation of her birth. Her mother's lies have 

destroyed her sense of self once more, but this time they have symbolically annihilated 

her (tu voulais m'anéantir (…) tu as réussi), which leaves Esther with only two options: 

to be symbolically reborn from the nothingness in which she has fallen, or to destroy her 

body and literally annihilate herself. 

 The title of the chapter that follows Esther and Suzanne's dispute – Le secret de 

l'amulette – leaves the reader with the hope that Esther will finally find the secret to 

peace of mind, despite the recent turn of events. The amulet might indeed reveal a secret 

powerful enough to erase the past and allow her to build a future. Yet, the reader is 

quickly taken on a different path. As Esther wonders how she will survive her actions, 

la vision de la mer lui apporta la réponse. Elle ne survivrait pas. Elle 

noierait l'abjection de cette nuit, de son acte, dans l'eau qui, la veille, lors 

du bain rituel, aurait dû la laver de toutes ses impuretés. Elle se laverait de 

nouveau, pour la dernière fois.51 

 

After years spent trying to please everyone, to fit every cultural norm, Suzanne's 

revelation has effectively crushed Esther, revealing a taboo which she must now hide or 

                                                        
51 Translation: the view of the sea brought the answer. She would not survive. She would drown the 

abjection of that night, of her act, in the water which, the day before, during the ritual bath, should have 

washed away all impurities. She would wash herself again, for the last time. 
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suppress. Esther's situation symbolizes the intensification of a woman's plight in a 

traditional world. Whichever path she follows, Esther is now condemned to be a pariah, 

just like her mother was condemned to either keep her sin secret (which led to her 

daughter's ruin), or reveal her affair, thus possibly causing her banishment from her 

family and the Sephardi community. In other words, Abécassis suggests that there are no 

“good outcomes” for women in a culture that denies their agency and blames them for 

their failures regardless of context. 

 Through this kept secret, Esther has been symbolically denied her whole life, and 

she feels alone, lost and hopeless. Suicide thus appears to be the only way to express the 

emptiness that resulted from knowing her origins at last. However, in committing suicide, 

Esther finally exerts her own free will, and in so doing, her death comes “avec un 

sentiment de liberté intense. De sérénité, de bien-être52” (451). As Esther's soul is slowly 

departing her body, she comes to an epiphany and finds herself in 

un monde parallèle où tout s'organisait et avait un sens, un monde 

magique qui ne venait pas d'ailleurs, mais qui était un trésor de l'intérieur 

de son cœur, un secret enfermé qu'elle laissait enfin échapper, dans lequel 

elle avait gardé enfouie sa tendresse, non pas à l'égard des autres, mais à 

l'égard d'elle-même.53 (453) 

 

That treasure, the secret she had been chasing her entire life is finally revealed in this 

moment of pure egotism: 

Soudain, tout fut plus doux, les plaies se refermaient, les déchirures 

s'apaisaient, les blessures s'amendaient. Elle avait accès à une réalité 

d'ordre supérieur, indéfinissable mais non moins réelle que l'autre, 

                                                        
52 Translation: with a feeling of intense freedom. Of serenity, of well being. 

 

53 Translation: a parallel world where everything was organized and made sense, a magical world that did 

not come from elsewhere, but from a treasure within her heart, a locked secret she was finally 

releasing, in which she had kept hidden her tenderness, not toward others, but toward herself. 
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puisqu'elle l'informait et lui donnait un sens. Elle se mit à jouir de ce 

moment simple entre terre et mer, du soleil qui se levait, du jour à venir, 

de sa jeunesse et de sa beauté, de sa nouvelle dignité, de femme, d'esprit, 

d'être humain, et elle cessa d'avoir peur d'elle-même. Elle savait enfin ce 

dont elle était capable. Du meilleur comme du pire. Elle devait s'accepter 

telle qu'elle était: c'était cela le plus dur, le chemin le plus ardu et le plus 

douloureux, qui devait la mener à la réconciliation avec elle-même. 

Accepter ses erreurs, ses fautes, ses manquements, accepter d'avoir 

commis l'abomination. Se pardonner à soi-même. Et renaître de ses 

cendres.54 (453) 

 

Esther goes through the abominable act of incest and the impasse of suicide to finally 

find herself. Her fragmented self heals from this selfish feat (taking her own life) because 

death is the first absolutely voluntary act that she has accomplished in all her life. For 

Abécassis, happiness is only possible once her protagonist accepts that the most 

important node in the identity network is the individual because, as suggested in 

Sépharade, as long as one does not love oneself, loving and pleasing others will only lead 

to self-annihilation. Thus, self-acceptance leads Esther to be reconciled with all the parts 

of her identity, her wounds closing as she lets go of the fear she had of herself, a fear 

ignited by her desire to please everyone and to assume every cultural norm while 

knowing, or at least perceiving until this last revelation, the impossibility of being 

everything at once.  

 It is consequently by (almost) destroying the controlled object (her body) that 

                                                        
54 Translation: Suddenly, everything was calmer, her wounds closing, her tears appeased, her cuts 

mending. She had access to a reality of a superior order, undefinable and yet not less real than the 

other, since it was informing her and helping her make sense of things. She was enjoying that simple 

moment between heaven and earth, the sun rising, the day beginning, her youth and her beauty, her 

new-found dignity, as a woman, as a spirit, as a human being, and she ceased being afraid of herself. 

She finally knew what she was capable of. The best, and the worse. She had to accept herself as she 

was: that was the hardest thing, the most tedious and painful path, the one that would lead her to a 

reconciliation with herself. Accept her errors, her mistakes, her failures, accept that she committed the 

abomination. Forgive herself. And rise from her own ashes. 
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Esther is able to regain agency. The answer to the title question of this chapter lies in the 

outcome of Esther's act: as she is slowly sinking in the water, it seems that culture (as 

represented by a group) cannot, indeed, survive her act of individual agency, that is, if her 

death implies that of the group. Abécassis however does not end the novel with this 

defeatist conclusion. Although Esther does attempt to end her life, the revelations she 

uncovers will not be lost in this extreme act. Her sister, pulling Esther from the water just 

in time, succeeds in reanimating the young woman, giving Esther a chance to put into 

practice the lessons she has learned at such high a price. Although her family, her culture, 

her religion and France all try to impose their own interpretation of what Esther's identity 

should be, Esther now knows to recognize the various models, or representations, of that 

identity for what they are: constructions that serve a certain ideology aimed at the 

conservation and integrity of each of the groups to which she belongs.  

 The day after her attempted suicide, Esther talks with her father, Moïse, who 

explains to her why she has always felt like a stranger everywhere, finally bestowing 

upon her the secret of the Sephardim, a secret which does not reside in an amulet, but in 

the following message:  

Ton trésor, c'est ton identité. Tes identités, toutes tes identités. Ce sont 

tous les actes de ta vie, les moindres comme les plus importants, qui sont 

la matière de ton être, les symboles et les mythes qui te constituent. Et ton 

identité n'est pas autre chose que ces symboles et ces mythes. Sans eux, 

nous ne sommes rien; que des morts vivants.55 (461) 

 

Moïse unveils that identity is at once multiple, and the result of a web of networked 

                                                        
55 Translation: Your treasure is your identity. Your identities, all your identities. It is all the acts of your 

life, the smallest like the most important, that are what makes up your being, the symbols and the 

myths that make you. And your identity is nothing other than these symbols and these myths. Without 

them, we are nothing; just walking corpses.  
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narratives and myths to which the individual is subjected, and over which he or she often 

has no control. Esther has become whole again by accepting all the parts of her self, 

which implies accepting the external forces that attempt to control her, while recognizing 

that they are not intrinsic or essential qualities, but simply part of a larger cultural, 

religious or national narrative and can therefore be conceived as “roles” to be performed 

rather than the essence of our identities. Moïse's declaration also suggests that the 

individual cannot live outside of the narratives that make up society. In order not to 

become estranged from oneself, as Esther has until then, the individual must be aware 

that his/her identity is only a web constructed by a multitude of symbols and myths, 

because as Sépharade’s narrator wonders, “qu’est-ce qu’une identité si ce n’est une 

narration, la somme des histoires qu’on nous raconte?56” (463). Identity is not to be found 

only in our blood, in our place of birth or in our lineage, it is the sum of our experiences 

and the internalized narratives imposed upon us from all of the external forces mentioned 

in this chapter, and the individual’s agency in networking (or choosing) these identities.  

 Moïse's father, Saadia, provides the last piece of the identity puzzle to his son in 

the last two pages of the novel. In response to Moïse's sorrow regarding the secret of 

Esther’s birth, and his failure to transmit the amulet because she did not get married, 

Saadi tells his son these wise words: 

Notre tradition, fils, ne repose pas sur les liens naturels, contrairement à ce 

que l'on croit, certainement pas ceux des pères, et pas même ceux des 

mères. (…) À toi, Moïse, je transmets ce secret confié par nos ancêtres, 

qui savaient que le temps allait venir où tous les juifs, conversos ou 

marranes, seraient expulsés ou exterminés. C'est la raison pour laquelle il 

leur fallait une patrie imaginaire, intellectuelle et sentimentale à la fois, un 

rêve jusqu'à sa réalisation, afin de survivre en tant que peuple à l'expulsion 

                                                        
56 Translation: What is an identity if not a narration, the sum of the stories we are told? 
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et à la mort. Ils savaient qu'ils seraient chassés d'Espagne, et qu'ils 

n'auraient pas le droit d'emporter quoi que ce fût avec eux. Alors, ils ont 

emporté leurs amulettes comme patrie et leur idéal mystique comme mode 

de vie.57 (474-476) 

 

Saadia's story (and the amulet) can be interpreted as an allegory for how individuals 

adapt to displacements, and develop their sense of national and cultural identity despite 

these displacements. Like children for whom the “real” parents are the adoptive parents, 

Jewishness is not biological (Notre tradition, fils, ne repose pas sur les liens naturels) but 

adoptive, an imaginary, intellectual and sentimental group. Here, Abécassis opposes 

myths vs. Relation, and biology vs. education / nurture. If groups, such as Judaism and 

nations, “raised” each individual “like their own,” no one would feel like they did not 

belong, thus potentially eliminating the adverse effects of marginalization (violence, 

radicalization, suicide). With these final words, Abécassis reiterates her definition of 

cultural, but also national identity: communities of shared experiences, myths, and 

Relation. Abécassis rejects essentialism, including the belief that parents and their 

children naturally belong to the same community. The amulet is a reminder that if Jews 

are without a physical homeland, it does not mean that they do not have a community. As 

the popular saying goes, home is where the heart is, which is what the amulet symbolizes. 

The homeland of the Jewish people is the Jewish people themselves.  

 

                                                        
57 Translation: Our tradition, son, does not rest on natural links, despite what people think, certainly not 

those established through fathers, and not even through mothers. (…) To you, Moise, I transmit this 

secret confided in me by our ancestors, who knew that time would come when all Jews, conversos or 

marranos, would be exiled or exterminated. This is the reason why they needed an imaginary 

homeland, one at once intellectual and sentimental, a dream until realized, so they could survive as a 

people through exile and death. They knew they would be chased out of Spain, and that they would not 

be permitted to take anything with them. So they took their amulets as a homeland and their mysticism 

as a way of life. 
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Conclusion 
 

 In conclusion, I will answer the title question of this chapter. Because Esther does 

not die, the survival of the Vital family is not compromised. But the outcome could very 

well have been tragic, which serves to reinforce the delicate balance between policing the 

borders of culture and destroying its members through a concentrational social bond. 

Abécassis's work suggests that in order to fulfill one's subjectivity, one must sometimes 

ignore all the outside nodes of one's network, and focus on oneself. Conversely, she also 

acknowledges that the influences exerted by the network are innumerable, and often 

contrary to one another. It is important to simply recognize these models, or influences, 

for what they are: constructions that support an ideology. Once that is understood, and 

once the individual regains her place at the center of her own life, it is possible to assume 

the multiple identities to which Abécassis refers at the beginning of her novel. These 

identities can be simultaneous, but they can also be attained successively by tuning out, 

or favoring, different connections within the network at different times in life.58 Finally, 

in Sépharade, Abécassis suggests that a community is not built upon essential qualities 

such as race, lineage, place of birth, or even a shared language. Echoing Benedict 

Anderson's (1983) famous expression, cultural and/or religious groups in this novel are 

imagined communities based on shared experiences and common myths. To that extent, 

and ignoring their legal definitions, being French or Moroccan can, as suggested by 

Begag, Jenni and Le Clézio alike, be understood similarly. Esther feels French not (just) 

                                                        
58 This idea of performing different identities in different situations echoes the theory of performativity 

advanced by Butler in the context of gender roles, as well as Fanon's Peau noire, masques blancs 

(1952).  
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because she was born in France (and is therefore legally French), but because she loves 

Montaigne, French food, and has read popular French romance novels; but she is also 

Moroccan because she knows all the myths from that legally foreign land, wears a hand 

of Fatma to protect her from the evil eye, and covers her hands with henna. As described 

by Abécassis, nations are unified by the myths and rituals certain of its inhabitants share, 

not simply by intangible borders and legal statuses.  
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Conclusion 

 

 

 

 In this dissertation, I have analyzed how four authors from different regions of 

France, from different religions and ethnicity, and from different educational 

backgrounds, represent French identity. What, then, have we learned of Frenchness in 

this beginning of the twenty-first century by reading JMG Le Clézio's Révolutions, Alexis 

Jenni's L'Art français de la guerre, Azouz Begag's Le Marteau pique-coeur, and Éliette 

Abécassis's Sépharade? First, each author challenges Frenchness as a biological or 

natural attribute (which implies that racist discourses have no place in defining the nation, 

despite the popular beliefs mentioned in the introduction). Being French does not limit 

itself to having biological roots in France because, as Begag's and Abécassis's characters 

have shown, one may have foreign roots and feel as French as a “Français de souche,” or 

conversely, as Le Clézio and Jenni’s characters have suggested, one may be French and 

yet not feel kinship with the nation. Second, we have learned that the reason why many 

French individuals do not feel like they belong in France is not their “otherness,” but 

France's limited definition of Republican equality as sameness, which stems from the 

universalism of the Enlightenment, and the imperialism of the French Revolution as it 

“colonized” all of France, effacing regional particularisms. Third, we have seen that if 

Frenchness does not derive from territoriality or heredity, it is based on internalized 

mythologies (particularly through fictionalized history and education), and a shared 

language (French). 

 These novels also contribute to our understanding of how individual identity is 
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shaped. Subjecthood is represented as the sum of the individual's experiences in life, and 

as a consequence, it is not something stable, but rather shifts and changes as the subject 

travels, interacts with others, and ages. For Begag and Abécassis particularly, the 

individual has multiple identities which can be experienced in sequence or 

simultaneously, and which can therefore cause psychological distress when in 

contradiction with one another, or with the identity of the group in which the individual 

lives. 

 It is important to note that Le Clézio, Jenni, Begag and Abécassis do not 

wholeheartedly reject France's cultural / ideological / philosophical traditions. Rather, 

they all invite a revision of the ways universalism and equality are applied in 

contemporary French society. The authors chosen for the present study call for a “new 

humanism” (as Fanon had done over half a century earlier), one that would permit each 

individual to resist universalization, and the imposition of a certain ideal of identity that 

corresponds to Republican ideology as it is conceived today. As mentioned in chapter 1, 

Balibar proposes a distinction between “extensive” and “intensive” universalism, the first 

equating to the imposition of a certain notion of ideal subjecthood (which is how 

universalism has been interpreted in France), while the second provides equality through 

difference, indeed an adequate model for the new kind of humanism Le Clézio, Begag 

and Abécassis suggest in their novels. 

 These authors are of course not the first to question universalism. As noted by 

Jean-Philippe Mathy (2008), French universalism has indeed been met with resistance 

from the very beginning: “à l’origine, l’anti-universalisme a contribué au mouvement 
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d’opposition aux Lumières, c’était un discours de droite, romantique et réactionnaire qui 

refusait l’esprit d’abstraction, le rationalisme et le volontarisme social de l’idéologie 

révolutionnaire1” (357). Mathy also argues that in contemporary thought, anti-

universalism has become a left-wing critique of Enlightenment metaphysics because 

universalism, under the guise of an egalitarian system, is a deeply discriminatory 

ideology. As discussed in chapters 3 and 4 however, contemporary authors such as Le 

Clézio, Jenni, Begag and Abécassis are not ready to abandon this system of thought 

altogether. Instead of condemning the principle of universalism, these authors question its 

applications in society, and its engraving in history. This attitude corresponds to what 

Mathy calls a “moderate” criticism of universalism: 

L’universalisme serait critiquable non pas parce qu’il est erroné, mais 

parce qu’il a été dévoyé, trahi dans sa visée originaire, souvent confisqué 

par des forces politiques et idéologiques qui l’ont utilisé à leur profit. Il ne 

s’agit plus de supprimer l’universalisme, mais de le pousser jusqu’au bout, 

de le dégager des formes mensongères qui l’ont corrompu.2 (358) 

 

The authors studied in this dissertation fall in this category of moderate anti-universalism. 

Le Clézio's uncorrupted universalism is expressed in Rozilis and in Jean's love for 

Mariam (ie. community through Relation); Jenni focuses on unveiling the “forces 

politiques et idéologiques” that have stripped universalism of its positive qualities; 

Begag's use of personal stories and humor to gain the sympathy of his reader also reveal 

                                                        
1 Translation: at the beginning, anti-universalism contributed to a movement of opposition to the 

Englightenment, it was a right-wing, romantic, reactionary discourse that refused the abstractions, 

rationalism and social voluntarism of Revolutionary ideology. 

 

2 Translation: Universalism is critiquable not because it is erroneous, but because it has been perverted, 

betrayed in its original view, often re-appropriated by the political and ideological forces that have used 

it for their own gain. The point is no longer to suppress universalism, but to push it all the way, to free 

it from the misleading forces that have corrupted it. 
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his tendency to seek a commonality in human nature (through emotions such as love, 

humor, or pain), rather than in a culture that can fail its members as was the case with 

Marwan; and for Abécassis, her character's battle between particularisms and 

universalism is concluded when she finds a balance between the two (rather than reject 

the former), which is to say when she is finally able to appreciate all her identities equally 

rather than attempt to suppress those that do not fit her family's or the nation's narratives . 

 French authors' desire to reform, rather than reject, universalism should also be 

seen as a cautionary indication that non-French theoretical frameworks (such as Bhabha's 

interstitiality) may not prove useful because they may ignore nuances such as France's 

interdependent definitions of freedom and equality. Furthermore, imposing American or 

British postcolonial theories onto France could be interpreted as a form of ideological 

imperialism that would situate a foreign (British or American) philosophy of identity as 

the point of reference to which France should adhere, thus going against the very 

principles of postcolonialism. 

 Were France to adhere to a “reformed” universalism, how would that renewed 

ideology materialize exactly? Could it, for example, be akin to the cosmopolitanism 

proposed in the XVIIIth century? That would depend once again on which “definition” of 

cosmopolitanism one chooses, because just as with universalism, cosmopolitanism could 

lead to imperialism rather than the acceptance of differences. As described by Hagen 

Kjørholt (2013), Kant's notion of cosmopolitanism “propose un cosmopolitisme qui 

prendrait la forme d'un ordre politique international où régneraient la morale universelle 
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et, ainsi, la paix perpétuelle3” (165). The issue is of course to define that “morale 

universelle” (according to which ideological framework would this moral be modeled?) 

and what would be the form of this “international political order,” a federation, an 

empire, a supra-nation? Kant's cosmopolitanism therefore appears as yet another type of 

“extensive” universalism. Hagen Kjørholt opposes this philosophical cosmopolitanism to 

what she calls “un cosmopolitisme vécu” (161) best exemplified by Voltaire's writings in 

which national identity is an evolving quality (and which would therefore correspond to 

what we have observed in Le Clézio, Begag and Abécassis). Hagen Kjørholt gives the 

example of l'Ingénu, whom Voltaire often compares to a transplanted tree:  

un chêne reste toujours un chêne, où qu'il se trouve, mais sa manifestation 

en acte – sa grandeur, sa fraîcheur – diffère selon le territoire où il pousse. 

Le personnage de l'Ingénu montre que, chez Voltaire, l'unité nationale est 

dépassée et, pour ainsi dire, remplacée par la notion moderne d'une 

identité humaine composite et évolutive – une identité cosmopolite plutôt 

que nationale.4 (169) 

  

Despite its focus on change, Voltaire's notion of cosmopolitanism (as described by Hagen 

Kjørholt) poses certain problems when analyzed in parallel with the representations of 

national identity I have discussed in this dissertation. The comparison of the individual to 

a tree must undergo the critique suggested by Begag and Abécassis, while the notion of 

territory would be under scrutiny for Le Clézio. As for Jenni, he would ask whether this 

metaphor can take into account ideologies because trees, after all, are not subjected to 

                                                        
3 Translation: proposes a cosmopolitanism that would take the form of an international political order 

where universal morals and perpetual peace would prevail. 

 

4 Translation: an oak is always an oak, wherever it may be, but its manifestation in acts – its size, its 

vitality – differs depending on the territory in which it grows. The character of the Ingenu shows that 

for Voltaire, national unity is overcome and, so to speak replaced by the modern notion of a composite 

and evolving human identity – a cosmopolitan rather than national identity. 
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ideas as they grow, and therefore cannot be manipulated by fictionalized narratives about 

their past. More research is indeed needed to uncover models of French national identity 

that would respect “intensive” universalism and permit the expression of individual 

particularisms.
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